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On December 29, 2022, the International Dark-Sky Association
(IDA) sued the U.S. Federal Communications Commission over its
decision to approve SpaceX’s application for up to 30,000 more
low-orbit  satellites,  in  addition  to  the  12,000  already
approved and in process of filling our skies. This is Case No.
22-1337 before the United States Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia Circuit, and has not yet been decided by
the court.

Long-exposure photographs of the sky by astronomers already
look like this:
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The  above  photo  was  taken  by  an  amateur  astronomer  in  a
suburban location in Western Australia. The circular tracks
are  stars.  The  much  brighter  straight  tracks  are  all
satellites,  except  for  one  track  which  is  a  meteor.

Below  is  a  77-minute  exposure  taken  by  astronomer  Dave
Thanatos in Salisbury, England. In this darker location, the
circular tracks of the stars are brighter than the straight
tracks of the meteors and satellites which, however, fill the
entire frame of the photograph. There are only 10 meteors in
this picture. All the other straight tracks are satellites.
And as Scottish astronomer Andy Lawrence, lead author of “The
Case for Space Environmentalism,” said, “Good luck telling the
difference!”
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American  plasma  physicist  Sierra  Solter  implored  the
FCC to “please save our night sky… Please, please, don’t take
away my stars. To feel that my place of comfort and calm — a
starry sky — is being taken away and given to billionaires is
suffocating.”

On  December  18,  2023,  Ms.  Solter  published  a  scientific
article detailing her fear for our planet. Each of the 42,000
planned Starlink satellites, she wrote, has a design lifespan
of only 5 years, after which it will be de-orbited, burned up
in the atmosphere, and replaced. She calculated that this will
require 23 satellites per day — each the size of an SUV or
truck — to be burned up in the atmosphere forever into the
future, leaving an enormous amount of toxic chemicals and
metallic dust to accumulate in the air we breathe and in the
ionosphere.

This is already happening, she wrote, and should be stopped if
we  value  our  lives.  “Since  the  beginning  of  the  space
industry,  approximately  20,000  tons  of  material  have  been
demolished during reentry… This amount is over 100 billion
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times greater than [the mass of] the Van Allen Belts.” She
estimated that if 42,000 Starlink satellites are deployed and
regularly  demolished  —  let  alone  the  1,000,000  satellites
planned by other companies and governments — “every second the
space  industry  is  adding  approximately  2,000  times  more
conductive material than mass of the Van Allen Belts into the
ionosphere.”

“Unlike meteorites, which are small and only contain trace
amounts of aluminum, these wrecked spacecraft are huge and
consist  entirely  of  aluminum  and  other  exotic,  highly
conductive materials,” she explained in an April 16, 2024
article in The Guardian.

Much of the metallic dust will settle into the ionosphere
where, she says, it could act as a magnetic shield, reducing
the magnitude of the Earth’s magnetic field in space. If that
happens, the atmosphere itself could eventually be destroyed,
because the Earth’s magnetic field — the magnetosphere — is
what deflects the solar wind and prevents it from stripping
away Earth’s atmosphere, as she told Teresa Pulterova in an
interview on Space.com.

Other astronomers involved in the litigation before the FCC
and now the Court of Appeals include Meredith Rawls with the
Vera C. Rubin Observatory in Chile; Gary Hunt with Action
Against Satellite Light Pollution in the UK; Samantha Lawler
at the University of Regina in Canada; Graeme Cuffy of Port of
Spain, Trinidad and Tobago; Mark Phillips, President of the
Astronomical  Society  of  Edinburgh;  Roberto  Trotta  of  the
Imperial Centre for Inference and Cosmology in London; Carrie
Nugent,  Associate  Professor  of  Computational  Physics  and
Planetary  Science  at  the  Olin  College  of  Engineering  in
Massachusetts;  and  Cameron  Nelson  of  Tenzing  Startup
Consultants  in  Virginia.

Other issues are also mentioned in the appeal. For example,
the burned up aluminum produces aluminum oxide, which destroys
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ozone and contributes to climate change. So does the water
vapor, soot, and nitrogen oxides in rocket exhaust.

Cameron Nelson told the FCC that “Humans, not to mention all
other animal and plant life, have not given our consent for
SpaceX to send the signals it is proposing into our bodies and
irrevocably alter us.”

The  BroadBand  International  Legal  Action  Network  (BBILAN)
mentioned  “RF/EMF  radiation  from  linked  base  and  earth
stations”  in  comments  sent  to  the  FCC.  Starlink  earth
stations, also called Gateways, are far more powerful than the
Starlink dishes that people are putting on their homes. The
(as of March 2024) 2.6 million Starlink dishes each send one
signal up to the moving network of satellites above them. All
of this traffic is coordinated in space by thousands of lasers
linking the satellites to one another, and on the ground by
Gateways, which relay the thousands of signals in a large
geographic area to and from the satellites. This is what a
Gateway with 5 antennas (“radomes”) looks like:

 

Some Gateways have up to 40 radomes. Each of those domes



weighs  1750  kilograms.  Each  aims  a  narrow  beam  at  moving
satellites. According to FCC filings by SpaceX, each beam can
have an effective radiated power of more than 1,000,000 watts,
which it can aim as low as 25 degrees above the horizon. If
you are a bird you do not want to fly anywhere near a Starlink
Gateway. And if you are a human you do not want to live near
one  either.  When  a  satellite  aims  its  beam  containing
thousands of signals at a Gateway, that beam is about 10 miles
in diameter by the time it reaches the Earth.

Robin is a subscriber who lives in a remote area of Idaho less
than 3 miles from the Starlink Gateway in Colburn. She writes
about effects on her family and her animals  — effects that
disappear when they are at their other home in Montana where
they are surrounded by National Forest. The effects on her
guinea hens are similar to the effects I wrote about in my
last newsletter:

“Our  guinea  hens  make  a  strange  noise  while  moving  in  a
circle. This only happens in Idaho where we live within 3
miles  from  a  SpaceX  ground  station.  We  never  see  this
phenomenon  in  Montana.  

“We also had 2 separate litters of Chihuahua puppies born.
Both litters had defects, and both lost a puppy and were
smaller in size. The very same thing happened with our cat,
small litter, birth defects and the loss of one kitten. There
was a fire last year and we were forced back to Idaho and are
making EVERY EFFORT to move away from the gateway and our
neighbors’ Starlink dishes as quickly as possible. My health
is a concern here, but when I go home to Montana I am fully
recovered as are my husband and son. We live off grid both
places. No electricity, no running water, and it’s a crying
shame what is happening to the world with all these manmade
devices.” 

When in Idaho, Robin suffers from extreme vertigo and nausea,
burning  migraines,  severe  pain  in  her  spine  and  all  her



joints, tingling in her fingers and toes, memory problems,
“extreme gut pain, and at times stabbing pain in gall bladder
and liver,” bradycardia, tooth pain and sinus infections, and
“severe heart palpitations to the point where I’m gasping for
breath while my heart pounds.” Her husband has joint pains,
frequent urination during the night, and headaches. Her son
has heart arrhythmias, stabbing pains in the gut, and brain
fog. She and her husband hear the radiation. “We’re hearing a
sort of sped-up Morse code,” she says. “When I go home to
Montana I am fully recovered as is my husband and son.”

Robin  knows  many  people  in  her  area  who  are  similarly
affected. She adds that “when we first moved here in 2019 we
had A LOT of birds. We now have a silent spring, it’s like a
dead zone. I’ve heard/seen one Robin and just a handful of
birds. We used to put out 11 hummingbird feeders and as of
last year we only need one. There were quite a few black bears
and a couple of grizzlies but now only one grizzly is around.”

At last count there were 277 Starlink Gateways in operation or
under construction in the world: 181 in North America and the
Caribbean, 26 in South America, 2 in Africa, 26 in Europe, and
42 in Asia and the Pacific.

The FCC maintains a webpage listing thousands of licenses that
it has handed out to hundreds of companies to operate both
fixed  and  mobile  satellite  earth  stations  in  the  United
States. Some of these stations are far more powerful than the
Starlink Gateways. SES’s earth station at Bristol, Virginia
emits up to 1,900,000,000 watts of effective radiated power,
and it is allowed to aim it as low as 5 degrees above the
horizon.  SES’s  earth  station  at  Brewster,  Washington  is
allowed to emit almost 1,000,000 watts in the actual direction
of the horizon! SES owns O3b mPOWER, which is the satellite
system  that  had  its  first  radomes  on  board  the  Diamond
Princess cruise ship, the ship that had the famous outbreak of
disease blamed on COVID-19 at the beginning of the pandemic.
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Putin  Told  Moon  Landing
Photos Are Fake
Putin Told Moon Landing Photos Are Fake

A brief look at why millions of people question the Apollo
moon landings

by Greg Reese
December 9, 2023

 

See Greg Reese substack for transcript.
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Malaysia Airlines Flight 370
Captured by Unknown Forces
Malaysia Airlines Flight 370 Captured by Unknown Forces
by Greg Reese, The Reese Report
November 22, 2023

 

Malaysia Airlines Flight 370 disappeared on March 8th 2014. On
May 19, about nine weeks later, a leaked video was published
to YouTube by a third party who claimed to have received it on

March 12th. The video shows what appears to be a jet airliner
on fire being trailed by three spiraling orbs. Eventually, the
three orbs change to a vertical pattern and disappear in a
flash with the airliner, leaving a dead-end trail of smoke in

the  sky.  A  month  later  on  June  12th,  a  second  video  was
published to the same channel that showed the exact same event
taken  from  a  different  viewpoint.  These  videos  have  been
deleted from YouTube but can still be found on archive-dot-
org.
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Ashton Forbes and his team have been researching these videos
extensively, and have provided exhaustive evidence that these
videos are legitimate. Including digital forensics verified by
CGI professionals, eyewitnesses, and government data, Forbes
and his team have successfully addressed all de-bunker claims
and have listed them for all to see on X-dot-com @JustXAshton.
So far, nobody has been able to de-bunk this research.

Their research shows that the first leaked video was taken
from a pair of American signals intelligence satellites known
as  USA-229.  Twin  satellites  capable  of  creating  3D
stereoscopic images by capturing two slightly different views.
The twin USA-229 satellites are logged at the exact location,
time, and apparent angle required to of captured this video.
This event occurred at around two-thirty in the morning, it
was completely dark, the wavelengths captured by these cameras
are for detail, and the stereoscopic effect allows for added
depth perception.

The source of the second video has been identified as an MQ-1C
Gray Eagle unmanned combat drone with Infrared and thermal
technology. This video focuses on the heat signature.

And the man responsible for leaking these videos seems to be
Lt. Cmdr. Edward Lin. He was accused of being a spy, but court
transcripts prove that this was just spin. The details of his
crimes, including the time they happened, are redacted, but it
came  out  in  the  trial  that  the  classified  information  in
question was published on the internet. And Lt. Cmdr. Edward
Lin had full security clearance to the same technology used to
capture these videos.

Using Inmarsat satellite ping data and military radar to track
its path, and eyewitness testimony to verify it, Forbes put
together the final flight path of Malaysian Airlines Flight
370:

On March 7th at 16:42 UTC Flight 370 takes off from Kuala

https://twitter.com/JustXAshton/status/1715015823956283624


Lumpur  International  Airport.  At  17:21  the  plane  abruptly
turns back towards the nearest airport in Penang. A witness on
an  oil  rig  reported  that  the  plane  was  on  fire.  Several
witnesses along the East Coast reported hearing a loud bang
and seeing a glow coming from the plane as it passed overhead.
At 17:52 the co-pilot’s mobile phone pings the local tower. At
18:40 an eyewitness on a boat reported that the plane was
glowing orange and appeared on fire. The Inmarsat ping data
shows the same sharp left turn that we see in the videos, and
then abruptly goes to zero as the plane disappears.

The CCP released Chinese satellite images that appear to be
three orbs. They first claimed it was debris, and later said
that releasing the image was a mistake. According to Chinese
media, nineteen families have signed a statement claiming they
made calls that connected to missing passengers after the
disappearance but without an answer.

Some people are saying this was alien UFOs saving a plane from
crashing.  But  this  doesn’t  explain  the  fact  that  three
different advanced US military surveillance cameras captured
this one event. Twenty-three of the passengers on board were
related  to  Freescale  Semi-Conductors,  a  field  leading  the
development of super-conductor technology, which is what this
appears to be. Some type of superconductor targeting system
for teleportation. Which is reminiscent of what the NAZIs were
doing with their highly classified Die Glocke project.

Luminous objects like this were first reported in May of 1940
as  Germany  invaded  Belgium.  And  by  1942  several  people
reported  seeing  them  in  the  skies  over  Germany.  American
pilots during World War Two called them, Foo Fighters.

And let’s not forget Gary Mckinnon, who in 2002 was accused of
perpetrating the “biggest military computer hack of all time”,
and who claimed to have seen evidence of an advanced off-world
military fleet.
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Antarctica
China Sends Flotilla to Antarctica
by Joseph P. Farrell, Giza Death Star
November 8, 2023

 

It’s been a while since we’ve heard of any strange happenings
on planet Earth’s strangest place, Antarctica, but just when
you  think  everyone  has  forgotten  about  that  continent’s
strange  connections  to  Herman  Goering,  Rudolf  Hess,  Buzz
Aldrin, Patriarch of Moscow Kirill III, or Obama Secretary of
State (and current Bai Den Dzhao “Climate Change Tsar) John
Ketchup Kerry, something comes along that makes one think
that, once again, something is “up” down there. Indeed, there
is in this article shared by S.D. something that caught my
attention, and makes me go “hmmm”; see if you can spot it:

China Sends Fleet to Build Antarctic Research Station

Now granted, China has been in Antarctica for a while, and
like everyone else “down there,” it has been conducting all
sorts of research. One can only assume that they have an
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interest in the neutrino detector down there, and a host of
other things as well. But I have difficulty imagining that the
Chinese Communist Party’s interest is purely scientific, just
as  I  have  a  tremendous  difficulty  that  Herman  Goering’s
interest was purely scientific and that he was just sponsoring
a glitzy science project.  Of course, we had the “commerce and
lubricants”  explanation  for  Goering’s  interest  (and  the
British raising the subject of Antarctica with Rudolf Hess
after the latter had flown to Britain on his infamous and ill-
fated peace mission, a topic unfortunately too long and weird
to get into here, but if you’re interested, see my book Hess
and the Penguins). Then there was Admiral Byrd’s Operation
High Jump, which was quite literally a fully-fledged combined
arms operation which invaded the continent, but oddly, did so
by landings everywhere but where the Nazis had explored.

And now the Chinese are sending a little flotilla of two
icebreakers and a cargo ship to build yet another research
facility there.  So what is it  about the place that attracts
the  attention  of  fascist  Germany,  communist  China,  and
capitalist America, and why are the cover stories explaining
that  interest  so  laughably  transparent?  From  “we  need
lubricants and can get it from whaling” (Nazi Germany), to “we
need to test our new military equipment and combat capability
under Arctic conditions, and we need to do it down there even
though our access to the Arctic via Alaska and Canada is so
much easier” (the Americans and Operation High Jump), to “we
need to monitor neutrinos” (pretty much everyone), to  “what I
saw down there was pure evil” (allegedly from Buzz Aldrin), to
“I  need  to  personally  check  out  climate  change”  (Ketchup
Kerry, when interrupting a diplomatic junket in 2016), and now
to Communist China, which, according to the article in search
of  its  own  explanation,  is  offering  this  one  for  your
consideration:

Work on the first Chinese station in the Pacific sector began
in 2018. It will be used to conduct research on the region’s



environment, state television reported.

China has four research stations in the Antarctic built from
1985 to 2014. A U.S.-based think tank estimated the fifth
could be finished next year.

The facility is expected to include an observatory with a
satellite ground station, and should help China “fill in a
major gap” in its ability to access the continent, the Center
for  Strategic  and  International  Studies  (CSIS)  said  in
a report this year.

The  station  is  also  well  situated  to  collect  signals
intelligence over Australia and New Zealand and telemetry
data on rockets launched from Australia’s new Arnhem Space
Centre, it said.

China rejects suggestions that its stations would be used
for espionage.

Oh those clever, nasty, sneaky Chinese! Why, they’re building
a fifth station in Antarctica because they need to spy on
arch-rivals Australia and New Zealand!

As  explanations  go,  this  one  is  right  up  there  with
Reichsmarschall Goering’s “we need lubricants from whales” and
Admiral  Byrd’s  “we  need  to  test  equipment  in  Arctic
conditions”  explanations  for  sheer  brassy  and  ultimately
nonsensical chutzpah. Now, I have no difficulty imagining that
the Chinese would want to spy on Australia and New Zealand.
They spy on everyone else, so why should Aussies and Kiwis get
an exemption?  And I have no doubt that Antarctica would be an
ideal place from which to listen in. But my problem is that
the Chinese probably already have that capability to listen
in, and that building yet another base in Antarctica seems to
be a rather cost-ineffective way to do so: why  not just
launch another geo-synchronous satellite in orbit over those
recalcitrant Aussies and Kiwis, and save some money?  So,
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assuming  that  the  “environment”  and  “listening  in”
explanations offered by the article are true, then what about
the south pole gives such a unique perspective on the planet’s
environment, and more importantly, who is really the target of
those eavesdropping efforts? Since the American corporation
Raytheon announced its own presence on the continent, that
would be a possible target. Or maybe it is “someone else”? Is
someone sending messages in the aurora australis?

Who  knows?   But  it  is  perhaps  telling  that  the  Chinese,
whatever  their  motivations,  appear  to  be  in  a  hurry  to
complete that fifth Chinese Antarctic “research station.”

Of  course,  there’s  a  final  possibility,  namely,  that  an
Antarctic research station, as the article avers, could help
monitor Australian space launches… but it could just as easily
monitor comings and goings from and to the planet that might
be taking place down there….

See you on the flip side…
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Governance  &  Deliberate
Destruction of Key Locations
Who Caused the Fire in Hawaii?: On the WEF, Global
Plans  for  Smart  City  Governance  &  Deliberate
Destruction  of  Key  Locations
 

“…Because we all know the World Economic Forum are the ones
pulling the strings. Right?

“So if we know that, when we see a fire like that, then the
second that we hear that the plans are to bring in a Smart
City, you’ll know why it was done.”

~ The End of the Beginning from ‘The Maui Experiment! How
They  Destroyed  Lahaina  to  Bring  In  a  WEF  Smart  City
Governance…’ 

 

Truth Comes to Light editor’s note:

Below is a compilation of work by Sam Tripoli and The End of
the  Beginning  YouTube  channel,  along  with  photo  images
courtesy of the US Coast Guard.

Transcript of Sam Tripoli’s short video at X was prepared by
Truth Comes to Light.

Links to related documents and articles are also provided as
references.
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~Kathleen

* Update by Sam Tripoli has been added. See his videos
below. 1) People are being turned away by the military who
want to help and donate. 2) The warning system didn’t go
off  and  they  are  claiming  it  must  have  been  a”
malfunction”. 3) An executive order was signed in July
stating they could take your land if you needed to be
rezoned.

 

Who Caused the Fire in Hawaii?
Interesting  ,  interesting,  interesting!
pic.twitter.com/bbJbIEhyTX

— Sam Tripoli (@samtripoli) August 12, 2023

Transcript:

So today we’re going to give a little update on the Hawaiian
fires.

Now I want you to look at this footage. And this doesn’t look
like a fire to me.
It looks like something almost exploded, or something went
off.

Now what’s interesting is certain things are still standing,
while other things are not.

Now the governor did say this is climate change doing this.
Interesting.

What they don’t talk about is in January, how they had in
Maui, a Smart City Conference to turn Maui into an entire
Smart Island — changing everything to electric. Renewables.
Solar panels. And pushing everybody into electric vehicles.

https://t.co/bbJbIEhyTX
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15-Minute Smart Cities.

So now what’s also interesting is next month, in September,
Hawaii is hosting the Digital Government Summit, utilizing AI
to govern the island.

Hmmm. It’s almost like they’re resetting something to start
rebuilding for this, which they’re trying to push.

Now we look at all the climate change narrative that they’re
going to try to push, but they’re not going to talk about the
Weather Modification Act of 1976.

I highly recommend everybody look to this act. Because who is
involved in the weather modification activities?

Department of Agriculture. Department of Defense. Department
of Interior. EPA. And NASA.

So if they’re modifying the weather, then could they have
caused this event?

So if we see that the Department of Defense and other factions
are responsible for modifying the weather, well then if we
look at Direct Energy weapons, we can maybe see how this can
all relate to this event.

[Important update by Sam Tripoli]
Some very interesting information regarding the fires in
Hawaii.

People are being turned away by the military who want to help
and donate.

The warning system didn't go off and they are claiming it
must have been a" malfunction".

An  executive  order  was  signed  in  July…
pic.twitter.com/6xxVAgR4WG

https://t.co/6xxVAgR4WG


— Jessica Rojas ��� (@catsscareme2021) August 12, 2023

Related Links:

Hungry Heroes Hawaii Emergency Fire Response
~~ Fundraiser ~~

 

Hawaii Digital Government Summit 2023

Hawaii International Conference on System Sciences 2023

 Weather Modification Act (1976)

World Economic Forum: Our alliance is creating smart city
governance

 

The images below are courtesy of United States Coast Guard and
are in the public domain.
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Lahaina Lighthouse surrounded by ruins after August
2023 wildfire (source)

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:2023_Maui_fires_-_Lahaina_damage_via_Coast_Guard_2.jpg


Burned out cars and the remains of buildings are seen
in Lahaina town in this image captured Wednesday by
U.S. Civil Air Patrol. (source)

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Os-lahaina-town-fire.jpg


Two Hawaii Army National Guard CH-47 Chinook perform
aerial water bucket drops on the Island of Maui to
assist the fight of wildfires, Maui, Hawaii, August 09,
2023. The two air crews performed 58 total bucket drops
in 5 hours in up country Maui totaling over one hundred
thousand gallons dropped on the fires. (U.S. National
Guard Video by Air Force Master Sgt. Andrew Jackson)
(source)

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Hawaii_Army_National_Guard_fighting_Maui_wildfires,_August_9,_2023.jpg


The Coast Guard, along with federal, state, and local
partners  continue  to  respond  following  the  Lahaina
wildfires in Maui, HI August 9, 2023. A total of 17
lives were saved from the water and 40 survivors were
located ashore by Coast Guard Station Maui boat crews.
(source)

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Coast_Guard_Station_Maui_-_7964748.jpg


Damage in the harbor of Lahaina on the island of Maui
following a devastating wildfire, via the U.S. Coast
Guard (source)

 

See  related  by  The  End  of  the  Beginning  YouTube
channel:

‘The Maui Experiment! How They Destroyed Lahaina to
Bring In a WEF Smart City Governance…’ 

 

That Didn’t Take Long! Look Who Donated $100 Million to
Maui’s Smart City Rebuild!

 

Cover image credit: US Coast Guard (source) (source)
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If  Wednesday’s  House  Oversight  subcommittee  hearing  on
UFOs had happened ten years ago instead of today, it would
have  shaken  the  world.  Imagine  someone  from  2013  hearing
congressional  testimonies  about  “routine”  military  pilot
encounters with giant flying tic tacs, floating orbs, 300-foot
red squares, and cubes in clear spheres zipping around in ways
that surpass all known earthly technology by leaps and bounds,
or about secret government possession of otherworldly aircraft
they’re trying to reverse engineer and the dead bodies of
their non-human pilots, or about the possibility that these
creatures  are  not  merely  extraterrestrial  but  extra-
dimensional.  Their  jaws  would  have  hit  the  floor.

Now in 2023 we’ve been getting incrementally drip-fed bits and
pieces of these stories for six years, so the scene on Capitol
Hill on Wednesday didn’t have the impact it would’ve had in
2013. It’s making headlines and getting attention, but not as
much as Sinead O’Connor’s death or people’s thoughts on Barbie
and Oppenheimer. The response from the general public could be

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SNgoul4vyDM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SNgoul4vyDM


described as a collective nervous laugh and a shrug.

People scroll past the footage from the hearing on social
media, go “Whoa, that’s weird,” and move on with their lives.
The information’s going in, but just kind of on the periphery
of mainstream consciousness. Maybe next year they’ll show us
something that would’ve been even more shocking to someone in
2013 than Wednesday’s hearing would’ve been, and it will be
met with the same nervous laugh and shrug by the people of
2024.

Of course in the circles I tend to interact with, the response
is a bit different. People who are highly skeptical of the US
war machine tend to also be highly skeptical of this UFO
narrative we’ve been seeing since 2017.

“Distraction”  is  a  word  you  hear  a  lot.  “It’s  just  a
distraction from ______”, where “______” is whatever hot story
they personally happen to be fascinated by at the moment. I
personally don’t buy that explanation; the new UFO narrative
wasn’t just cooked up at the last minute to distract from
current headlines, it’s been unfolding for six years, and
people  aren’t  even  paying  that  much  attention  to  it.  The
empire doesn’t tend to orchestrate spectacular events as a
“distraction” anyway; the adjustment of public attention tends
to take the much more mundane form of agenda setting in the
media, where some stories receive more attention than others
based  on  what’s  convenient  for  the  oligarchs  who  own  the
press.

I also see people theorizing that this is all a ploy to ramp
up the US military budget. There could totally be something to
that, but again this narrative has been unfolding for six
years and so far the military budget has just been swelling
in the usual yearly increments as always.

Don’t get me wrong, though — I’m as skeptical about this thing
as anyone. For one thing the origins of the mainstream UFO

https://www.politico.com/news/magazine/2021/05/28/ufos-secret-history-government-washington-dc-487900
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Agenda-setting_theory
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Agenda-setting_theory
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narrative  which  began  in  2017  were  steeped  in  extensive
distortion, dishonesty and journalistic malpractice, and were
carried  forward  by  shady  intelligence  operatives  like  Lue
Elizondo. David Grusch, who made by far the most sensational
claims at Wednesday’s congressional hearing with his tales of
dead aliens and reverse-engineered UFOs, is himself an insider
of the US intelligence cartel.

But for me what really stinks about all this UFO stuff is the
timing. Here we are in the early stages of a new cold war
which features a race to militarize space, and we’re hearing
congressional  testimony  about  mysterious  vehicles  posing  a
threat to US airspace which have the ability to go up and down
between earth and space very quickly. That smells off.

I mean, does it really sound like a coincidence that we’re
seeing all these news stories about UFOs and aliens at the
same time we’re seeing news stories about a race between the
US  and  China  and  Russia  to  dominate  space  militarily?
A Foreign Policy article from last year blares the headline
“China  and  Russia  Are  Catching  Up  to  U.S.  in  Space
Capabilities,  Pentagon  Warns”  with  the  subheading  “The
militarization of space is picking up pace.” These warnings
are echoed in articles by Defense One and Time. An article on
the United Nations website from last year carries the title
“‘We Have Not Passed the Point of No Return’, Disarmament
Committee Told, Weighing Chance Outer Space Could Become Next
Battlefield.” A 2021 report from the war machine-funded Center
for  Strategic  and  International  Studies  titled  “Defense
Against the Dark Arts in Space: Protecting Space Systems from
Counterspace Weapons” warns of the urgent need to build more
space weapons to counter US enemies. A Global Times article
from  last  year  carries  the  title  “Chinese  experts  urge
avoidance  of  space  weaponization  amid  commercial  space
capability deployment in Ukraine.”

These  stories  about  the  space  militarization  race  aren’t
getting the attention the much more entertaining UFO stories

https://nypost.com/2023/03/21/ufo-believing-pentagon-bosses-missed-spy-craft-for-years/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/David_Grusch_UFO_whistleblower_claims
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are  getting,  but  it  seems  likely  that  those  who  are
responsible for moving the war machinery around are paying a
lot more attention to the former than the latter. The US Space
Force took its first steps toward becoming a reality in 2017,
the same year these mainstream UFO stories started coming out,
with the explicit purpose of countering Russia and China.

And it just seems mighty suspicious to me how we’re being
slowly paced into this UFO narrative (or UAP narrative for
those hip to the current jargon) right when there’s a mad rush
to get weapons into space. I can’t actually think of any other
point in history when the timing of something like this would
have looked more suspicious.

So for me the most disturbing parts of the UFO hearing were
the  parts  that  could  wind  up  facilitating  the  agenda  to
militarize space, like when this phenomenon was framed as a
“national security” threat or when it was mentioned that they
can transition from earth to space very rapidly.

When asked by congressman Glenn Grothman “do you believe UAPs
pose  a  threat  to  our  national  security?”,  former  Navy
commander David Fravor answered with an unequivocal yes. A few
minutes later Fravor described these vehicles as being able to
“come down from space, hang out for three hours and go back
up.”

When asked by congressman Andy Ogles whether UFOs could be
“collecting reconnaissance information” on the US military,
all three witnesses — Grusch, Fravor, and former Navy pilot
Ryan Graves — answered in the affirmative. Asked by Ogles if
UFOs could be “probing our capabilities,” all three again said
yes. Asked if UFOs could be “testing for vulnerabilities” in
US military capabilities, all three again said yes. Asked if
UFOs pose an existential threat to the national security of
the United States, all three said they potentially do. Asked
if there was any indication that UFOs are interested in US
nuclear technology, all three said yes.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_Space_Force#Public_image_and_reception
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Ogles concluded his questioning by saying, “There clearly is a
threat  to  the  national  security  of  the  United  States  of
America. As members of Congress, we have a responsibility to
maintain oversight and be aware of these activities so that,
if appropriate, we take action.”

When asked by congressman Eric Burlison if “there has been
activity by alien or non-human technology, and/or beings, that
has caused harm to humans,” Grusch said he couldn’t get into
specifics in a public setting (a common theme throughout the
hearing), but said that “what I personally witnessed, myself
and my wife, was very disturbing.”

Grusch would complicate this cryptic statement a few minutes
later by saying that he’s never seen a UFO. How this statement
doesn’t  contradict  his  previous  statement  about  having
witnessed harmful behavior from non-human technology and/or
beings was not made clear.

So  you’ve  got  US  policymakers  being  told  that  there  are
vehicles  using  technology  not  of  this  world  routinely
violating US airspace and posing an existential threat to US
national security, and that these craft can go from earth to
space and back at will, and that they need to help make sure
their nation can address this threat.

What conclusions do you come to when presented with that kind
of information? If you’re a lawmaker in charge of facilitating
the operation of a highly militaristic empire, you’re probably
not going to conclude that it’s time to hold hands and sing
Kumbaya. You’re probably eventually going to start thinking in
terms of military technology.

One of the most important unanswered questions in all this UFO
hullabaloo is, why now? Why are we seeing all this movement on
“disclosure”  after  generations  of  zero  movement?  If  these
things are in fact real and the government has in fact been
keeping them secret, why would the adamant policy of dismissal

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SNgoul4vyDM&t=7080s
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and  locked  doors  suddenly  be  reversed,  allowing
“whistleblowers” to come forward and give testimony before
congress? If they had motive to keep it a secret this entire
time, why would that motive no longer be there?

If you ask the online UFO community, many will essentially
take credit for the whole thing, saying the most powerful war
machine  ever  assembled  has  reversed  its  policy  of  total
opacity because of “pressure” applied by disclosure activists.
This doesn’t pass the smell test; the most powerful empire in
history isn’t reversing course on a longstanding policy of
blanket secrecy because of internet forums and FOIA requests.

So why now? Why the drastic and sudden shift from UFOs and
aliens being laughable tinfoil hat nonsense to the subject of
serious  congressional  inquiries  and  widespread  mainstream
media coverage?

Well, the timing of the race to militarize space might provide
an answer to the “why now?” question. Is it a coincidence that
this new UFO narrative began its rollout in 2017, around the
same time as the rollout of the Space Force? Are we being
manipulated at mass scale about aliens and UFOs to help grease
the wheels for the movement of war machinery into space? How
likely is it that by pure coincidence this extraplanetary
narrative timed out the way it did just as the US empire makes
a last-ditch grab at unipolar planetary domination?

I don’t know. I do know that if I’m assigning degrees of
probability, “Extraterrestrial or extradimensional beings are
here and take a special interest in us and sometimes crash
their vehicles and our government recovered them but kept them
a secret but suddenly decided not to be so secretive about
them anymore” ranks significantly lower than “Our rulers are
lying and manipulating to advance their own interests again.”

I  am  100  percent  wide  open  to  the  possibility  of
extraterrestrials and otherworldly vehicles zipping around our



atmosphere. What I am not open to is the claim that the most
depraved institutions on earth have suddenly opened their mind
to telling us the truth about these things, either out of the
goodness of their hearts or because they were “pressured” by
UFO disclosure activists.

I don’t know what the hell is going on with this UFO thing,
but I do know the drivers of the US empire have an extensive
history of manipulating and deceiving at mass scale to advance
imperial agendas. And I do know that at this crucial juncture
in  history  where  the  empire  is  clinging  to  planetary
domination with the tips of its fingernails, there are a lot
of imperial agendas afoot.
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Directed Energy Weapons, the
Cover-Up  of  Free  Energy
Already  Available,
“Psychological  Terrorism”  &
the  Attack  on  Human
Consciousness
Dr. Reiner Fuellmich With Andrew Johnson on Undisclosed
“Black Technology”, the Truth About 9/11, Planned UFO
False Flag Events, Steven Greer’s “Disclosure Project”,
Directed Energy Weapons, the Cover-Up of Free Energy
Already  Available,  “Psychological  Terrorism”  &  the
Attack on Human Consciousness
 

[TCTL  editor’s  note:  For  those  who  prefer  to  read  the
transcript,  ICIC  has  provided  subtitles  embedded  in  the
videos.  This  is  a  3-part  series  of  videos  covering,  and
cohesively tying together, a wide array of topics related to
the hidden history of humanity and the great cover up of the
diabolical actions of those who seek to control us. Andrew
Johnson has done decades of painstaking research and offers
his books free in PDF version. This empowering video series
shines light into many dark areas, exposing the game plan of
psychopaths who have created the illusion that they rule the
world. ~ Kathleen]

 

9/11, UFO False Flags & Free Energy
by Dr. Reiner Fuellmich, International Crimes Investigative
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Committee
with Andrew Johnson, Check the Evidence
July 3, 2023
originally recorded June 14, 2023

 

In this first of a three part episode of ICIC, Dr. Reiner
Fuellmich talks with British computer scientist and physicist
Andrew Johnson, who in the course of his detailed research on
the 9/11 attack and other topics also came across various
concepts of state-sponsored terrorism.

It  is  now  an  open  secret  that  secret  groups  within
governments, for example, fund terrorist groups such as Al-
Qaeda or fundamentalist groups like the Taliban and others.

Johnson  tells  how  he  was  drawn  into  the  so-called  “truth
movement” and began publishing his researched physical facts
first in physics forums for discussion.

After  all,  before  he  came  across  these  government  secret
projects and saw the documentary film titled “9/11, The Great
Illusion” by Texan George Humphrey, he himself also believed
in the narrative of steel and concrete buildings collapsing
and pulverizing due to airplane impacts.

Against  the  background  of  his  physics  studies  and  the
presentation of his extensive research, the images presented
to the public take on a completely new meaning.

He explains with the help of vivid images and video footage
why it is an impossibility to make 1,360-foot towers simply
collapse in free fall in less than 10 seconds, as well as many
other strange inconsistencies.

In the end, what technology really destroyed the WTC towers
and caused them to be literally pulverized?

Can airplanes develop this tremendous destructive power?
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Was the attack on the WTC a false flag, and does the so-called
“9/11 truth movement” itself also serve to cover up facts and
findings  and  withhold  scientific  contradictions  from  the
public by not discussing them in the first place?

How  far  has  research  progressed  and  are  there  already
groundbreaking technologies that are being withheld from us?

Once you start thinking and doing your own research, you will
never have to believe again. You will become a knower because
you will see global events in context and be able to connect
the individual dots.

“Have  the  courage  to  use  your  own  mind!”  is  what  the
philosopher  Immanuel  Kant  demanded  in  his  definition  of
“enlightenment”.

Video available at ICIC Odysee & Rumble channels

 

In this second of three episodes of ICIC, the conversation
with Dr. Reiner Fuellmich and the British computer scientist
and physicist Andrew Johnson continues.

Andrew Johnson uses numerous images and video material to
establish the connections between the events surrounding 9/11
and many phenomena and events that at first glance appear to
be independent of each other.

He connects many dots in his vivid lecture that, when viewed
over a longer period of time, create “aha effects” and a
desire for further knowledge.

Johnson  dives  into  the  depths  of  narratives  in  detail,
debunking red herrings and deception, pointing out physical
analogies,  recounting  the  “coincidental”  occurrence  of
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Hurricane Erin a few days before the WTC attack, what unusual
effects  and  impacts  storms  and  tornadoes  can  have  on
materials, what field effects are, and what the phenomenon of
so-called “cold fusion” is all about.

Why was all funding for this important project completely
denied?

What  is  the  significance  of  the  University  of  Alaska’s
recordings of fluctuations in the Earth’s magnetic field with
six magnetometers that began shortly before on the day of the
WTC attack and changed shortly thereafter, coinciding with the
plane crash in New York City, a city 3,000 miles away?

Is this a coincidence or does it prove that magnetic fields
have something to do with the events of 9/11?

Why have very few people heard of the so-called Disclosure
Project 2001 and why do people suddenly disappear who, for
example,  made  themselves  available  as  witnesses  in  this
project?

Researchers who have worked in depth on the subject of 9/11,
the UFO issue and the existence of secret space programs, the
use of Free Energy or the exposure of the man-made climate
change narrative, and still do, are attacked in the same way
as the scientists who dared to question the so-called “Corona
Pandemic”.

It is always the same pattern followed by the masterminds and
all their paid stooges — even in the “truth forums” — which is
why one can assume that these forums, supposedly interested in
enlightenment,  have  also  been  infiltrated  or  even  founded
specifically  to  prevent  a  scientific  and  fact-based
discussion.

If one looks at the total picture of all strange events of the
last years and centuries, everything is reminiscent of the so
called  “Corona  pandemic”,  in  which  it  was  ordered  not  to



question anything and all scientists who claimed something
else were muzzled by all means.

The purpose was to exert control over our minds, souls and
bodies.

Only in a state of fear and ignorance can the masterminds of
the “New World Order” agenda control and manipulate us, lie to
us and deceive us.

Believe  nothing  anymore,  question  everything  and  check
everything yourself.

Video available at ICIC Odysee & Rumble channels

 

In this third and final episode of ICIC, Dr. Reiner Fuellmich
and British computer scientist and physicist Andrew Johnson
talk about more shocking and strange details surrounding the
complexities and hidden connections of the topics discussed at
length.

Both believe that these hitherto hidden circumstances, events,
symbolisms and synchronicities must be made available to the
public as widely as possible, without interruption, so that
people can begin to see more clearly, use their own minds and
finally stop just believing what they are told.

Questions must be asked so that we can and, above all, want to
examine for ourselves the things we are taught through the
media, “experts,” and in school.

Johnson  reports  on  his  experiences  and  his  view  of  what
possibilities  we  can  use  to  find  out  about  these  hidden
truths. We, too, have their systems at our disposal, which we
can  access  in  order  to  expand  our  knowledge,  e.g.  the
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Internet.  He  advocates  listening  to  one  another,  having
discussions  with  one  another,  gathering  as  much  different
information as possible and then sharing it as well.

He sees intuition as another helpful tool and guide through
the thicket of infiltration, lies and deception, as well as
constant information gathering and disclosure, to recognize
those who have been baited and obviously used as stooges to
protect  the  interpretation  of  truth  or  right  that  their
patrons want.

All of this supports the upright people who stand against this
tide of manipulation and reprisals against dissenters, such as
the courageous judge from Weimar, whose case has caused a
worldwide sensation and outrage.

Many questions remain to be answered.

For  example,  the  question  of  who  the  masterminds  of  this
inconceivable scenario are.

Does it go even further than the relevant known and notorious
organizations such as the “WEF”, the “Committee of 300”, the
“Bilderbergers” and “Masonic lodges”?

What perfidious intelligence is behind all this and is capable
of planning and coordinating such complex structures over such
a long period of time?

What role do so-called “psychological operations” like “Q” and
the “Anons” play?

How are Trump, Putin, Assange and Snowden to be classified,
and can we explain heaps of phenomena of “synchro-mysticism”
(predictive coincidences)?

Is there salvation from “outside” or are we better off relying
on ourselves and our common sense?

Questions like these are the beginning to return to self-



responsibility and sovereignty, because every person has the
power to free him or herself from these shackles of confusion.

Light  must  be  brought  into  all  dark  areas,  then  the  big
picture will become visible and the darkness will disappear.

Video available at ICIC Odysee & Rumble channels
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Download PDFs:
9/11 — Finding the Truth, A Compilation of Articles by
Andrew Johnson
Focused around the research and evidence compiled by Dr.
Judy Wood

What really happened on 9/11? What can the evidence tell
us? Who is covering up the evidence, and why are they
covering it up? This book attempts to give some answers to
these questions and has been written by someone who has
become deeply involved in research into what happened on
9/11. A study of the available evidence will challenge you
and much of what you assumed to be true.

9/11  —  Holding  the  Truth,  A  Compilation  of  notes,
commentary  and  articles  by  Andrew  Johnson
Focused around the 9/11 research and evidence compiled by
Dr Judy Wood
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Wait…Are They REALLY Going to
Do a UFO Psy-Op?
Wait…Are They REALLY Going to Do a UFO Psy-Op?

Everyone from whistleblowers to the White House is
suddenly talking about aliens…but why? 

by Kit Knightly, OffGuardian
June 14, 2023

 

Late last week it was widely reported that the United States
government had recovered an intact alien spacecraft from a
crash site.

The  supposed  revelation  comes  from  one  David  Grusch,  a
“former”  military  intelligence  agent,  who  turned
“whistleblower”  and  told  the  press  that  this  supposed
craft “distorted time and space”, was “bigger on the inside
than the outside” and made some rescue workers ill.

Just today, he added more to the story, claiming the Vatican
has known about this since WWII, and they helped Mussolini
retrieve a downed UFO.

Now, assuming none of this is true, it’s not an especially
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noteworthy incident in and of itself. After all fringe figures
coming forward claiming to be “whistleblowers” does happen,
and  they  often  tell  ludicrous  stories  with  no  supporting
evidence.

These can occur organically or be staged by agencies of the
state, and either way the press is always happy to give them
air because a) they are distracting and b) they discredit real
“conspiracy theories” by association.

But that’s not what appears to be going on here.

For starters, Grusch wasn’t just given space in the media, he
was given at least a small amount of credence by them. They
allowed him to talk without mockery or even much questioning.

I  mean  let’s  compare  and  contrast  the  coverage  of  a  man
claiming a literal TARDIS exists to the coverage of doctors
claiming covid vaccines are dangerous or masks don’t work.

Corporate “fact-checkers” seemed to have missed a gimme here,
don’t they?

More than that, the UFO psy-op didn’t even start with Grusch.
The Biden administration was actively feeding the UFO story
for months before he came forward.

In  June  2021  the  US  intelligence  community  released  a
report claiming it knew about unknown flying objects in US
airspace.

In January of this year the Pentagon released files claiming
they knew about 247 “unidentified aerial phenomena” in US
airspace in 2021 alone.

Then in February Biden announced a new taskforce to study
these UFOs.

What’s noteworthy here is the way the press have picked up the
UFO ball and really run with it. It’s everywhere and, again,
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not  in  the  “ha,  idiots  believe  in  aliens”  way.  They  are
actually taking it seriously, or at least pretending to. And,
again, this attitude pre-dates the “whistleblower”.

In February, the Guardian ran an opinion piece from the head
of the British UFO Research Association, headlined “Most UFOs
– like the Chinese spy balloon – can be explained away. But
what about the other 2%?

Then, in April, Live Science asked simply, “Are Aliens Real?”.

Later  that  month  it  was  revealed  that  six  different  “UFO
whistlblowers”  had  already  spoken  to  members  of
congress (presumably Grosch was one of these six, the other 5
remain unnamed).

In May, the journal Popular Mechanics – inveterate, if not
shameless,   9/11  truth  “debunkers”  –  published  a  piece
headlined  “6  Solid  Reasons  to  Actually  Believe  in
Aliens”. Later that month, NASA’s UFO taskforce released its
findings publicly.

Then – would you believe it –  the day after Grusch first
published his claims, there was a “UFO crash” in Las Vegas
Nevada which made international headlines.

And the day after that The Hill reported that inside sources
claimed  “that  UFO  information  was  inappropriately  withheld
from Congress”

Today the Independent endeavors to answer the question that
should be on everyone’s lips, “Why everyone is talking about
UFO sightings, even though there is still no hard evidence”,
while  Fox  News  is  hosting  interviews  with  Navy
pilots  discussing  “credible  claims”  of  UFO  sightings  and
calling them a “daily occurence.”

Even voices from the alternative right/conservative sphere,
people  who  you  would  expect  to  be  somewhat  skeptical,
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have  climbed  on  this  bandwagon.

The refrain is that these headlines reflect the US “admitting”
something they previously denied, or that this is leaking out
against the wishes of the government (or the globalists who
control said government).

This is nonsense. Governments don’t “admit” anything – even
undeniable  physical  realities  like  buildings  falling  at
terminal velocity. What governments do is use the language of
“admission” to seed narratives.

Never has this been more obvious than right now.

Consider that Grusch has already been allowed to testify in
front  of  the  house  of  representatives.  A  privilege  never
afforded to any serious Covid skeptic or 9/11 truther.

Consider  also  that  Mr  Grusch’s  former  lawyer  was  Charles
McCullough, the first ever Senate-appointed inspector general
of the US intelligence services from 2010-2017.

He’s being given the biggest platform in the country, while
represented by “former” intelligence officials.

Is that how you treat a whistleblower who is embarrassing you
or endangering secret plans?

No, it’s how you treat an asset who is part of a story you
want the public to hear.

Clearly, this is a narrative roll-out.

The real question is: Why?

And, honestly, I have absolutely no idea. A distraction maybe,
but it’s a weird card to play when we already have “climate
change” and a “special military operation” on-going, not to
mention residual old pandemics and incipient new ones.

No, the distraction argument doesn’t really hold water, but
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neither do the standard explanations of money or power. What
legislation can UFOs force through? Who could seriously try
and levy an alien defense tax?

It’s  possible Grusch is a “suicide bomber” of the type we are
all familiar with, who will ultimately self-destruct  and be
shown to be a charlatan, along with “revelations” that he’s a
covid  skeptic,  climate  denier,  9/11  truther  or  other
“conspiracy  theorist”  –  thus  making  truth  movements  look
foolish, and humiliating anyone who endorsed or believed him.

But even that’s a stretch right now, given the sheer amount of
mainstream endorsement he’s got already.

There’s only one other angle I could possibly think of, but
it’s pretty out there.

In the Alan Moore graphic novel Watchmen – spoiler warning, I
guess – the villain’s master plan is to end the Cold War and
save  humanity  by  staging  an  attack  on  earth  by  a  pan-
dimensional alien life form. His theory is that proving aliens
exist and mean us harm will unite the world against a common
threat  and  prevent  the  US  and  USSR  nuking  us  all  into
oblivion.

… given the current level of globalist insanity can we totally
rule out that some WEF focus group has  wargamed that idea and
decided it might work?

…would it actually work?

Who knows, the world stopped making sense a long time ago.

Do alien life forms exist? Have they been coming here and
crashing their spaceships for the past 70 years or more?

I don’t know, but I’m fairly doubtful.

But I do know that – true or not – it would never be in the
news if it wasn’t serving a purpose. And I know that basing



any of your opinions or beliefs around what the US government
–  or  any  government  –  tells  you  is  both  irrational  and
historically illiterate.

Governments  all  over  the  world  might  suddenly  claim  that
aliens are real…but they all claimed the pandemic was real,
too.

How far will they take this story?  I don’t know, but I will
leave you with this:

Early this month SETI staged an exercise where they mimicked
an alien transmission to Earth from Mars. Highly noteworthy,
given the historical power of exercises to predict the future.

The supreme irony in all of this is that from now on we so-
called  “conspiracy  theorists”  are  going  to  be  trying  to
convince our normie friends that aliens don’t exist.
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What’s Next to the Moon? – An “Apex Body” and Digital
ID to Rule Us All
by Jacob Nordangard, Ph.D.
June 10, 2023

 

United Nations recently published three new Policy Briefs “to
provide more detail on certain proposals contained in Our
Common Agenda” – The UN Secretary-General’s vision for the
future of global cooperation that will be decided at “The
Summit of the Future” in September 2024. These briefings; A
Global Digital Compact, Reforms to the International Financial
Architecture and The Future of Outer Space Governance sets out
a chilling course for our future.

Among the proposals are a new “apex body” in charge of the
entire financial system that will “enhance its coherence and
align its priorities with the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable
Development.”  This  could,  according  to  Secretary-
General António Guterres, be done through a “Biennial Summit
between the Group of 20, Economic and Social Council, the
Secretary-General,  and  heads  of  international  financial
institutions.”
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This will further integrate the G20 with the United Nations
into a body that can be described as an economic Security
Council. It also seems like a perfect nest for the “apex
predators” that runs the international banking system.

A vital part of the agenda is also digital connectivity and
the establishment of a Global Digital Compact. This can be
described as a cybernetic organ, consisting of a digitally
connected network of people, entities, devices, and things,
that easily can be directed by those who run the system. In
the Policy Brief it is for example explained how digitisation
will help to achieve the global goals. The suggestions happens
to  be  very  similar  to  what  World  Economic
Forum  and  PwC  prescribed  in  their  report  Unlocking
Technologies for the Global Goals in 2020. A Digital ID is a
cornerstone in this work and is among other things seen as a
way to reduce poverty.

This  may,  however,  come  at  a  cost.  In  the  UN  Secretary-
General’s High-level Panel on Digital Cooperations report Age
of Digital Interdependence from 2019, it is stated that:

A digital ID can help unlock new opportunities but can also
introduce new risks and challenges. They can be used to
undermine  human  rights  –  for  example,  by  enabling  civil
society to be targeted, or selected groups to be excluded
from social benefits.

Will you get your social protection coverage if you don’t
comply  with  vaccinations  or  other  measures  introduced  to
achieve the SDGs? Probably not. This can later be fused with a
social credit system and Central Bank Digital Currency (CBDC)
– which is now being introduced and tested in many countries
across the world. To receive your daily bread you have to obey
and accept the instructions from the Masters that run the
show. If the UN declares a “Planetary Emergency” this will
have severe consequences for our freedoms (as we experienced
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during the pandemic).

In the Policy Brief – A Global Digital Compact the authors
truthfully  are  mentioning  the  rising  inequality  after  the
pandemic.

Digital technologies are accelerating the concentration of
economic  power  in  an  ever  smaller  group  of  elites  and
companies: the combined wealth of technology billionaires,
$2.1 trillion in 2022, is greater than the annual gross
domestic  product  of  more  than  half  of  the  Group  of  20
economies.

But it seems that United Nations has a somewhat peculiar way
of  solving  this  problem.  Not  only  do  they  strive  towards
digitising everything – they have also partnered with Big Tech
in order to achieve this.

The  UN  Secretary-General’s  High-level  Panel  on  Digital
Cooperation was led by Melinda Gates from Bill & Melinda Gates
Foundation (according to the bio, Melinda “helped develop many
of  the  company’s  multimedia  products”  during  her  time  at
Microsoft) and tech billionaire Jack Ma from the Chinese Ali
Baba Group.

This  comes  with  assistance  from  Young  Global  Leaders
like Mohammed Al Gergawi (chairman of the high-tech Mecca
gathering – World Government Summit in Dubai), and Marina
Kolesnik (Russia/Ukraine) as well as a “generous” contribution
from  the  World  Economic  Forums  Center  for  the  Fourth
Industrial  Revolution.

Ali Baba developed Chinas Social Credit System through their
subsidiary Ant Group whereas Microsoft promotes Digital ID in
the  ID2020  Alliance  together  with  GAVI  –  The  Vacccine
Alliance and the ever so present Rockefeller Foundation.

United Nations seems to have hired a gang of robbers to manage
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the bank. These are the “trustees of the material universe for
future  generations”  as  stated  in  the  global  business
elites’  Davos  Manifesto  from  1973.

Why on Earth would these “enlightened custodians” reverse a
development that has put more power and wealth into their
hands?

And now our “generous” tech billionaires are heading for Outer
Space.  The  last  Policy  Brief  (The  Future  of  Outer  Space
Governance)  formulates  the  grand  vision  to  reestablish  a
presence on the moon with a way station (Lunar Gateway) and
the development of a base at the south pole of the Moon as
well as conducting a manned mission to the red planet (Elon
Musk’s SpaceX).

These are old fantasies from the late 1940s that never seem to
materialise.  But  their  “space-based  opportunities”  also
highlight the “important link between outer space and the 2030
Agenda for Sustainable Development” with the importance of
satellite  surveillance  to  “track  deforestation,  monitor
protected areas for illegal poaching and fishing and assess
biodiversity changes” as well as track our every move through
the global navigation satellite systems.

As  WEF-trustee  and  Climate  Prophet/Profiteer  Al
Gore  proclaimed  with  a  giggle  in  the  commercial  for  his
satellite  surveillance  project  Climate  Trace:  “And  most
importantly… NO MORE HIDING”.

Are these people insane? How can the construction of a digital
world  brain  really  contribute  to  a  greener  and  healthier
planet?

Wouldn’t it be a more efficient measure to secure peace and
the environment on this planet if this megalomaniac elite were
sent on a one way mission to Mars?

0. Introduction: “Our Common Agenda” – Multilateralism With
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by Joseph P. Farrell, Giza Death Star
March 29, 2023

 

This very important story was spotted and shared by T.S., and
when I saw it I knew I’d be passing it along to everyone, with
my  profound  gratitude  to  T.S.  for  doing  so..  It’s  of
particular and signal importance to those of you who have
purchased and have been reading my latest book, The Giza Death
Star  Revisited  or  who  are  familiar  with  my  speculative
hypothesis that the Great Pyramid was once a very powerful
weapon, made possible by some very sophisticated crystals. In
that book I speculated about the possibility of a weapon that
could be “temporally tuned” to a target as well as spatially
tuned, and which could thus target something in the future or
past. That’s a tall order and, from the standpoint of present
knowledge and art, an impossibility.
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But  here,  once  again,  it’s  not  so  much  the  general
concept  that  we  lag  behind,  but  merely  the  technological
prowess to pull it off.  With that in mind, consider the
following story:

Time  Reflections  Of  Electromagnetic  Waves  Have  Been
Demonstrated  For  The  First  Time

As the article’s subtitle notes, the idea has been around for
quite awhile.  It’s not the idea that is unusual or strange,
it’s the fact that technology finally caught up to the extent
that the idea has finally, apparently, been demonstrated:

By  switching  the  dielectric  constant  of  a  metamaterial,
physicists have time-reflected electromagnetic waves being
carried within it. The didn’t turn back time Cher-style, but
the signal carried by the waves underwent both a reversal in
order  and  frequency  lengthening.  Besides  confirming  a
possibility theoreticians have been toying with for 60 years,
the work could allow greater control over the way waves and
matter interact. It could prove useful in photonics, the
quest to replace electricity in information technology with
light, allowing for an astonishing increase in speed.

Ordinary  wave  reflection  off  a  suitable  boundary  is  a
familiar part of life. We witness it every day when we look
in the mirror, hear it in echoes, and can watch ocean waves
bounce off a breakwater if we want to see the process on a
more graspable scale.

Time reflections, also known as temporal reflections, are
something different, requiring an abrupt shift not just in
the wave, but in the medium through which it is traveling. As
occurred  so  often  in  the  mid-20th  century,  theoretical
physicists  ran  ahead  of  their  experimental  counterparts,
discussing the workings of the phenomenon before it had been
observed. In Nature Physics, a team at City University of New
York announce they have caught up.
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Time  reflections  produce  a  shift  in  frequency,  which  is
relatively easy to understand, and a wave reversal in time,
which is not. The first involves something like the Doppler
shift, where wavelengths are stretched or contracted, most
familiar in the redshift seen from distant galaxies. Light
that is blue before the reflection becomes yellow, green
light becomes red, and so on. Harder to get one’s head around
is the way the end of a signal is reflected first, so that we
hear  the  signal  backwards,  like  old-style  conspiracy
theorists who thought they could detect satanic messages by
spinning rock records the wrong way.

The phenomenon of time reflection is associated with time
crystals, whose atoms form patterns that repeat in time as
ordinary crystals do in space. The surprising discovery of
examples of these objects has raised interest in related
concepts. However, time reflection requires the properties of
the medium to change at more than twice the frequency of the
wave. The exceptionally high frequencies of visible light,
let alone anything in the UV or X-ray part of the spectrum,
make this a challenge, although it has been demonstrated in
water waves.

For those who have read my most recent book The Giza Death
Star Revisited, or who have listened to my interviews with
Walter Bosley or Kelly Em on this subject, you’ll note several
intriguing  things  that  tend  to  confirm  some  of  my  more
outlandish speculations from years ago when the Giza Death
Star trilogy first appeared: (1) the ability to “tune” the
weapon to any target in space and/or time, (2) the use of
meta-material  “time  crystals”  –  or  what  I  called  “phi
cyrstals” in the original Giza Death Star book –  to do it. 
In  such  special  crystals,  the  frequency  of  a  wave  is
shifted, and any modulated information being carried by that
wave is reversed, and for those paying attention, this is one
of the precise keys to the weapon function, for mixing any
such wave with its original could, under special circumstances
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dealing with phase, be an exact opposite. We’re not there yet,
of course, because the article notes the reversal occurred
with frequency and the (frequency) modulated information, but
that phase cancellation possibility looms large from what has
been stated in this article.

And of course, for those really paying attention, what we’re
getting close to is a very powerful kind of phase conjugate
mirror that is reliant upon fast switching within the crystal
(making the crystal also resemble a computer chip, or vice
versa).   For  those  also  paying  close  attention  to  other
details  about  other  matters  that  have  emerged  in  the
alternative media over the years, also consider the theory
advanced  for  the  Philadelphia  Experiment  that  frequency
modulation (FM) was the method of choice.

See you on the flip side…
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Joseph P. Farrell broke new ground in alternative history with
the 2001 publication of his book, The Giza Death Star. The
book was unique in several ways. It blended reviews of ancient
texts while remaining grounded in modern scientific thinking.
Was the Great Pyramid a weapon of immense destructive power?
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Why were the ancients so afraid of it? In this two hour
interview,  Kelly  Em  of  The  Common  Surface  gets  into  the
details of the function of this amazing device.
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Aliens…  or  Are  You  Being
Played?
Are  We  Being  Attacked  by  Aliens…  or  Are  You  Being
Played?
by Matthew Ehret, Matt Ehret’s Insights
February 13, 2023

 

Last week, my friend Zain Khan asked me to share my thoughts
about UFOs.

Within my 10 minute response, I shared my belief that the
entire UFO disclosure movement only exists because of a long-
term psyop which arose amidst the earliest days of the CIA’s
MK Ultra Project and Britain’s 1950 Flying Saucer Working
Group.

Since  US  intelligence  agencies  and  MI6  are  desperately
doubling down on UFO psyops, I decided it that it were wise to
showcase this discussion with Zain Khan and also the repost of
my recent essay “What do UFO’s Laurence Rockefeller and MK
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Ultra have in Common?”

What do UFOs, Laurence Rockefeller and MK Ultra Have in
Common? More Than You Think 
What would you do if the American and British governments both
revealed  that  their  secret  UFO  programs  would  declassify
material from each nations’ respective National Archives?

What if you found out that leading politicians like former
House  Majority  speaker  Harry  Reid  had  allocated  $22
millions of tax payer dollars to UFO research and that Obama’s
former  chief  counsellor  (and  accused  pedophile)  John
Podesta has openly called for UFO disclosure on several public
occasions since 2002 or that Hillary Clinton herself called
for UFO disclosure during her presidential campaign pledges of
2015?

Would you believe these claims or would you remain skeptical?
How would you decide what to do?

With the July 23 public statement from the Pentagon that “off
world vehicles not made on this earth” have been kept secret
for decades, this question has become extremely important.

Major opinion-shapers like Joe Rogan, Tucker Carlson, and even
Russia Today have promoted the cause of alien disclosure for
the  past  few  years  and  with  the  most  recent  Pentagon
announcement, fascination in little grey men has spread like
wildfire.

Who’s Playing this Game?
For  the  past  several  decades,  government-sponsored  UFO
research  has  largely  been  driven  by  the  work  of  private
subcontractors like Bigelow Aerospace which was founded by
billionaire  real  estate  speculator  Robert  Bigelow.
Having recently joined the “new space movement” (ie: an anti-
nation state trojan horse designed to promote privatized money
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driven model of space funding) alongside other billionaires
like Elon Musk, Jeff Bezos and Sir Richard Branson, Bigelow
allocated large swaths of his fortunes to the creation of
organizations  like  the  National  Institute  for  Discovery
Science which have always worked in a private capacity with
governments and academia.

One of Bigelow’s biggest tools was Sen. Harry Reid who not
only received generous campaign funds from the billionaire
between  1998-2009  but  also  allocated  tens  of  millions  in
national defense funds to his company starting in 2007.

As the New York Times revealed in 2017, it was with Bigelow’s
backing,  that  Harry  Reid  spearheaded  the  creation  of  the
Pentagon’s  Advanced  Aerospace  Threat  Identification  Program
which was devoted to identifying ETs.

In 2014, the creative force driving the “UFO-disclosure cause”
has taken the form of a weird organization called To the Stars
Academy of Arts and Science run by high level intelligence
operatives and using a cardboard cut-out Tom Delonge  (former
lead singer of the punk band Blink 182). To the Stars has
poured  millions  of  dollars  into  cultural/educational  and
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lobbying  projects  driven  by  books,  movies,  film  and
documentaries in the cause of “elevating global consciousness”
in preparation for a new age of UFO disclosure.

As Delonge says in his promotional video: “through a series of
meetings  I  was  soon  connected  to  a  large  group  of  US
government  officials.  From  the  CIA,  to  the  Department  of
Defense to Lockheed Martin Skunkworks. These were the guys
involved in the secretive government programs that dealt with
these subjects.”

Some of the shadowy figures affiliated with To the Stars and
featured on the group’s website include a former CIA director
of operations, former Deputy Assistant secretary for Defense
Intelligence, former Director of Information for White House
Technology, and former chief of the CIA’s counter-biological
weapons program. Both Podesta and Bigelow’s Aerospace have
also worked closely with Delonge’s strange group over the past
six years.

Bigelow is not the only billionaire who has allocated their
vast fortunes to the cause of “UFO truth”.
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The Rockefeller Project
In 1993, the Disclosure Initiative was created by none other
than financier Laurence Rockefeller (4th son of Standard Oil
Founder John D. Rockefeller). The initiative had a two-fold
purpose:

Unite all of the largest UFO research organizations in
America  under  one  umbrella  organization  which  was
promptly accomplished within one year and
Massively lobby the Clinton Administration to declassify
millions of documents which was done in 1994, revealing
little more than mountains of anecdotal testimonies and
correspondences.

During  the  heyday  of  the  Rockefeller  UFO  Disclosure
Initiative, the Clintons stayed at the Laurence Rockefeller
ranch in Wyoming, during which time an early recruit to the
“disclosure mission” was Clinton Chief of Staff John Podesta.
Podesta started going public with calls for UFO disclosure in
2002 and has continued to work with figures like Bigelow and
To the Stars Academy over the next 18 years.

Researchers Brad and Sherry Steiger noted Laurence’s strange
enthusiasm  in  funding  both  UFO  disclosure  and  psychedelic
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research. This fact was laid out in their 2012 Conspiracies
and Secret Societies where the authors wrote:

“Laurence also funded the Green Earth Foundation, headed by
Terence  McKenna,  who  traveled  the  globe  collecting
psychoactive plants, which he was permitted to cultivate in
Hawaii. McKenna theorized that aboriginal cultures have used
these  substances  to  induce  a  psychic  link  with
extraterrestrials.

The  Human  Potential  Foundation  was  primarily  funded  by
Laurence Rockefeller, who encouraged its study of alternative
religious and psychiatric/psychological paradigms. Similarly,
Laurence cooperated closely with the BSW Foundation, headed by
wealthy  New  Yorkers  Sandra  Wright  Houghton  and  Bootsy
Galbraith, who shared his belief that the ETs are benevolent
and  have  come  to  help  the  human  species  ascend  the
evolutionary  ladder  more  rapidly.”

During the Clinton White House years, Laurence Rockefeller
recruited  a  bodybuilding  biologist  named  Stephen  Greer  to
become the controller of the Disclosure Project which has
provided his meal ticket to this very day. Greer has given
thousands of interviews promoting the narrative that NASA’s
Apollo Lunar projects were stopped in 1972 merely because the
aliens who have been stationed on the Moon for eons didn’t
want the truth to leak out (but were at least kind enough to
let us keep the technology they gave us earlier in Roswell in
the 1950s).

https://www.pinterest.ca/pin/390335492686160422/


If you believe in Greer’s narrative (which gets much crazier I
promise),  then  human  creative  thought  is  actually  not  as
special as “the shadowy forces controlling the government”
wanted  you  to  believe  since  space  technology  only  exists
because we stole stuff from ETs. Pretty much any inspired awe
in universal creation and the power of the human mind to
discover this creation with the effect of making life better
through scientific and technological progress would easily be
killed from this outlook.

From  this  mindset,  the  idea  of  advanced  knowledge  or
technological progress just become another kind of “secret
knowledge” for some gnostic-styled cult with a select few
endowed with the powers of secret knowledge (in this case,
those who are privy to communicate with aliens and use their
tech.)

The questions an intelligent person should now ask are:

Why would a leading figure of the Rockefeller dynasty devote
the last decades of his life to the cause of “UFO truth”? Did
Laurence Rockefeller or those on his payroll or those in the
CIA actually care about the right of the people to know hidden
truths, or is the plan just designed to mis-direct the minds
of credulous and jaded citizens into an invisible cage? Might



such a mis-direction prevent people from dealing with issues
of America’s lurch to fascism and accelerating disintegration?

Is  it  possible  that  these  pedophiles,  globalists,  and
Malthusian billionaires care less about the truth and more
about  inducing  Americans  to  fixate  on  aliens  while  the
republic is destroyed under economic collapse and war?

Squaring the Crop Circle
A large portion of the Disclosure Project’s work has gone into
the investigation of crop circles which were first recorded in
the  early  1970s  in  Britain,  and  which  have  the  peculiar
characteristic  of  becoming  increasingly  well  executed  and
complex  over  the  course  of  five  decades.  Live  Science
reported that “the first real crop circles didn’t appear until
the 1970s, when simple circles began appearing in the English
countryside.  The  number  and  complexity  of  the  circles
increased dramatically, reaching a peak in the 1980s and 1990s
when increasingly elaborate circles were produced”.
My question is: If transcendental alien races travelling at
faster-than light speed, have been leaving encoded messages to
us, then why would their artistic skills have improved so
dramatically over a few years? Just a question.

MK Ultra & UFOs
Most  people  know  of  the  CIA/MI6-funded  mass  brainwashing
operation known as MK Ultra which was launched in 1953. Very
few people have recognized the connection between MK Ultra and
the rise of the UFO movement that grew in spades throughout
the Cold War.
While US and UK government UFO investigations did occur in
piece meal starting in 1947 under Project Sign (1947), and
Project Grudge (1949), it wasn’t until 1950 that official tax
payer-funded  departments  were  created  in  both  nations  to
pursue  “UFO  research”.  These  took  the  form  of  the  USA’s
Project Blue Book (1952) which itself was modelled on the work
conducted  by  Britain’s  1950  “Flying  Saucer  Working  Party”
spear-headed by Sir Henry Tizard (Chief Science Advisor to the
Ministry of Defense and Chairman of Britain’s Defense Research
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Policy Committee).

Journalist  Naomi  Klein  stated  in  her  book  The  Shock
Doctrine that Tizard played a leading role in the creation and
funding of MK Ultra during a high level meeting in Montreal
and Tizard’s Wikipedia entry notes that:

“One of the most controversial meetings he had to attend in
his capacity as chair of the National Research Commission
would only emerge many years later with the de-classification
of CIA documents, namely a meeting on June 1st, 1951 at the
Ritz-Carlton Hotel in Montreal Canada, between Tizard, Omond
Solandt (chairman of Defence Research and Development Canada)
and representatives of the CIA to discuss “brainwashing”.

This Ritz-Carleton meeting would lay the seeds for MK Ultra
that was not only designed to deal with brainwashing, but
created LSD, and explored the matter of breaking down a human
mind  into  a  blank  slate  with  the  explicit  intention  of
reconstructing minds from scratch.

Another interesting figure in the UFO/MK Ultra nest of social
engineers is a figure named Joseph Bryan III. Bryan worked
closely with the CIA’s Frank Wisner and ran the Political
Psychological  Warfare  Unit  of  the  Office  of  Policy
Coordination (OPC). Founded in 1950, the OPC was known as the
‘covert operations wing’ of the CIA.

After declassified FBI files released in 2019 demonstrated,
Bryan  participated  in  a  1953  meeting  at  the  US  Attorney
Generals Office attended by none other than the FBI’s J. Edgar
Hoover  and  CIA’s  Allen  Dulles  where  the  topic  of  “Brain
Washing” was discussed/ Among the declassified files released
by  FOIA  request,  the  topic  of  ‘truth  serums’  came  up
extensively. Today, we now know that the development of a
‘truth serum’ was the reason behind the development of LSD-25
(among an array of other psychedelics which went on to play a
major  role  in  the  social  engineering  of  the  baby  boomer
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paradigm shift of the 1960s.

How does Bryan play into the UFO story?

From 1956-1971, Bryan sat on the Board of Governors of the
National  Investigations  Committee  on  Aerial  Phenomenon
(NICAP)-  a  nominally  “civilian”  UFO  research  group  which
published a magazine titled ‘The UFO Investigator’.

An August 7, 1966 edition of the Sunday Star published an
article ‘Flying Saucers Again: Do You Believe in Them?’ which
cited Bryan (then also an acting Grand Master of the Maryland
Freemason lodge) as a UFO authority saying:

“The UFO Investigator,” the stated position of one of the most
highly qualified members of its Board of Governors.  Joseph
Bryan III (Colonel, USAF, Retired), former Special Assistant
to the Secretary of the Air Force (1952-53) and former member
of  the  staff  of  Gen.  Lauris  Norstad,  then  Supreme  Allied
Commander at NATO: “It is my opinion that the UFOs reported by
competent  observers  are  devices  under  intelligent  control;
that their speeds, maneuvers, and other technical evidence
prove  them  superior  to  any  aircraft  or  space  devices  now
produced on earth; and that these UFOs are interplanetary
devices systematically observing the earth, either manned or
under remote control, or both.”

As Klein’s book eloquently showcases, the intention behind the
MK  Ultra  experiments  was  to  use  these  discoveries  on  a
national scale in order to conduct “shock therapy” on nations
in order to break cultures and nations from their historic
memories and traditions with the purpose of reconstructing
them under a post-nation state (and post-truth) neo-liberal
world order.

While MK Ultra was funded and executed by the Americans, the
guidance for this operation were always driven by London’s
Tavistock Clinic. A bone chilling expose of this clinic was
produced by EIR’s Jeffrey Steinberg in 1993 which may keep you
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up at night.[1]

With these revelations of MK Ultra psychedelic experiments
onto  thousands  of  human  guinea  pigs  given  heavy  doses  of
psychedelics without their knowledge which coincides with the
growth of alien disclosure projects, it is worth questioning:
are Lawrence Rockefeller’s role as UFO disclosure priest and
his  role  as  primary  sponsor  of  Terrence  McKenna  and  the
Tavistock-connected Human Potential Movement two sides of the
same operation?[2]

Unless your name was Joe Rogan, this information should cause
even a devoted supporter of psychedelics and ETs to pause for
a moment in contemplation that something darker might have
been fed to you.

You might also begins to wonder how many alien abductees over
the past 70 years were simply MK Ultra guinea pigs and also
what social engineering ambitions the patrons of these cults
have for humanity going forward into the “post-Great Reset
age”?

As one can imagine, the very act of providing government funds
to  investigate  flying  saucers  was  itself  sufficient  to
legitimize the existence of aliens in the minds of millions of
Europeans and Americans during the Cold War years. During
these  dark  years,  faith  in  the  possibility  of  honest
government collapsed under the imperial wars of Korea, Vietnam
abroad and the growth of the Military Industrial Complex and
McCarthyism  at  home.  The  world  of  secret  patents,  secret
weapons,  secret  R&D  that  developed  during  this  period  in
facilities  like  Area  51  made  the  frequent  sightings  by
civilians and even un-vetted military pilots of “unidentified
flying aircraft” an expected occurrence.

Flying Saucers and Area 51
In her 2012 book Area 51: An Uncensored History of America’s
Top Secret Military Base, journalist Annie Jacobson provided
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lengthy  detail  of  the  Cold  War  experiments,  classified
aerospace technology and nuclear bomb testing that took place
at Area 51 during this period.
What could account for observed UFO phenomena?

In an interview with NPR Radio[3], Jacobson stated: “The UFO
craze began in the summer of 1947. Several months later, the
G2 intelligence, which was the Army intelligence corps at the
time, spent an enormous amount of time and treasure seeking
out two former Third Reich aerospace designers named Walter
and Reimar Horten who had allegedly created [a] flying disc. …
American intelligence agents fanned out across Europe seeking
the Horton brothers to find out if, in fact, they had made
this flying disc.”

During WWII, the Horten brothers were associated with the
Austrian  scientist  Viktor  Shauberger  whose  innovative
designs[4]  for  implosion  (vs  explosion)  flying  technology
utilized  water  currents,  and  electromagnetism  to  generate
flying machines that by all surviving accounts flew faster
than the speed of sound.
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While much of his research was confiscated and classified by
victor nations after WWII, Schauberger was promised government
sponsorship in America which induced the inventor to move
across the ocean where Canada’s Avro Arrow program sought his
designs for supersonic nuclear missile delivery aircraft.

When  he  discovered  that  his  work  would  only  be  used  for
military purposes, Schauberger pushed back and over the course
of several months, his patents were essentially stolen, and he
returned to Austria to die broke and depressed in 1958.

The Strategic Importance of Space
It was never a secret that the post-1971 globalized world
order championed by the likes of Sir Henry Kissinger, David
and Laurence Rockefeller and other Malthusians throughout the
20th century was always designed to collapse.
With the mass shock therapy that such a collapse would impose
upon the world, it was believed that a deconstruction of the
Abrahamic traditions that governed western society for 2000
years  could  be  accomplished  and  a  new  society  could  be



socially  engineered  in  the  image  of  the  Brave  New
(depopulated) World that would live like happy sheep forever
under  the  grip  of  a  hereditary  alpha  class  and  their
technocratic managers. The story of the Tavistock-led attack
on scientific progress is told brilliantly in the 2010 Lpac
film The Destruction of NASA.[5]

The only problem these social engineers have encountered in
recent years is the re-emergence of actual statesmen who are
unwilling to sacrifice their people and traditions on the
altar of a new global Gaia cult. Such defenders of humanity’s
better traditions have launched the multipolar alliance and
have  driven  a  policy  of  long-term  growth  and  advance
scientific  and  technological  progress  which  is  embodied
brilliantly by the New Silk Road, and its extensions to the
Arctic.  The  most  exciting  aspect  of  this  New  Silk
Road/Multipolar Paradigm is the leap into space exploration as
the new frontier of human self-development which has not been
seen since the days of President Kennedy.

With China and Russia signing a pact to jointly develop lunar
bases with a focus on international cooperation on Lunar and
Mars  resource  development/industrialization,  the  age  of
unlimited  growth  that  was  lost  with  the  LSD-driven  mass
psychosis  of  1968’s  “live  in  the  now”  paradigm  shift  may
finally be recaptured. Programs designed to put humanity’s
focus on real objective threats like Asteroid collisions, and
solar-induced new ice ages are seriously being discussed by
leaders of Eurasia today.

There  are  billions  of  suns  and  potentially  billions  of
galaxies, and chances are there is indeed life on many of the
planets  orbiting  some  of  the  stars  within  our  growing,
creative  universe…  and  there  is  also  a  fair  chance  that
cognitive life has also emerged on some of those planets. The
best way to find out is not to sit at home while the world
economic system collapses under a controlled disintegration
thinking  about  Rockefeller-funded  conspiracy  theories,  but
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rather  to  fight  to  revive  humanity’s  open  system  destiny
starting with a cooperative space program to extend human
culture and economy to the Moon and Mars, and then onto other
planetary bodies followed by missions to deep space.

If other civilizations exist, maybe it is our duty to take up
the torch left to us by JFK and go find them.

The author recently delivered a presentation on this topic
during a weekly broadcast of Rogue News which can be viewed
here:

Footnotes

[1] Tavistock mass murderers are brainwashing your children by
Scott Thompson and Jeffrey Steinberg, EIR, vol 20, no. 44,
1993

[2] For a fuller picture of the Tavistock Institute, Esalen
Institute and the growth of the psychedelic movement, see
Cynthia Chung’s Huxley’s Ultimate Revolution: The Battle for
Your  Mind  and  the  Relativity  of  Madness  published  on  The
Strategic Culture Foundation Dec. 2021.

[3] Area 51 ‘Uncensored’: Was It UFOs Or The USSR? Vermont
Public Radio, May 17, 2011

[4] A remarkable overview of Nazi aerospace technology which
was captured by Anglo-American military leaders after WWII was
published  Burlington  UFO  and  Paranormal  Research  Center
Secrets of the Third Reich available here

[5] The Destruction of NASA produced by Lpac Videos
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Dark  Journalist:  On  UFO
Shootdown  and  Continuity  of
Government Aerospace Threat
Dark Journalist: On UFO Shootdown and Continuity of
Government Aerospace Threat
 

“So instantly we’re getting all kinds of weirdness about our
COG commander. Remember, if there’s an emergency, Continuity
of Government button gets pressed. He becomes the Combatant
Commander  of  the  United  States  and  assigns  to  Regional
Governors various powers for martial law. And then they are
supposed to institute that until conditions are back to the
strategic situation and then we can have elections again.
Those are the odds and the chips that those guys play with.

Interestingly enough, I also want to get inside somebody like
VanHerck’s  head.  I’ve  read  a  lot  about  continuity  of
government and what they plan for is for them to survive
after a massive nuclear explosion. And they have to select
kind of the fit members of society and who is designated to
go on.

So let’s let’s get ourselves in their head a little bit when
they’re dealing with the UFO threat thing. Any person who’s
in that position, you have to say ‘well it’s their job to
think like that’.

Yes, true. But nonetheless they have to think like that. So,
therefore,  when  we’re  looking  at  them,  we’re  looking  at
people who are planning for continuity of government.
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They’re planning to take over. And they’re planning to select
who should survive and they’re planning martial law…”

“So you’re left with a situation of thinking this is a dry
run for the UFO-threat/Continuity-of-Government play. That’s
what we’re in the middle of.

This is the reason why we need a really good handle on what
they plan to do because once they seize those emergency
powers they don’t give them back, as we found out with
Covid…”

[…]

“I want to mention this about NORTHCOM. NORTHCOM runs the
United States. I’ll tell you why that’s true.

Before NORTHCOM we had the police and federal authorities and
things of this nature. NORTHCOM is a military unit that is
set up to control the United States in a state of emergency.

Now, we are technically under a state of emergency from the
September 11th attacks.

And every president, be he Bush, Obama, Biden or Trump, signs
on to that National Defense Authorization Act every year that
says ‘oh yeah, we still want that September 11th Emergency
Powers piece there’.

So every time they do that, they’re signing on to this
complete  continuity  of  government  emergency  system.  So
NORTHCOM comes into play.

What is NORTHCOM? NORTHCOM didn’t even exist before 9/11. And
we had a southern command that was monitoring South America
for drug running and things like that. And they came up with



this ideah ‘hey we’ll create NORTHCOM, Northern Command, and
then we’ll put them in charge of everything literally. And
it’s  a  highly  unconstitutional  military  takeover  of  a
military unit that’s just set up to cause martial law under
the appropriate emergency circumstance.

However, since we’re under this September 11th emergency
attack  the  NORTHCOM  can  take  liberties  with  the
Constitution…”

~ Daniel Liszt

 

 Dark Journalist UFO Shootdown COG Aerospace Threat
by Daniel Liszt, Dark Journalist
February 11, 2023

 

Emergency Powers
Join us for this Special Report on the alleged Shootdown of
UFOs over Canada and Alaska as Dark Journalist explores the
involvement of the Continuity of Government NORTHCOM Commander
Glen VanHerck in the latest UFO Incidents and the unusual
activities of NORAD.

DJ sees the CIA operating a UFO Threat narrative to create an
Emergency  Powers  declaration  and  seize  upon  the  invented
crisis.
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Dark  Journalist  Special  Report:  NORTHCOM  [United  States
Northern Command] COG [Continuity of Government] vs The US
Constitution

Dark  Journalist:  Global  Control,  Psyops,  UFOs,  Covid
‘Plandemic’,  5G,  Deep  State,  Continuity  of  Government  &
Digitizing Humanity

Dr. Joseph Farrell: Emergency Powers, COVID-19, Bio-Economic
EMF Warfare, Deep State, Continuity of Government

Who  Benefits  From  U.S.
Government  Claims  That  the
UFO  Threat  Is  Increasing
‘Exponentially’?
Who Benefits From U.S. Government Claims That the UFO
Threat Is Increasing ‘Exponentially’?
by Caitlin Johnstone
September 6, 2022

 

A US senate report which is an addendum to the Intelligence
Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2023 has people talking due
to  the  surprising  statements  it  includes  about  the  US
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government’s  current  position  on  UFOs.

I mean Unidentified Aerial Phenomena.

I mean Unidentified Aerospace-Undersea Phenomena.

This latest moniker for the thing we all still think of as
UFOs  is  the  US  government’s  way  of  addressing  how  these
alleged  appearances,  which  began  entering  mainstream
attention  in  2017,  are  said  to  be  able  to  transition
seamlessly from traveling through the air to moving underwater
in what’s been labeled “cross-domain transmedium” movement.
Because branches of the US war machine are roughly broken up
into  forces  specializing  in  air,  sea,  land  and  space
operations, the notion that these things move between those
domains gets special attention.

UFO enthusiasts are largely focusing on a part of the addendum
which  oddly  stipulates  that  the  government’s  newly  named
Unidentified Aerospace-Undersea Phenomena Joint Program Office
shall  not  be  looking  into  objects  “that  are  positively
identified as man-made,” because of the obvious implications
of  that  phrase.  This  is  understandable;  if  you’ve  got  a
government  office  that’s  responsible  for  investigating
unidentified phenomena, you can just say it won’t be looking
into phenomena that are “positively identified”. You wouldn’t
have to add “identified as man-made” unless you had a specific
reason for doing so.

After years of revelations about strange lights in the sky,
first  hand  reports  from  Navy  pilots  about  UFOs,  and
governmental investigations, Congress seems to have admitted
something startling in print: it doesn’t believe all UFOs are
“man-made.” https://t.co/LrNgDc3auH

— VICE News (@VICENews) August 23, 2022

But for me the claim that really jumps off the page, authored
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by  Senate  Select  Committee  on  Intelligence  Chairman  Mark
Warner,  is  the  claim  that  these  unidentified  aerospace-
undersea  phenomena  are  a  “threat”  that  is  increasing
“exponentially”.

“At a time when cross-domain transmedium threats to United
States  national  security  are  expanding  exponentially,  the
Committee  is  disappointed  with  the  slow  pace  of  DoD-led
efforts to establish the office to address those threats,”
Warner writes in the report.

“Exponentially” is a mighty strong word. Taken in its least
literal sense, it means that threats to US national security
from UFOs are increasing at an alarmingly rapid rate. That
they have swiftly become much greater than they used to be.

What is the basis for this incendiary claim? What information
are  US  lawmakers  being  given  to  make  them  draw  such
conclusions and make such assertions? There’s a long chain of
information handling between an alleged UFO encounter and a US
senator’s pen, and corruption can occur at any point in that
chain (including the first and last link).

I remain comfortably agnostic about most aspects of the UFO
question, up to and including the possibility that there are
actual  extraterrestrial  or  extradimensional  beings  zipping
around our planet in technology our science cannot comprehend.
But one thing I absolutely will take a hard and fast position
on  is  that  the  moment  the  US  government  starts  labeling
something  a  “threat”,  all  trust  and  credulity  must  be
immediately  be  thrown  out  the  window.

#1 most read on our #Bestof2014 list: Reports of unusual
activity  in  the  skies  in  the  ’50s?  It  was
us.http://t.co/BKr81M5OUN  (PDF  9.26MB)

— CIA (@CIA) December 29, 2014
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This  is  after  all  occurring  as  the  US  enters  a  steadily
escalating new cold war against both Russia and China, and we
know that during the last cold war the CIA sought to exploit
public panic about UFOs as a psychological weapon against the
Soviets, and that the CIA has claimed that its newly developed
spy planes were responsible for many UFO sightings in the
1950s, and that the US military was working on developing
“flying saucer” aircraft during that same time. It also occurs
after  the  assistant  secretary  of  the  Air  Force  for
acquisition,  technology  and  logistics  stated  at  a  2020
conference  that  the  Air  Force  has  a  brand  new  aircraft
prototype, designed using new digital engineering technology,
that has “broken a lot of records.”

This new mainstream UFO narrative also has highly suspicious
origins, with key players ranging from shady US intelligence
cartel operatives like Lue Elizondo and Christopher Mellon, to
corrupt  senator  Harry  Reid  and  his  plutocratic  campaign
donor  Robert  Bigelow,  to  Blink-182’s  Tom  DeLonge,
who  believes  humanity  is  being  tormented  by  malevolent
extraterrestrials who feed off negative human emotions and
that the US military is heroically protecting us from their
evil agendas. Filmmaker Steven Greenstreet put out a short,
well-sourced documentary with The New York Post this past May
laying out copious amounts of evidence that the groundwork for
the new UFO narrative was built on journalistic malpractice
and negligence, obfuscation, omission, and outright lies. The
footage  we’re  being  shown  of  these  supposed  vehicles  to
justify  this  new  narrative  consist  of  blurs,  flashes  and
smudges which can all be explained by mundane phenomena.

So in my opinion this isn’t a subject we can just ignore, as
weird and uncomfortable as the subject of UFOs might be for
serious analysts. Whatever the subject, when you’ve got the US
government claiming on highly suspect grounds that there’s an
exponentially  growing  threat  that  urgently  needs  to  be
addressed militarily, it’s time to sit up and start paying
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attention.

Not that I myself have any clear idea of what’s going on here
beyond the distinct impression that we are being deceived
about something potentially very important. And I don’t get
the impression that other people have a very clear picture of
what’s going on either.

Some say this is just a scam to get more funding for the Space
Force or the military in general. That could very well be, but
as far as publicly available information goes we’re not seeing
anyone  saying  anything  like  “Hey  we  need  $40  billion  to
address this UFO problem.”

Some say this is part of an agenda to justify getting weapons
into space, but I suspect anyone likely to support that agenda
would support it with or without the claim that we need to
fight ET. And again, there’s the problem that nobody’s saying
“Hey we need to get weapons into space because of UFOs.”

Some say this is just a deliberate “distraction” designed to
keep people from focusing on more important issues, but the
problem there is that (A) the empire doesn’t normally roll out
distractions in that way, and (B) the UFO issue isn’t getting
much mainstream attention. It’s a peripheral story, dwarfed in
comparison to real propaganda initiatives like Ukraine.

Some say there’s a conspiracy to use high-tech weaponry to
create a false flag alien invasion and unite humanity under a
one world government, but that’s a fairly mainstream idea
that’s  being  pushed  on  viral  Netflix
films  by  known  fraud  Steven  Greer.  I  think  the  world  is
paranoid enough at this point that few would buy such a psyop
even if it were somehow convincingly orchestrated.

Some say this narrative is all a cover for new technology the
empire is keeping under wraps, presenting an official position
that the US government has nothing to do with the strange

https://responsiblestatecraft.org/2022/04/08/networks-covered-the-war-in-ukraine-more-than-the-us-invasion-of-iraq/
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt6400614/
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt6400614/
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/opinion/did-steven-greer-fake-a-ufo-with-flares
https://isgp-studies.com/ufo-disclosure-project-of-steven-greer


vehicles people are seeing in the air as stated in the ODNI’s
report on UFOs last year. That would certainly explain the
empire’s  cockiness  in  confronting  Russia  and  China
simultaneously  when  public  knowledge  of  its  economic  and
military capabilities would indicate that that’s a bad idea.

It could be as simple as the fact that once it becomes the
established orthodoxy in Washington that UFOs are a threat and
something needs to be done about them, it’s a safe bet that
we’re going to see massive amounts of money moving around to
deal with that threat and the emergence of war machinery that
can be used in future confrontations with Russia and China.
There are any number of creatures lurking in DC who would
stand  to  benefit  from  that  happening,  and  would  stand  to
benefit from pushing that agenda. It’s possible that contracts
have already been signed. It’s possible that finances have
already been allocated for it from the war machine’s dark
money  slush  fund,  and  that  all  this  public  talk  is  just
narrative  management  to  preemptively  justify  that  spending
when information about it comes out.

Or maybe it’s some mixture of these things, or none of them. I
don’t know. I do know that someone’s benefitting from all
this.  And  I  know  it’s  unreasonable  to  expect  the  most
murderous and tyrannical regime on earth to tell us the truth
about UFOs when it would stand nothing to gain by doing so,
and  we  ordinary  people  should  therefore  do  our  best  to
understand what’s happening for ourselves.

I think it would be good if people on the anti-empire fringes
of  the  spectrum  started  looking  at  this  thing  more  and
describing what they’re seeing, even though it’s impossible to
see  everything  behind  the  walls  of  government  opacity.
Otherwise  the  only  people  looking  at  it  will  be  UFO
enthusiasts who just want “disclosure” at any cost, and the
operatives of the empire itself.
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Who Controls the Global Elite
(the  Visible  “Reality”
Manipulators),  Hidden
Technologies,  UFO/Alien
Narratives?
Who Controls the Global Elite (the Visible “Reality”
Manipulators),  Hidden  Technologies,  UFO/Alien
Narratives?
 

“I want to talk about things people deny. That’s where the
money is. Like Bilderberg, like — I call it the shadow
government.  The  cryptocracy.  The  hidden  shadow  police
state, intel state, shadow government, ruling class, the
people who pull the levers, the people who control things.
And not anybody you see… Do you think Klaus Schwab controls
anything? No. Who controls Klaus Schwab? They come and they
go. George Soros… Who controls George Soros? It’s nobody
that you see.”

~ Michael Lebron (Lionel Nation)
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Who Is Behind the Global Elite?

More Specifically, Who Is Behind the World’s Elite?
by Jeremy Nell, Jerm Warfare
July 26, 2022

 

Michael Lebron, better known as Lionel Nation, is an American
syndicated broadcaster and media analyst.

He joined me for a conversation about the global elites who
influence  geopolitics,  such  as  those  who  meet  at
the Bilderberg meetings, but we quickly found ourselves going
down a rabbit hole involving aliens and UFOs.

I recently watched a fascinating documentary about a gentleman
by the name of Bob Lazar, in which he claims to have worked on
extraterrestrial aircraft at a secret facility alongside Area
51.

The film centers on Bob Lazar, a physicist who claimed in an
explosive 1989 interview that the U.S. government was working
on  alien  aircrafts  at  a  site  near  Area  51,  a  highly
classified operating location in Nevada whose primary purpose
is still unknown to this day.

Bob, who’s now 60 years old, is still alive and continuing to
share stories from his alleged dealings with alien aircrafts.
He claims to have read government briefing documents that
depict instances of extraterrestrial involvement in human
affairs dating back 10,000 years.

Joe Rogan interviewed him not too long ago, and it’s equally
mind-bending.  I  would  recommend  watching  the  documentary
before  watching  Joe’s  podcast,  because  Jeremy  Corbell’s
directing is magnificent.

https://jermwarfare.com/podcast/lionel-nation
https://jermwarfare.com/podcast/lionel-nation
https://lionelmedia.com/
https://jermwarfare.com/podcast/iain-davis-on-the-global-power-structure
https://jermwarfare.com/podcast/iain-davis-on-the-global-power-structure
https://jermwarfare.com/podcast/john-titus-on-russian-sanctions-and-how-its-killing-the-dollar
https://www.distractify.com/p/bob-lazar-area-51-netflix


Is Bob Lying?
Look,  I  have  no  idea  what  to  believe,  but  an  outright
dismissal of Bob’s testimony is probably a bad idea. That his
entire  life  has,  in  effect,  been  deleted  by  the  American
government, is a red flag. Lionel reckons that Bob is not
lying.

So, here’s an existential thought.

What are the implications if there are indeed flying saucers
at Area 51?

My Conversation With Lionel
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Everything posted on this site is done in the spirit of conversation. The
views and opinions expressed in articles posted on this site are those of
the authors and video creators. They do not necessarily reflect the views
of Truth Comes to Light. Please do your own research and trust yourself
when reading and when giving consideration to anything that appears here
or anywhere else.

Dr. Joseph P. Farrell on CERN
(2016):  What  Is  the  “Atom
Smasher”  Hadron  Collider
Project  Really  About?  —  A
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Look  at  Its  Deep  Political
Roots  &  Potential  Global
Danger
Dr. Joseph P. Farrell on CERN (2016): What Is the “Atom
Smasher” Hadron Collider Project Really About? — A Look
at Its Deep Political Roots & Potential Global Danger
 

Image credit: Harp, Wikipedia Commons Statue of Lord Shiva at
CERN near the building A40. The statue is a gift from India’s
Department  of  Atomic  Energy,  celebrating  CERN’s  long
association  with  India  which  started  in  the  1960’s  and
continues strongly today. Unveiled at June 18 2004.

 

Truth Comes to Light editor’s note: Recently the powerful,
mysterious, sovereign entity called CERN announced an event to
take place on July 5, 2022. From the CERN website (emphasis
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ours):

“CERN is set for jam-packed, exciting and ecstatic days
starting on 3 July with the first celebrations of the ten-
year anniversary of the discovery of the Higgs boson, a
scientific symposium on 4 July and ending on a high note on
5 July, with collisions at unprecedented energy levels at
the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) marking the launch of the
new physics season at CERN’s flagship accelerator.”

As would be expected, there is a lot of buzz right now,
reviving interest in all sorts of theories about what CERN is
really up to. From The Sun (July 2, 2022):

“On July 5, 2022, there will be collisions at unprecedented
energy levels at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC).

The LHC, which is the world’s largest and most powerful
particle  accelerator,  is  at  the  center  of  conspiracy
theories surrounding CERN.

People  have  shared  their  superstitions  regarding  the
“portal” that will open after two high-energy particle
beams are set to travel at close to the speed of light
before they collide…”

From  an  article  at  Independent  from  2016  titled  “‘Human
sacrifice’ staged at Cern, home of the God Particle” :

“Many have suggested that the Large Hadron Collider could
bring about a black hole in the Earth, or that something is
going on there that would allow people to access new forms
of power that would be wielded against the Earth. Others
still have said that the work might open a portal to
another dimension – an apparent extrapolation from the fact
that the work going on there might allow scientists to test
theories about the presence of other dimensions.

Others have claimed that Cern’s work is meant to prove that

https://www.thesun.co.uk/tech/19067979/cern-hadron-collider-experiment-conspiracy-doomsday-twitter/
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/science/cern-human-sacrifice-video-watch-hadron-collider-god-particle-a7196881.html


God doesn’t exist…”

Below you will find an interview by Dark Journalist, Daniel
Liszt as he shares conversation with Dr. Joseph P. Farrell.

From Dark Journalist’s notes about the video: “Dr. Joseph P.
Farrell… explores the deep political roots and global dangers
of  the  controversial  particle  physics  experiment  by  CERN
called  The  Hadron  Collider,  which  was  set  up  in  Geneva,
Switzerland with a massive military. style budget of over six
billion dollars.”

CERN  Death  Star:  Final  Apotheosis,  found  below  the  first
video,  continues  the  conversation,  going  into  more  detail
about the nature of CERN as a sovereign entity that cannot be
sued, with links to ancient, advanced technology (a “super-
advanced cosmological defense system”) and much more.

“…they are literally trying to recreate the conditions of
the  universe  as  their  model  of  physics  explains  it
immediately after the Big Bang. So, in other words, that’s
cosmology right there… In other words, they’re telling you
right there that they’re playing around with the alchemy of
the  entire  universe.  They  are  playing  around  with  the
technology that will give them the insight, possibly, in
how to manipulate that reality.” ~ Dr. Joseph P. Farrell

CERN Dangers Revealed! Paperclip Nazis and Cosmology
Cartel – Dr. Joseph Farrell & Dark Journalist
by Daniel Liszt, Dark Journalist with Dr. Joseph P. Farrell

Livestream January 30, 2016 on YouTube

Join Dark Journalist Daniel Liszt as he welcomes back Oxford
Scholar and author of the popular Giza Death Star book series
Dr. Joseph P. Farrell. His latest book, The Third Way: The

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b7DCntKhUDI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Gcvnvr-cbg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Gcvnvr-cbg
https://darkjournalist.com/
https://gizadeathstar.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Gcvnvr-cbg


Nazi  International,  European  Union  and  Corporate  Fascism,
explores the deep political roots and global dangers of the
controversial particle physics experiment by CERN called The
Hadron Collider, which was set up in Geneva, Switzerland with
a massive military style budget of over six billion dollars!

Dr. Farrell’s research exposes CERN’s official story of the
so-called “Atom Smasher” Hadron Collider Project, as being
ostensibly  created  for  peaceful  scientific  experiments  in
particle physics, and reveals that it is actually a dangerous
advanced  technology  project  set  up  for  secret  military
purposes and is seeking the ability to manipulate matter on a
galactic scale and possibly even open dimensional doorways.

Strangelets Danger
He cites the massive disturbances in the magnetosphere of the
earth when the Hadron Collider is turned on and outlines that
it may have serious consequences for physical life on earth
and a major impact on the rotation of the planet itself. We
also will discover that voices in the scientific community
have  raised  objections  that  CERN  is  unsafe  due  to  the
potential development of “Strangelets” a distorted potential
byproduct of the matter smashing experiments that have been
compared to mini black holes that suck in all dense matter and
energy. He also shows the undeniable similarity between the
CERN Hadron Collider and a Nazi Physics project called The
Bell” that was an underground Torsion Physics project built by
slave labor and overseen by the top Nazi Scientists to give
them a master weapon to rule the world!

Deep State Nazi Connections
Dark Journalist and Dr. Farrell investigate the history of
CERN  and  demonstrate  clear  links  of  a  post-war  Nazi
International through the figure of John J. McCloy , lawyer
for notorious German corporate conglomerate IG Farben. McCloy
was also the Chairman of the Council on Foreign Relations and
became the American High Commissioner for post World War II



Germany. In a controversial action, McCloy helped clear and
vet over 70,000 Nazis (yes, 70,000!) helping to utilize their
intelligence networks to set up the CIA.

One of the major figures that he cleared was top Nazi legal
theorist and prisoner of war Dr. Walter Hallstein who was
eventually responsible for helping to set up CERN and who was
also a key architect for developing the the Nazi plan for a
European  Federation  that  was  eventually  adopted  as  the
blueprint for the European Union. McCloy, in a strange twist,
also served on the Warren Commission to whitewash any Deep
State connections to the JFK Assassination. JFK was famously
committed to “Smashing the CIA into a thousand pieces” as a
way to root out the Nazi infiltration of the agency and regain
control over the government from suspected Nazi collaborators
like CIA director Allen Dulles.

Revealing, groundbreaking, shocking, unnerving, and rife with
controversial,  staggering  implications  of  a  massive  covert
military  project  hiding  in  plain  sight,  don’t  miss  this
cutting- edge Dark Journalist Episode!

[As a service to protect truth from censorship and to share widely,
mirrored copies of this video are available at Truth Comes to Light
Odysee, BitChute and Brighteon channels. All credit, along with our
sincere thanks, goes to the original source of this video. Please follow
links provided to support their work.]

Also by Dark Journalist with Dr. Joseph P. Farrell

CERN Death Star: Final Apotheosis – Dark Journalist &
Dr. Joseph Farrell
livestream November 30, 2016 on YouTube

The Ancient and Future Death Star
Prepare for a fantastic exploration of the antediluvian past
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and the looming, ominous high tech future as Dark Journalist
Daniel Liszt invites Oxford Scholar Dr. Joseph Farrell back
for his most important interview to date. Together in this
part one of three episodes. they examine the unusual links
between  the  obscure  ancient  technology  that  Farrell  has
researched  in  his  Giza  Death  Star  books  and  explore  the
connections it has with the futuristic dimensional doorway
that the mysterious scientific organization CERN has created
under  the  auspices  of  its  controversial  Hadron  Collider
experiments.

The Great Pyramid
Farrell theorizes that the Great Pyramid is much older than
recorded history and was originally set up as a kind of super-
advanced cosmological defense system with the power to wreak
havoc on Earth and in the Cosmos through a highly complex
series of resonances networked inside the structure. It’s an
undeniable reality that over the last century hundreds of
researchers,  physicists,  geologists  and  archaeologists  have
examined and noted the highly unusual and amazingly accurate
mathematical patterns in the layout and construction of this
marvel  of  the  ancient  world.  These  patterns  suggest  a
sophisticated knowledge of astronomy, Earth science, geology
and  geometry  that  was  certainly  not  available  to  early
Egyptian  civilization  according  to  mainstream  academics,
raising the possibility that the true builders of the Great
Pyramid were a forgotten technological civilization that was
wiped out of existence in the distant past.

CERN
Farrell sees the CERN organization in Geneva, Switzerland as
shrouded  in  mystery  and  finds  that  its  most  well-known
project, the Hadron Super Collider ostensibly set up to unlock
the ‘Higgs Boson’ or ‘God Particle’ by the use of a particle
physics  experiment,  is  actually  a  public  cover  for  a  far
different activity to covertly deploy a dimensional doorway
accessing super weapon for the 21st century that would rival



its counterpart the Giza Death Star.

CERN has been mired in controversy since moving forward with
its  particle  collider  experiments  over  the  objections  of
distinguished scientists who have observed unusual changes in
the Earth’s magnetosphere when the collider is turned on. Some
of these independent scientists have warned the public that
hazardous by-products of the experiments called ’Strangelets’
pose a serious potential danger for the public at large and
may damage the environment for centuries to come. CERN has
also  been  accused  of  organizing  occult  rituals  and  being
highly secretive during its scientific research with a public
and private purpose for its vastly complex work. Attempts to
sue CERN for its practices have fallen flat due to its unusual
status as a ‘sovereign entity.’

This Dark Journalist episode will start us on a fascinating,
eye-opening, startling and unnerving journey of what the power
structure on Earth is really engaged in behind the scenes and
how  far  they  are  willing  to  go  for  global  and  galactic
domination. You don’t want to miss it!

[As a service to protect truth from censorship and to share
widely, mirrored copies of this video are available at Truth
Comes to Light Odysee, BitChute and Brighteon channels. All
credit, along with our sincere thanks, goes to the original
source of this video. Please follow links provided to support
their work.]

See related by Joseph P. Farrell (July 21, 2021):
CERN TAKES ANOTHER LARGE STEP TO THE CONTROL OF ANTI-MATTER

https://odysee.com/@Truth_Comes_to_Light:6/CERN-DEATH-STAR-FINAL-APOTHEOSIS---DARK-JOURNALIST---DR.-JOSEPH-FARRELL:f
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Also related, see this Dark Journalist episode on the
Alice collider, which is in France and takes its the
signal from CERN.

“…It is creating the hottest and the coldest condition
anywhere. That is — hotter than the sun, colder than deep
space. Do you think CERN is a normal scientific project
after hearing that?”
~ Daniel Liszt, Dark Journalist

Starting at approximately 1 hour 23 minutes into the video
listen  to  what  Dark  Journalist’s  reveals  about  Alice:
https://youtu.be/Gg35-fDLJ_0?t=4977
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Journalist:  On  the
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Emergency Powers & Continuity
of Government
Joseph  P.  Farrell  with  Dark  Journalist:  On  the
Manufactured  UFO  Threat  Alongside  Manufactured
Pandemics and Wars — Emergency Powers & Continuity of
Government
 

 Joseph Farrell COG NORTHCOM UFO Emergency Danger
by Daniel Liszt, Dark Journalist
June 4, 2022

 

Dark  Journalist  Daniel  Liszt  welcomes  Oxford  Scholar  Dr.
Joseph Farrell back to the show for a special deep dive on the
Continuity of Government (COG) NORTHCOM activation for the CIA
and Department of Homeland Security Manufactured UFO Threat.

Dr.  Farrell  also  goes  deep  on  the  endgame  for  the
Transhumanist controlling group that is growing increasingly
desperate  as  their  operations  for  global  takeover  are
stumbling.

Part 2 of this conversation is available for subscribers to
Dark Journalist.
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Court  Revokes  License  to
Launch  Satellites;  Starlink
“Should  Have  Carried  Out
Public Hearings” (France)
Court Revokes License to Launch Satellites; Starlink
“Should Have Carried Out Public Hearings” (France)
by B.N. Frank, Activist Post
April 9, 2022

 

Over  the  years  there  has  been  opposition  and  warnings
worldwide about various catastrophic issues associated with
SpaceX’s  Starlink  as  well  as  other  companies’  satellites
(see 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10.)  In fact, insurance
companies have become less willing to insure satellites. 
Additionally, earlier this year, 40 Starlink satellites fell
from orbit and burned.  More recently a court ruled in favor
of environmental groups who opposed the company being approved
to launch satellites in France.

From News18:

Elon  Musk’s  Starlink  Blocked  In  France  Over  Legal
Battle Against Environmental Groups
Elon  Musk’s  Starlink  satellite  internet  service  has
effectively lost its frequencies in France following a legal
battle  waged  by  environmental  groups.  The  decision  was
published by the Conseil d’Etat, France’s Supreme Court for
administrative justice, reports Teslarati. According to the
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court, the recent Starlink ruling negated a decision by Arcep,
France’s telecoms regulator, back in February 2021.

Arcep had granted Starlink two bands of frequencies that would
link  the  company’s  satellite  constellation  to  France-based
customers,  the  report  said.  Since  the  decision  to  grant
licenses to SpaceX‘s Starlink can “impact the market of access
to high-bandwidth internet and affect the interests of end-
users”  as  per  the  Conseil  d’Etat,  the  satellite  internet
system should have carried out public hearings before its
license was granted.

ALSO  READ:  SpaceX  Launches  48  New  Starlink  Satellites
Successfully  Into  Orbit

This was something that Arcep did not do. Stephen Kerckhove,
who heads Act for the Environment, one of the environmental
groups that took legal action against Starlink, stated that
the ruling is a way for the State Council to “send a signal to
those who confuse speed with haste”.

Kerckhove also noted that he is hoping Arcep would not just go
through a public consultation now for sheer compliance but
“truly carry out an economic and environmental evaluation” of
the satellite internet service.
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Now this odd story – very odd, in my opinion – was sent by
F.L.M., and I have to admit, that when I read it, initially I
was rather cool to it. It seemed straightforward enough:

Fiery demise of Elon Musk’s Starlink satellites captured on
video after space storm knocks them out of orbit

Elon Musk’s SpaceX loses 40 satellites to geomagnetic storm

And just to drill that “straightforward” aspect home a bit
more, there’s this from the article (the second link above):

A geomagnetic storm had disastrous consequences for SpaceX’s
latest effort to launch “Starlink” satellites into orbit.

Elon Musk’s firm said it expects as many as 40 of the 49
brand-new  Starlink  satellites  deployed  in  a  launch  last
Thursday were destroyed. The cosmic storm struck just one day
after a Falcon 9 rocket successfully launched the costly
satellites into orbit.

“These storms cause the atmosphere to warm and atmospheric
density at our low deployment altitudes to increase,” SpaceX
officials said in an update posted on the firm’s website. “In
fact, onboard GPS suggests the escalation speed and severity
of the storm caused atmospheric drag to increase up to 50
percent higher than during previous launches.”

…

SpaceX said the satellites “pose zero collision risk with
other  satellites  and  by  design  demise  upon  atmospheric
reentry—meaning no orbital debris is created and no satellite
parts hit the ground.”

…

The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s Space
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Weather Prediction Center had warned that geomagnetic storm
conditions were “likely” on Feb. 2 and 3 following a solar
flare. SpaceX’s update did not reference the warning.

Now, I’ll grant you, that most of me remains willing to take
this story at all of its geomagnetic-there-was-a-solar-flare-
that-altered-upper-atmospheric-drag-conditions-causing-the-
launch-to-fail-and-the-satellite-orbits-to-change-and-they-
all-burned-up-in-the-atmosphere self-explanatory glory.

But I’ll also admit there’s a small part of me that isn’t
entirely buying, and that some of this “explanation” seems…
well… contrived. Problem one (1): apparently this geomagnetic
storm, or solar flare, or whatever it was, was so localized it
affected only Mr. Musk’s satellites. So far, I’ve not heard
any  reports  of  anyone  else’s  satellites  being  effected.  
Problem two (2): this implies that the geomagnetic storm, or
solar flare, or whatever it was, was rather targeted. We’ll
get back to that.

Problem  three  (3):  apparently  the  National  Oceanic  and
Atmospheric  Administration  had  issued  a  warning  about  the
possibility  of  geomagnetic  storms.  Now  this  implies  three
“sub-problems”:  (3a)  either  SpaceX  didn’t  know  about  the
warning at all, or (3b) it did know but simply ignored it or
(3c) is did know, but determined that there was not much of a
threat from the storm/solar flare and went ahead with the
launch anyway.

Now (3c) is intriguing, because as noted above, no one else’s
satellites – as far as we know – were effected in any drastic
way, just Mr. Musk’s. That suggests an intriguing scenario to
me,  for  it  suggests  that  the  “geomagnetic  storm”  wasn’t
sufficient  in  and  of  itself  to  cause  the  demise  of  the
satellites and the failure of the launch. It suggests another
mechanism was present, perhaps a mechanism adding localized
strength to the geomagnetic storm, and hence, hiding behind



it. What might it be? I suggest – if this wild and woolly high
octane speculation is to make any sense at all – that the clue
is  found  in  the  article  itself:  “These  storms  cause  the
atmosphere  to  warm  and  atmospheric  density  at  our  low
deployment altitudes to increase,” SpaceX officials said in an
update posted on the firm’s website. “In fact, onboard GPS
suggests the escalation speed and severity of the storm caused
atmospheric drag to increase up to 50 percent higher than
during  previous  launches.”  There  is  of  course  a  human
technology that is designed to manipulate upper atmospheric
density,  and  that  is  of  course  the  ionospheric  heater.  
Indeed, I suspect that they are capable of manipulating solar
flares  themselves  through  the  manipulation  of  those
atmospheric  effects,  but  that’s  another  speculation  for
another day.

Now of course, the implication of this speculation is clear:
someone does not want Mr. Musk to succeed, and that someone
has access to some sophisticated technology and is willing to
use it.  And that could be just about anyone, from another
private competitor, to a nation-state or non-state actor with
much invested in space…

See you on the flip side…
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Dozens of Starlink Satellites
SpaceX  Reveals  How  It  Lost  Dozens  of  Starlink
Satellites

A  geomagnetic  storm  wiped  out  over  80%  of  the
Starlink satellites deployed by SpaceX last Thursday

by RT
February 9, 2022

 

Elon  Musk’s  SpaceX  lost  40  out  of  49  Starlink  satellites
launched via a Falcon 9 rocket, losing their orbit thanks to a
geomagnetic storm, the company revealed on Tuesday.

By now, almost all of the lost satellites have either already
re-entered or will soon re-enter the Earth’s atmosphere where
they  will  eventually  burn  up  before  reaching  the  ground,
meaning they won’t scatter debris, SpaceX explained.

SpaceX placed the satellites into lower orbit approximately
210 kilometers above Earth for the initial system checkout
before moving them to a higher orbit through a controlled
flight. The scheme was designed to make the satellites quickly
deorbit through atmospheric drag should they fail the tests,
the company said.

This time, however, the plan went awry as the satellites were
hit by a geomagnetic storm last Friday while still in low
orbit. Such storms, described by the US Geological Survey as a
period of “rapid magnetic field variation,” are caused by a
surge of solar winds. The storm caused an atmospheric drag
that was 50% stronger than usual.

The team sought to make the satellites “take cover from the
storm” by commanding them into a safe mode to minimize the
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effects of the drag. Still, the storm prevented 40 of them
from leaving safe mode and starting orbit-raising maneuvers,
SpaceX explained.

Nonetheless, the company hailed the incident as an example of
the “great lengths the Starlink team has gone to ensure the
system is on the leading edge of on-orbit debris mitigation.”
It explained that deorbiting satellites pose “zero collision
risk” with other satellites, would create no space debris and
would not hit the ground.

Elon Musk denies he’s a space hog
Read more Elon Musk denies he’s a space hog
SpaceX’s Starlink is a satellite network designed to provide
broadband internet access covering most of Earth. In January,
CEO Elon Musk boasted that 1,469 Starlink satellites were
currently active in low orbit.

The  project  has  sparked  controversy  as  astronomers  voiced
concerns about huge constellations of satellites in low orbit
interfering  with  their  research  and  particularly  affecting
space observations.

China  also  criticized  the  project.  Beijing  even  lodged  a
complaint about SpaceX with the UN Office for Outer Space
Affairs in December 2021, claiming that its astronauts had to
conduct evasive maneuvers to avoid Starlink satellites on two
separate  occasions  as  they  were  on  board  the  China  Space
Station.
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441,449  Low  Earth  Orbit  Satellites  —  Operating,
Approved  and  Proposed
by Arthur Firstenberg,  Cellular Phone Task Force
January 5, 2022

 

While the attention of a terrified world has been riveted on a
virus, and while concern about radiation has been focused on
5G on the ground, the assault on the heavens has reached
astronomical  proportions.  During  the  past  two  years,  the
number of satellites circling the earth has increased from
2,000 to 4,800, and a flood of new projects has brought the
number of operating, approved, and proposed satellites to at
least 441,449. And that number only includes low-earth-orbit
(LEO) satellites that will reside in the ionosphere.

The satellite projects include the ones listed below. The
companies are based in the United States unless otherwise
indicated.

17,270  satellites  already  approved  by  the  U.S.  Federal
Communications Commission:

Amazon (Kuiper) – 3,236 satellites

Astro Digital – 30 satellites

Black Sky Global – 36 satellites
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Boeing – 147 satellites

Capella Space Corp. – 7 satellites

Globalstar (operating since 2000) – 48 satellites

Hawkeye 360 – 80 satellites

ICEYE – 6 satellites (FINLAND)

Iridium (operating since 1998) – 66 satellites

Kepler Communications – 140 satellites (CANADA)

Loft Orbital – 11 satellites

OneWeb – 720 satellites (UNITED KINGDOM)

Planet Labs (operating) – 200 satellites

R2 Space, LLC – 8 satellites

Spire Global – 175 satellites

SpaceX – 11,943 satellites

Swarm – 150 satellites

Telesat – 117 satellites (CANADA)

Theia Holdings – 120 satellites

Umbra Lab – 6 satellites

Viasat – 24 satellites

Applications for 65,912 satellites pending before the FCC:

Amazon (Kuiper) – 4,538 additional satellites

AST & Science – 243 satellites

Astra Space – 13,620 satellites



Boeing – 5,789 additional satellites

Black Sky Global – 14 additional satellites

Fleet Space Technologies – 40 satellites (AUSTRALIA)

Hughes Network Systems – 1,440 satellites

Inmarsat – 198 satellites (UNITED KINGDOM)

Kepler Communications – two additional constellations of
360 satellites and 212 satellites (CANADA)

Lynk Global – 10 satellites (HONG KONG)

Maxar Technologies – 12 satellites

New Spectrum – 30 satellites (CANADA)

OneWeb-6,368 additional satellites (UNITED KINGDOM)

Orbital Sidekick – 6 satellites

SN Space Systems – 1,190 satellites (UNITED KINGDOM)

SpaceX – 30,000 additional satellites

Telesat – 1,554 additional satellites (CANADA)

Terra Bella – 24 satellites (15 already operating)

Viasat – 264 additional satellites

Constellations  totaling  14,892  satellites  announced  by
governments:

Guowang – 12,992 satellites (CHINA)

Roscosmos – 264 satellites named Marathon (RUSSIA)

Roscosmos – 640 satellites named Sfera (RUSSIA)



Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency – 20
satellites (U.S. MILITARY)

Space Development Agency – 500 satellites (U.S.
MILITARY)

UN:IO-400 satellites (EUROPEAN COMMISSION)

Yaogan – 76 satellites (already operating) (CHINESE
MILITARY)

Other  LEO  constellations  planned  by  U.S.  and  foreign
companies,  totaling  more  than  16,055  satellites:

4pi Lab – 16 satellites (CANADA)

ADA Space – 192 satellites (CHINA)

Aerospacelab – two constellations (unknown number of
satellites) (BELGIUM)

Aistech – 20 satellites (SPAIN)

Albedo Space – 24 satellites

Alpha Insights – unknown number (CANADA)

Analytical Space – 36 satellites (under contract with
U.S. SPACE FORCE)

Apogee Networks – 18 satellites (NEW ZEALAND)

Astrocast – 100 satellites (SWITZERLAND)

Astrome – 198 satellites (INDIA)

Aurora Insight – 12 satellites

Avant Space – 30 satellites (RUSSIA) equipped with
lasers to serve as a billboard in space to display
advertisements



Axelspace – 50 satellites (JAPAN)

BeetleSat – 80 satellites (ISRAEL)

Canon – 100 satellites (JAPAN)

Capella Space Corp. – 29 additional satellites

Carbon Mapper – 20 satellites

Care Weather – 50 satellites

Chang Guang – 138 satellites (CHINA)

China Aerospace Science and Industry Corporation – 80
satellites (CHINA)

Climavision – 50 satellites

Commsat – 72 satellites (8 already operating) (CHINA)

ConstellR – 30 satellites (GERMANY)

Curvalux – 240 satellites (UNITED KINGDOM)

Earth Observant – 30 satellites

EarthDaily Analytics – 6 satellites (CANADA)

Earth-i – 15 satellites (UNITED KINGDOM)

EchoStar – 30 satellites (CANADA)

Elecnor Deimos – unknown number (SPAIN)

EOSAgriSat – 12 satellites

Eutelsat – 25 satellites (FRANCE)

ExactEarth (operating) – 68 satellites (CANADA)

Fleet Space – 60 additional satellites (AUSTRALIA)

Future Navigation – 120 satellites (CHINA)



GalaxEye – 15 satellites (INDIA)

Galaxy Space – 1,000 satellites (CHINA)

Geely – unknown number (CHINA)

GeoOptics – 50 satellites

GHG Sat – 10 satellites (CANADA)

GP Advanced Projects – 9 satellites (ITALY)

Guodian Gauke – 38 satellites (CHINA)

Hanwha Systems – 2,000 satellites (SOUTH KOREA)

HEAD Aerospace – 48 satellites (CHINA)

Hera Systems – 50 satellites

Horizon Technologies – 13 satellites (UNITED KINGDOM)

Hydrosat – 16 satellites

Hypersat – 6 satellites

ICEYE – has already launched 14 satellites and plans 18,
for 12 more satellites than have been approved by the
FCC (FINLAND)

Innova Space – 100 satellites (ARGENTINA)

iQPS – 36 satellites (JAPAN)

Kinéis – 25 satellites (FRANCE)

KLEO – 300 satellites – (GERMANY)

Kleos Space – 80 satellites (LUXEMBOURG)

Lacuna Space – 240 satellites (UNITED KINGDOM)

Launchspace – 124 satellites



LunaSonde – unknown number (UNITED KINGDOM)

Lynk Global – 4,990 additional satellites (HONG KONG)

LyteLoop – 6 satellites

MDA – unknown number

Mission Space – unknown number (LATVIA)

Modularity Space – 150 satellites

Muon Space – unknown number

Myriota – 50 satellites (AUSTRALIA)

NanoAvionics – 72 satellites (LITHUANIA)

Ningxia – 10 satellites (CHINA)

NorthStar – 52 satellites (CANADA)

OHB Italia – 20 satellites (ITALY)

Omnispace – 200 satellites

OQ Technology – 60 satellites (LUXEMBOURG)

Orbital Micro Systems – 40 satellites

OroraTech – 100 satellites (GERMANY)

PION Labs – unknown number (BRAZIL)

PIXXEL – 36 satellites (INDIA)

PlanetIQ – 20 satellites

PredaSAR – 48 satellites

Prométhée – unknown number (FRANCE)

QEYNet – unknown number (CANADA)



QianSheng – 20 satellites (CHINA)

Reaktor Space Lab – 36 satellites (FINLAND)

RocketLab- “Mega-constellation” of unknown number (NEW
ZEALAND)

Rogue Space Systems – 40 satellites

Rovial – unknown number (FRANCE)

Saab – 100 satellites (SWEDEN)

SaraniaSat – unknown number

Sateliot – 100 satellites (SPAIN)

Satellogic – 90 satellites (ARGENTINA)

SatRevolution – 1500 satellites (POLAND)

Scanworld – 10 satellites (BELGIUM)

Scepter and ExxonMobil – 24 satellites

SCOUT – unknown number

Shanghai Lizheng – 90 satellites (CHINA)

Skykraft – 210 satellites (AUSTRALIA)

Space JLTZ – 200 satellites (MEXICO)

Space Union – 32 satellites (LITHUANIA)

SpaceBelt – 12 satellites

SpaceFab – unknown number

Spacety – 56 satellites (CHINA)

Stara Space – 120 satellites

Startical – 200 satellites (SPAIN)



Sternula – 50 satellites (DENMARK)

Synspective – 30 satellites (JAPAN)

Telnet – 30 satellites (TUNISIA)

Tomorrow.io – 36 satellites

Totum Labs – 24 satellites

Trion Space – 288 satellites (LIECHTENSTEIN)

Trustpoint – unknown number

Umbra Lab – 18 additional satellites

UnseenLabs – 50 satelites (FRANCE)

Vyoma Space – unknown number (GERMANY)

WiseSat Space – unknown number (SWITZERLAND)

Xona – 300 satellites

ZeroG Lab – 378 satellites (CHINA)

Zhuhai Orbita – 34 satellites (CHINA)

Rwanda, which wants to catapult Africa into world leadership
in  space,  filed  an  application  with  the  International
Telecommunication  Union  (ITU)  on  September  21,  2021  for
327,320 satellites. Its proposal includes 937 orbital planes,
distributed in 27 orbital shells (layers of satellites at
different altitudes), with 360 satellites in each plane.

Rwanda Space Agency – 327,320 satellites (RWANDA)

TOTAL:  441,449  SATELLITES  OPERATING,  APPROVED  AND  PROPOSED
(+18 constellations whose numbers are not yet known)

Most of the above list of satellites would orbit at altitudes



between about 325 km (200 miles) and 1,100 km (680 miles),
except that some of Rwanda’s proposed orbits go as low as 280
km (174 miles). The above list does not include applications
for  satellites  in  geostationary  orbit  (GEO),  or  for  LEO
constellations of fewer than 5 satellites, or constellations
in medium earth orbit (MEO) such as:

Intelsat (at 8600 km) – 216 satellites (LUXEMBOURG)

Mangata Networks (at 6,400 km and 12,000 km) – 791
satellites

O3b (at 8,062 km) – 112 satellites (LUXEMBOURG)

 

Brightening the Night Sky
Scientists have already begun to publish papers analyzing the
effect all these satellites will have, not only on astronomy,
but on the appearance of the night sky and the visibility of
the stars to everyone on earth. An article published online on
March 29, 2021 in Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical
Society by scientists in

Slovakia,  Spain  and  the  United  States  is  titled  “The
proliferation of space objects is a rapidly increasing source
of  artificial  night  sky  brightness.”  The  scattering  of
sunlight from all of the objects in space, wrote the authors,
is causing a “new skyglow” during the beginning and end of
each night that has already brightened the natural night sky
by  about  10  percent.  The  authors  are  concerned  that  “the
additional  contribution  of  the  new  satellite  mega-
constellations” would ruin the night sky to a much greater
extent.

A group of Canadian astronomers have an article in the January
2022 issue of The Astronomical Journal. “Megaconstellations of
thousands  to  tens  of  thousands  of  artificial  satellites
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(satcons)  are  rapidly  being  developed  and  launched,”  they
write.  “These  satcons  will  have  negative  consequences  for
observational  astronomy  research,  and  are  poised  to
drastically  interfere  with  naked-eye  stargazing  worldwide.”
They analyzed what the effect on astronomy will be if 65,000
new low- orbit satellites are launched. At 40 degrees latitude
(mid-United  States;  Mediterranean;  mid-China;  Japan;  Buenos
Aires; New Zealand), say these authors, more than 1,000 of
these satellites will be sunlit and visible in the sky in the
summer even at midnight. At higher latitudes (northern U.S.;
Canada; most of Europe; Russia), thousands of these satellites
will be visible all night long.

Another paper, titled Report on Mega-Constellations to the
Government  of  Canada  and  the  Canadian  Space  Agency,  was
commissioned  by  the  Canadian  Astronomical  Society  and
submitted to the Canadian government on March 31, 2021. It is
a moving document. These astronomers write:

“In ancient times, humans everywhere in the world had access
to completely dark skies. In stark contrast, today 80% of
North Americans cannot see the Milky Way from where they live
because of light pollution. The lack of darkness that many
people now experience due to urban light pollution has been
linked to many physical and mental health issues, both in
humans and wildlife. But there are still pockets of darkness
where  urban-dwellers  can  escape  the  light  pollution  and
experience  skies  nearly  as  dark  as  those  seen  by  our
ancestors. Unfortunately, light pollution from satellites will
be a global phenomenon — there will be nowhere left on Earth
to experience skies free from bright satellites in orbit.

“Anyone who has ever spent time in a truly dark place staring
up at the stars understands the powerful feeling of connection
and insignificance this act inspires. Our lives, our worries,
even our entire planet seem so inconsequential on these scales
—  a  feeling  that  has  shaped  literature,  art,  and  culture
around the globe.
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Seeing the night sky makes it immediately obvious that we are
part of a vast and wondrous universe full of countless stars…
Connecting to the sky is part of our humanity, and everyone in
the world is in very real danger of losing that…

“With  the  naked  eye,  stargazing  from  a  dark-sky  location
allows you to see about 4,500 stars… Once Starlink approaches
12,000 satellites in orbit, most people in Canada will see
more satellites than stars in the sky.”

 

The World’s Largest Garbage Pit 
And not only do thousands of whole satellites threaten the
heavens, but a phenomenal amount of debris orbits the earth as
a result of satellites colliding, or exploding, or otherwise
being  destroyed  while  in  space.  During  the  64  years  that
humans have been launching rockets, the protective blankets of
the  ionosphere  and  magnetosphere  have  become  the  Earth’s
largest garbage pit.

According to the European Space Agency there are, in orbit
around the Earth today, 7,790 intact satellites, of which
4,800 are functioning. Since 1957, there have been more than
630  breakups,  explosions,  collisions,  and  other  satellite-
destroying events. This has resulted in the creation of more
than 9,700 tons of space debris. There are, in orbit today:

30,430 debris objects presently being tracked

36,500 objects larger than 10 cm in size

1,000,000 objects from 1 cm to 10 cm in size

330,000,000 objects from 1 mm to 1 cm in size

 



Effects on Ozone, Earthquakes, and Thunderstorms

Ozone
In a 2020 paper titled “The environmental impact of emissions
from space launches: A comprehensive review,” Jessica Dallas
and her colleagues at the University of New South Wales wrote
that “ozone depletion is one of the largest environmental
concerns surrounding rocket launches from Earth.”

In 2021, there were 146 orbital rocket launches to put 1,800
satellites  into  space.  At  that  rate,  to  maintain  and
continually  replace  100,000  low-earth-orbit  satellites,

which have an average lifespan of five years, would require
more than 1,600 rocket launches per year, or more than four
every day, forever into the future.

2020 and 2021 witnessed two of the largest Antarctic ozone
holes since measurements began in 1979. The 2020 hole was also
the longest-lasting on record, and the 2021 hole was only a
few days shorter; larger than the continent of Antarctica, it
began  in  late  July  2021  and  ended  on  December  28,  2021.
Everyone is still blaming chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), which
were  banned  by  the  Montreal  Protocol  in  1978.  Nobody  is
looking at rocket launches, of which there were more in 2020
and 2021 than in any previous year. In addition to the 146
orbital launches in 2021, there were 143 sub-orbital launches
of rockets to over 80 kilometers in altitude, for a total of
289 high-altitude launches for the year, or almost one every
day.

Earthquakes and Thunderstorms
In 2012, Anatoly Guglielmi and Oleg Zotov reviewed evidence
that the global use of electricity has an effect on both
seismic  activity  and  thunderstorms.  In  particular,  global
electric power consumption spikes every hour on the hour, and
so does the average number of earthquakes in the world. In
2020,  a  group  of  Italian  scientists  supplied  additional
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information: solar activity also correlates with earthquakes,
and  it  appears  to  do  so  by  raising  the  voltage  of  the
ionosphere. Since this must increase the current flow in the
global  electric  circuit  (see  chapter  9  of  my  book,  The
Invisible Rainbow), it would increase the electric currents
that flow through the earth’s crust at all times, which would
increase the stress on earthquake faults and increase the
frequency of earthquakes. The Italian paper’s title is “On the
correlation  between  solar  activity  and  large  earthquakes
worldwide.”

Whether 100,000 satellites, although emitting powerful radio
waves,  would  raise  the  ionospheric  voltage,  is  doubtful.
However, the rocket exhaust from every launch emits tons of
water  vapor,  which  is  more  conductive  than  dry  air.  The
stratosphere is dry and contains very little water, and any
water  humans  put  there  remains  there  for  years  and
accumulates. Multiple daily rocket launches, in perpetuity,
will fill the stratosphere with water vapor, increase its
conductivity, and increase the current flowing in the global
electric  circuit.  The  current  flowing  through  the  earth’s
crust  will  increase,  possibly  increasing  the  frequency  of
earthquakes.

I also speculate that this would increase the frequency and
power  of  thunderstorms  worldwide.  Were  it  not  for
thunderstorms, the ionospheric voltage, which averages 300,000
volts,  would  discharge  in  about  15  minutes.  About  100
lightning strokes per second, somewhere on Earth, continuously
recharge  it.  Increasing  the  current  flow  in  the  global
electric circuit would discharge the ionosphere more quickly,
and  since  it  is  thunderstorms  that  recharge  the  Earth’s
battery, the frequency and violence of thunderstorms would
have to increase.
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Alteration of the Earth’s Electromagnetic Environment
What everyone is completely blind to is the effect of all the
radiation from satellites on the ionosphere, and consequently
on the life force of every living thing. The relationship of
electricity to qi and prana has escaped the notice of modern
humans. Atmospheric physicists and Chinese physicians have yet
to share their knowledge with one another. And at this time,
such a sharing is crucial to the survival of life on Earth.

“The pure Yang forms the heaven, and the turbid Yin forms the
earth. The Qi of the earth ascends and turns into clouds,
while the Qi of the heaven descends and turns into rain.” So
the Yellow Emperor’s Classic of Internal Medicine described
the global electric circuit 2,400 years ago — the circuit that
is generated by the ionosphere and that flows perpetually
between the Yang (positive) heaven and the Yin (negative)
earth. The circuit that connects us to earth and sky and that
flows  through  our  meridians  giving  us  life  and  health.  A
circuit that must not be polluted with frequencies emitted by
a hundred thousand satellites, some of whose beams will have
an effective power of up to ten million watts. That is sheer
insanity, and so far no one is paying attention. No one is
even asking whether the satellites have anything to do with
the  profound  and  simultaneous  decline,  planetwide,  in  the
number of insects and birds, and with the pandemic of sleep
disorders and fatigue that so many are experiencing. Everyone
is so focused on a virus, and on antennas on the ground, that
no one is paying attention to the holocaust descending from
space.
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A few days ago we celebrated a famous UFOlogical anniversary.
On Dec, 9, 1965, a UFO crashed near the little village of
Kecksburg,  Pennsylvania,  east  southeast  of  Pittsburgh.  The
object had actually been seen by scores if not hundreds of
witnesses as it streaked southeast from the Canadian plains,
over  Michigan,  Ohio,  and  Pennsylvania.  According  to  some
witnesses who saw the object up close and personal, it was
acorn-shaped, about 12-15 feet tall, about 9 feet wide, and a
bronze-golden  color.  Some  witnesses  also  described  strange
symbols or runic-like writing around the “rim” of the acorn.
What made – and makes – the story very intriguing is not only
the number of witnesses to the UFO and its crash, but also the
number who maintain that within mere hours of the crash, the
little  village  of  Kecksburg  was  deluged  with  US  military
personnel and “men in suits”, who promptly recovered the UFO
and – according to some witnesses – carted it off to Wright-
Patterson air base in Dayton Ohio, where it was briefly seen
by a local worker who had been contracted to deliver ceramic
bricks to the base.

The story, as readers of my books (and in particular, The SS
Brotherhood of the Bell) well know, the story intrigued me
because the size and shape of the Kecksburg acorn, not to
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mention the little detail about the ceramic bricks, sounded
very much like the Nazi Bell story.  As far as I’m aware, no
one up to that point had observed the similarity nor posited a
connection.   Other  explanations  were  offered,  however,
including that the object was a crashed Soviet satellite which
was recovered by the US military. Possibly… but there’s a
difficulty:  the  Kecksburg  acorn  did  not  just  “crash”;  it
maneuvered during its long flight from Canada to Pennsylvania,
including, as we’ll see, some maneuvers just before the crash.

All  this  is  background  to  a  recent  article  by  Stan
Gordon(shared by K.M.), the chief UFOlogy researcher into the
Kecksburg mystery, and he has shared some more information:

Kecksburg, PA UFO Incident: Some Interesting Details 56 Years
Later

Gordon writes:

Over the years, I tracked down hundreds of people who were
involved with the Kecksburg case. In time, many individuals
did  break  their  silence  and  discussed  what  they  had
experienced. During my 56 years of research into this case I
have learned a lot of details about what apparently did take
place at the time but was never made known to the public. I
have absolutely no doubt that an object did fall from the sky
that  afternoon  in  December  of  1965  and  was  apparently
recovered  by  the  military.  During  my  many  years  of
investigating the case, there were some details that surfaced
that  were  associated  with  the  incident  that  were  quite
interesting.  However,  I  never  discussed  those  subjects
publicly until years later when I had enough independent
confirmation from other sources that could confirm that such
an event did occur.

The following are just some of some very interesting details
that I have learned about the case.

* The object was moving roughly SE from Allegheny county into
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Westmoreland county and over the city of Greensburg. It moved
toward  Route  30  east  near  what  was  then  the  Gee  Bee
department store and made a turn to the south. The object was
observed from such areas as Margurite, Norvelt, Mammoth, over
the outskirts of Kecksburg, and continued to move toward the
mountains of Laurelville about 3.5 miles away. The object
seemed to hesitate over the mountain, turned and began to
travel toward the NE and passed near the outskirts of 
Kecksburg, then turned again and dropped down into the woods.
Area residents who saw the object fall said that it was
moving quite slow and went down as though it was making a
controlled landing. There were no parachutes reported at the
site during or after the landing.

* Some witnesses reported seeing the fiery object as it moved
across the sky. Some local witnesses, however, had a better
view of the object as it passed low overhead before it fell.
The  late  Randy  Overly  was  playing  near  Norvelt,  that
afternoon when he heard a hissing sound and noticed an object
in the distance moving slowly toward his location. The object
passed only about 200 feet overhead giving him a good view of
the object. The object was moving steadily, at about the
speed of a single engine airplane. The object was acorn
shaped with a goldish-brown color and had a vapor around
it. The witness noticed green flames around the back of the
object. He watched the object as it continued to move off in
the distance. (Boldface emphasis added)

Note that some people indicate the object made a controlled,
or at least, semi-controlled, landing, while other maintain
that it crashed, though moved slowly.  Here the parallels with
the  Bell  story  again  intrude,  for  the  Kecksburg  object
apparently made a “hissing” sound and gave off “vapours,”
recalling the Bell’s nickname, der Bienenstock, the “beehive”
for the buzzing sound it made.

A key role in the Kecksburg  story was played by volunteer



fireman  Jim  Romansky,  who  was  the  one  who  described  the
strange writing on the object:

* A team of firemen came across the object acorn shaped
object. The late James Romansky, a young volunteer fireman at
the  time,  stood  only  a  few  feet  away  from  the  object.
According to Jim, the object was large enough for a man to
stand up inside of it. The object was a bronze-gold color,
and appeared to be one solid piece of metal, displaying no
rivets or seams. At the back of the acorn shape was what Jim
called the bumper area. Upon that section of the object were
unusual symbols that Jim said looked similar to Egyptian
hieroglyphics. Romansky, who was a machinist for many years,
said  the  object  itself  looked  as  though  it  had  been
constructed from liquid metal that had been poured into an
acorn-shaped mold.

Some  posited  that  what  Romansky  saw  and  described  as
“hieroglyphics” was perhaps Cyrillic lettering one what they
assumed was a crashed Russian satellite. There is a problem
with this explanation and anyone familiar with the culture of
Pennsylvania  will  know  what  it  is,  and  it’s  suggested  by
Romansky’s surname itself: the heavy presence of people with
Slavic background; onion domes of Orthodox and Eastern Rite
Roman Catholic churches dot the landscape in Pennsylvania, and
most people there are familiar with Cyrillic script. Romansky
would have been unlikely to have confused “hieroglyphics” with
“Cyrillic.”  And  as  far  as  the  Bell  story  goes,  here  the
similarities break down, for there is no source that maintains
there was any writing on the Nazi device. Would they have
written on it: very possibly. But again, there’s no source or
alleged source describing it.  The other parallels – shape,
dimensions, sound – remain.
And so does the Kecksburg story. Gordon concludes his article
with perhaps the most pertinent aspect of the Kecksburg story:
 My investigation of the Kecksburg case started as the news
was breaking that evening in 1965 and has uncovered a massive
amount of information from many independent sources that an
object  did  fall  from  the  sky  into  a  wooded  area  near



Kecksburg and was recovered by the military. What that object
was remains undetermined. I never tried to prove that the
object that fell was ET in nature. For years I  suggested the
possibility that the object could have been a highly advanced
man-made space probe with some controlled re-entry capability
or a secret military or government experiment. It also should
not be ruled out among other more common explanations the
possibility  that  the  object  was  an  extraterrestrial
spacecraft.

It has been 56 years and the government has not told the
public what the object was that was recovered near Kecksburg
that day in 1965. Many witnesses have now passed away and
never learned the truth about what they saw or experienced.
The public deserves an answer.

What’s intriguing to contemplate here is the contrast between
the  Kecksburg  case,  and  the  contemporary  narrative  of
“openness” and “disclosure” from the government about UFOs.
We’ve seen the various newspaper articles from the New York
Times  and  the  Washington  Post,  we’ve  seen  the  television
interviews, the pictures, the films and a certain segment of
the UFOlogy community has jumped on the narrative bandwagon
that  perhaps  this  new  “openness”  and  willingness  of  the
government  to  discuss  the  UFO  and  the  alleged  extra-
terrestrial nature of the phenomenon signals a new era.

Perhaps, but I remain skeptical, and not simply because this
government  lies,  and  lies  constantly.  I  remain  skeptical
because of cases like Kecksburg – now over half a century old
– that there is a clear case of a crash and retrieval of
“something” and of military involvement, as anyone familiar
with Mr. Gordon’s years of research on the subject are aware.
Fifty-six years later, we’re still left wondering, was it a
crashed  Soviet  satellite?  a  crashed  bit  of  post-war  Nazi
technology (and if so, what the heck was it doing in Canada
and the upper mid-west? and who was flying it?)  Was it extra-



terrestrial? Crypto-terrestrial? Santa Klaus? We simply – and
to this day – don’t know.  If it was a recovered technology,
is it so advanced that it must remain classified even today?

But one thing remains certain: Kecksburg and cases like it
give  lie  to  the  government’s  so-called  “new  openness”
regarding  UFOs.

See you on the flip side…
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“The breakaways are trying to take over. They’re
trying to step out into the open — if you look at it
a certain way. Basically, what we’re seeing is a
federal government that’s been captured by a group
of radicals that have no connection to the history
or culture of this country. ” ~ Joseph P. Farrell
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by Daniel Liszt, Dark Journalist
October 29, 2021

The Exotic Technology Card
Oxford scholar and Giza Death Star book series author Dr.
Joseph Farrell returns to join Dark Journalist Daniel Liszt
for  a  spellbinding  look  into  the  bizarre  geopolitical
hurricane  gaining  force  as  we  head  into  2022.

He sees major moves in the HotZone of Cuba where ancient ruins
and covert operations like Havana Syndrome run rampant.

A supply crisis being engineered in the US by shadowy forces
who are searching for something mysterious.

Massive repression and mind control worldwide as a global
dictatorship  steps  out  of  the  shadows  and  a  major  secret
coming to the surface regarding aerospace, exotic technology
and the UFO file that may play a crucial role in starting (or
preventing) a new World War.

Special Topics:

UFOs

Havana Syndrome

Pine Gap

Supply Crisis

HotZone Intrigue

Push For World War

Exotic Technology

Mind Control

Committee to Run the President
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See related for understanding COG (Continuity of Government),
the Deep State, hidden global manipulation, space wars and
more.

Dark  Journalist  Special  Report:  NORTHCOM  COG  Vs.  The
Constitution  

Dark Journalist X Continuity of Government (COG) Martial Law
Takeover Revealed!

Dr. Joseph P. Farrell w/ Dark Journalist: Election Aftermath,
‘Deep Events’ & the Deep State | Resemblance of 2021 Domestic
Terror Bill to 1933 Enabling Act in Nazi Germany

Dark Journalist X-Series 96: UFOs And Continuity of Government
(COG) Secret Revealed!

Dr. Joseph P. Farrell w/ Dark Journalist: Election Aftermath,
‘Deep Events’ & the Deep State | Resemblance of 2021 Domestic
Terror Bill to 1933 Enabling Act in Nazi Germany

Dr. Joseph Farrell w/ Dark Journalist: Nazis in Space – Von
Braun, JFK and the UFO Invasion Op

Dark Journalist w/ Joseph P. Farrell: Deep State X Space Wars
& the Controlled Global Narrative
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Recently,  former  assistant  secretary  of  Housing  and  Urban
Development Catherine Austin Fitts and I recorded her latest
Solari Report quarterly wrap-up, and during those sessions,
she briefly mentioned a very significant thing, so significant
it may have been lost amid all the other things we were
talking  about.  That  thing  was  space  debris,  and  the
possibility – in my opinion a strong one – that one of this
century’s boom industries might very well be space debris
clean-up operations.

With that in mind, consider this story that was spotted and
shared by N. (Thank you!) The story in a nutshell? A bit of
Russian  space  debris  recently  collided  with  a  Chinese
satellite:

Space Satellite, Junk Tracker: Old Part of Russian Rocket
Crashes on Chinese Satellite!

The collision itself is not all that unusual, nor noteworthy:

Several researchers have warned against space debris. Last
March, their cautions proved to be true after the Chinese
satellite Yunhai 1-02 came in contact with the remains of the
Russian Rocket Zenit-2. Yunhai 1-02 gained severe damages
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during the collision.

In September 2019, China launched a military satellite for
disaster prevention and mitigation, observing atmospheric,
marine and space environments and scientific experiments. It
was later reported to have suffered a “break-up event” on
March 18.

…

At that time, the details of the collision were unclear. Many
theorized  it  might  have  experienced  problems  with  its
propulsion system.

However,  astrophysicist  and  satellite  tracker  Jonathan
McDowell served a different explanation for the damage.

…

On  August  15,  McDowell  spotted  an  update  on  the  Space-
Track.org. This is a website that monitors space activity,
with records available to registered users. McDowell said
that the update wrote “Object 48078, 1996-051Q: ‘Collided
with satellite.'”

McDowell further explained that Object 48078 is a small piece
of space junk, about 4 inches and 20 inches pieces from the
Zenit-2 rocket that launched Russia’s Tselina-2 spy satellite
back in September 1996.

Now, before we continue, let me be clear. Some collisions I
view  as  highly  suspicious.  Back  in  2009,  for  example,  a
Russian  and  American  satellite  collided.  (See
https://www.rferl.org/a/US_Russian_Satellites_Collide_In_Space
/1491787.html)  At  the  time,  I  entertained  a  high  octane
speculation that perhaps “someone” had nudged both satellites
together: after all, neither Russia nor the United States is
in the habit of placing satellites in orbits where they will
deliberately collide. I still adhere to this view, at least



with respect to that particular incident.

Here,  however,  I  incline  to  the  view  that  this  was  an
accident. And the reason I do so is highlighted by the article
itself:

This  recent  incident  reiterates  the  earlier  warnings  of
researchers. If space debris is not cleared up from Earth’s
orbit, the number of space collisions will increase to insane
rates.

McDowell told Space.com that “Collisions are proportional to
the square of the number of things in orbit. That is to say,
if you have 10 times as many satellites, you’re going to get
100 times as many collisions.”

With each collision producing more debris, the chances of
collisions increase proportionally, and with plans to increase
manned orbital and deep space missions, this can be life-
threatening. And with plans for the further commercialization
of space, this is also asset-threatening. And it’s here that a
new industry looms: “If space debris is not cleared up from
Earth’s orbit, the number of space collisions will increase to
insane  rates.”  Enter  Ms.  Fitt’s  “space-junk  cleaning”
industry.  And  note,  that  this  is  a  pressing  need.

The question is, what form will such an industry take?

I submit that there will be two basic  forms: (1) the need to
recover, and perhaps recycle, valuable components from various
types of satellites and debris, which would require a cost-
effective  technology  to  go  out  there,  a  “grab-and-snag”
technology, and return it to Earth or a space-based platform
for  recycling.  Much  more  interesting,  however,  is
the second possibility: (2) a technology capable of completely
vaporizing debris, of getting rid of it altogether. That sort
of clean-up implies a technology capable of “zapping” space
debris into such small bits that the bits are no threat. But



the “zappers” themselves could be. In effect, that component
of the industry would effectively mean that weapons of some
sort, along with their detection and targeting systems, would
be in private industry hands. And of course, it also implies
that those nations with space programs, and that are opposed
to privatization of space, will be building their own national
versions of space-clean up industry.

Either  way  one  slices  it,  in  other  words,  the  space-junk
phenomenon will require the weaponization of space. Space-junk
makes it all but inevitable.

See you on the flip side…
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Was It Something Else?
A Volcano and a Meteor… or Was It Something Else?
by Joseph P. Farrell, Giza Death Star
June 16, 2021

 

This one is a stunner, and it was shared by S.D.  In fact,
when you see the picture accompanying the article, you might
wonder the same thing as S.D. did, and outlined in the email
with the article.  Indeed, today’s high octane speculation is
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really S.D.’s high octane speculation; I’m just passing it
along  because,  if  it’s  true,  it’s  a  whopper  doozie  of  a
stunner.

Here’s the story:

Surprise: they capture the moment a meteor falls on an active
volcano

Note that this story is two weeks old.

Needless to say, the picture is worth more words than the
article itself.

And that’s my problem. Most regular readers here, like me, are
probably skeptical about pictures, especially pictures, films,
videos, and so on, that are trotted forward every now and then
as  “proof  positive”  of  something  spectacular,  like  the
existence of ET’s or what have you.

So accordingly, my method here as always is simply to assume
there’s nothing funky about this picture, that it has not been
photo-shopped, and that what it shows is genuine. Indeed, I
have  a  number  of  suspicions  that  the  picture  might
be photoshopped, simply because the green line of the “meteor”
shown in the picture looks more like a laser than a meteor.
But again, let’s assume it isn’t. If it isn’t, then what are
we looking at?

This is where it gets interesting. It is possible that we are
looking at a meteor from a very unusual angle, i.e., nearly
dead on and in line with its track, and hence the very steep
declination of its track. Most meteor tracks are usually seen
from the side, and hence do not show this sharp declination.
It’s the sharpness of the declination, plus the sharpness of
its track, that made S.D. question whether it was a meteor at
all, again assuming the picture represents something genuine.

But what if, asks S.D., it wasn’t a meteor at all, but a “rod
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of  God”  technology?  Here  is  where  the  article  gets
interesting:

A meteor appears to have fallen on top of Merapi volcano in
this  stunning  photo  taken  by  Indonesian  photographer
Gunarto Song.  Instagram / gunarto_song 

The professional Indonesian photographer also captured the
flash of the shocking meteor Gunarto Song, Who was able to
take some amazing photos of the phenomenon, which can be
seen as a bright green streak. It appears to be embedded in
the upper crater of the volcano.

Will a meteor fall on top of the volcano? Merapi? He asked
the aforementioned photographer on his Instagram account,
whose comment was accompanied by three pictures of the car
on its spin-off landing after the volcano.

Song is a fan of Merapi volcano and has been stationed in
the  vicinity  of  this  mountain  for  four  months,  from
February  to  May.  On  a  Thursday  night,  he  was  taking
pictures  of  the  full  moon,  which  gave  him  excellent
visibility.

“Suddenly I saw a very bright light Fall from top to bottom
within  one  second.  Very  bright  and  fast,  “said  the
photographer as per the slogan Local Media Kumparan.

…

In purely astronomical terms, and contrary to what the
images  suggest,  there  has  been  no  record  of  meteorite
collision in the area. Geophysical Station Monitor First
degree  Solomon  And  the  Erin  Konkahiani.  He  told  the
aforementioned Indonesian media that in monitoring the area
no  vibrations  were  recorded  related  to  the  alleged
meteorite.  

It’s that last paragraph that is the fly in the ointment of

https://kumparan.com/tugujogja/viral-foto-diduga-meteor-jatuh-di-puncak-merapi-1vpfou6vyr7/full


the  “rod  of  God”  theory,  for  surely  such  a  device  would
register seismically, unless of course, it did, and they’re
keeping it quiet. So we’re left with either a photoshopped
picture or “something happened and they’re keeping it quiet.”
Now in spite of the fact that I’m skeptical, let’s pursue the
high octane speculation of a “rod of God” impact near the
mouth of an active volcano. If that is the case, then it means
several things, all of them quite disturbing: (1) someone has
a “rod of God” technology, (2) they’ve already deployed it and
(3) are using it in an apparent attempt to either shut down,
or trigger volcanic eruptions (one of the two, and of the two,
my money would be on the latter).

Oddly, in 2017, General James Mattis hinted of the existence
of such weapons in a “slip of the tongue” (which could have
been and in my opinion was deliberate):

U.S. Defense Secretary Jim Mattis hinted at using a kinetic
weapon  on  Tuesday  while  discussing  tensions  with  North
Korea when he made a Freudian slip.

Mattis was asked whether there was “any military option the
US can take with North Korea that would not put Seoul at
grave risk,” Mattis responded, “Yes, there are, but I will
not go into details.”

Later  during  the  press  conference,  another  reporter
questioned Mattis and caught him off-guard:

“Just  to  clarify,  you  said  that  there  were  possible
military options that would not create a grave risk to
Seoul,” a reporter asked. “Are we talking kinetic options
as well?”

“Yes, I don’t want to go into that,” Mattis responded.

What Mattis was referring to was this system, outlined later
in the article:

https://amp.businessinsider.com/mattis-secret-military-options-for-north-korea-2017-9


However, the U.S. also has other kinetic weapons in its
arsenal that would allow Trump to “totally destroy North
Korea” — one of weapons system is the “Rods from God.”

What is the Rods from God? The “Rods from God” is a part of
the directed energy weapon family; it’s a kinetic energy
weapon.

(See
https://gizadeathstar.com/2020/01/north-korea-iran-and-general
-mattis-odd-statement/)

And Mattis was not just speaking off the cuff; there’s this:

https://taskandpurpose.com/gear-tech/kinetic-bombardment-kep-w
eaponry/

A “weaponized meteor strike…” Hmmm… fancy that.

So, you can mark me down in the skeptical column, but I’m not
entirely dismissive of the possibility that, per S.D.’s high
octane speculation, we might be looking at just such a “meteor
strike”.

See you on the flip side…
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“They’re in a hurry because people are waking up.
And they’re waking up to the fact that what they
want to put into place is not only inhuman, it’s
anti-human…

“Ultimately, Daniel, I think they’re going to fail —
and fail big time — because when you’re in a hurry
you make mistakes…

“They may think they’ve snookered the world with
this covid thing but I don’t see it. That narrative
is falling apart really fast…

“And the other problem they have is they want to
centralize  things  when,  I  think,  the  trend  made
possible  by  all  this  technology  is  exactly  the
opposite direction.”
~ Dr. Joseph P. Farrell

,,,

“This  government  has  lied  about  the  Kennedy
assassination. It has lied about Watergate. It has
lied about Ruby Ridge. It has lied about Waco. It
has lied, lied, lied, lied. And now all of a sudden
we’re going to believe it with UFOs? Count me out.”
~ Dr. Joseph P. Farrell
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A Warning About The UFO Threat From 1997:

“It will be interesting to see what ‘enemy’ develops in the
years ahead. It appears that ‘UFOs and Aliens’ are being
primed to fulfill that role for the future.”
~ Colonel L. Fletcher Prouty – Chief of Special Operations
for the Joint Chiefs of Staff

UFOs and Global Control

Join Dark Journalist for this fascinating interview with Dr.
Joseph Farrell on the origin of the Alien Invasion Op and the
involvement of Nazi Rocket Scientists.

Dr. Farrell goes deep on the NASA Rocket Scientist Wernher von
Braun and his prescient Prediction of a False Alien Invasion
Op that would be created by the National Security State as a
pretext to weaponize space.

Topics include:

Paperclip Nazi scientists
Global control from space
Von Braun prediction
False flag UFO threat
Secret finance
X-Technology

https://youtu.be/1308SbmaKBE
https://youtu.be/1308SbmaKBE
https://youtu.be/1308SbmaKBE
https://youtu.be/1308SbmaKBE


Genuine UFO file research

Book mentioned by Daniel Liszt: We Never Went to the Moon:
America’s Thirty Billion Dollar Swindle by Bill Kaysing

[As a service to protect truth from censorship and to share
widely, mirrored copies of this video are available at Truth
Comes to Light BitChute, Brighteon, and Odysee channels. All
credit, along with our sincere thanks, goes to the original
source of this video. Please follow links provided to support
their work.]
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“As a result of the big marketing op, Daniel, I’ve become
increasingly skeptical of the ET narrative. Because they’re
up to something and it doesn’t have our best interest at
heart.

Whether they trot out the Christ ET or whether they trot out
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the alien invaders, they’re up to something.

So, I don’t trust anything that this government says. And
they’re  doing  this,  I  think,  as  a  result  of  the  COVID
planscamdemic kind of blowing up in their faces.

And I’ve always suspected that there was some sort of genetic
tagging and marking thing going on with this operation that
may or may not be directly related to this whole UFO thing.”

~ Dr. Joseph P. Farrell

 

“It reads like a deep state alien invasion op and it comes on
the heels of the COVID op. That’s one hell of a timing.”

~ Daniel Liszt

 

Topics include:

War game exercises under the ocean
US Navy exotic technology experiments
Ties to The Great Reset
Global control from space
Strange things going on in Antarctica
Admiral Byrd’s Operation HIGHJUMP
Wernher  von  Braun’s  prediction,  via  Carol  Rosin,
regarding weaponization of space
Walter Dornberger
Project Paperclip
Things going on with the moon
The role of the CIA
Morris Jessup
DNA database
9/11 references
The large number of fireballs being observed



False UFO threat
Genuine UFO File research
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Secrets & Alien Invasion Op! 
Part 1 of Special Dark Journalist Interview with Oxford
Scholar Dr. Joseph Farrell
by Daniel Liszt, Dark Journalist
June 8, 2021
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[As a service to protect truth from censorship and to share
widely, mirrored copies of this video are available at Truth
Comes to Light BitChute, Brighteon, and Odysee channels. All
credit, along with our sincere thanks, goes to the original
source of this video. Please follow links provided to support
their work.]
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This is a fascinating article shared by S.D.D.H. (to whom a
big thank you for sharing it) about recent fossil finds that
have some scientists revisiting the question of the age of the
Earth, and when life first began to appear here. Except, as
one reads this article, some “problems” begin to appear for
those “following the science”, or at least, following some of
it,  while  ignoring  a  few  inconveniences  cased  by
some  other  science:

Fossil Discoveries Challenge Ideas About Earth’s Start

The thesis here is simple enough, and will be of some interest
to  those  who  have  long  thought  that  the  Earth,  and  more
importantly, the life on it, is far older than the standard
narrative believes:

In the arid, sun-soaked northwest corner of Australia, along
the Tropic of Capricorn, the oldest face of Earth is exposed
to the sky. Drive through the northern outback for a while,
south of Port Hedlund on the coast, and you will come upon
hills softened by time. They are part of a region called the
Pilbara Craton, which formed about 3.5 billion years ago,
when Earth was in its youth.

Look closer. From a seam in one of these hills, a jumble of
ancient,  orange-Creamsicle  rock  spills  forth:  a  deposit
called  the  Apex  Chert.  Within  this  rock,  viewable  only
through a microscope, there are tiny tubes. Some look like
petroglyphs depicting a tornado; others resemble flattened
worms. They are among the most controversial rock samples
ever collected on this planet, and they might represent some
of the oldest forms of life ever found.

In  late-2017,  researchers  lobbed  another  salvo  in  the
decades-long debate about the nature of these forms. They are
indeed fossil life, and they date to 3.465 billion years ago,
according to John Valley, a geochemist at the University of
Wisconsin. If Valley and his team are right, the fossils

https://getpocket.com/explore/item/fossil-discoveries-challenge-ideas-about-earth-s-start?utm_source=pocket-newtab
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imply that life diversified remarkably early in the planet’s
tumultuous youth.

More importantly, the new discoveries suggest the possibility
that the early “hellish” period of Earth’s geophysical history
itself may increasingly come under fire:

As  that  story  goes,  in  the  half-billion  years  after  it
formed, Earth was hellish and hot. The infant world would
have been rent by volcanism and bombarded by other planetary
crumbs,  making  for  an  environment  so  horrible,  and  so
inhospitable to life, that the geologic era is named the
Hadean, for the Greek underworld. Not until a particularly
violent asteroid barrage ended some 3.8 billion years ago
could life have evolved.

But this story is increasingly under fire. Many geologists
now think Earth may have been tepid and watery from the
outset. The oldest rocks in the record suggest parts of the
planet’s crust had cooled and solidified by 4.4 billion years
ago. Oxygen in those ancient rocks suggest the planet had
water as far back as 4.3 billion years ago. And instead of an
epochal,  final  bombardment,  meteorite  strikes  might  have
slowly tapered off as the solar system settled into its
current configuration.

What I find intriguing here is the rather loose confirmation
of cosmologies indicating a very early beginning not only to
life, but also to those views which hold that intelligent life
may have existed on this planet far longer ago in the mists of
pre-history than the standard academic and scientific model
suggests.  For  example,  Michael  Cremo  and  Richard
Thompson’s  Forbidden  Archeology,  a  lengthy  and  copiously
documented and illustrated book well-known in the alternative
research community outlines a case for the existence of such
life, not just hundreds of thousands of years ago, but even
millions, tens of millions, hundreds of millions, and in the
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case of one rather  extra-ordinary archeological mystery, over
a billion years ago.  Whatever one may think of their thesis –
and  having  read  their  book,  I’m  not  inclined  to  entirely
dismiss it – one thing that emerges from this article is that
“following  the  science”  can  be  a  daunting  proposition,
especially  since  real  science  changes;  new  facts  are
discovered and their implications are pondered and discussed,
and old models are tweaked, adjusted, significantly modified,
or outright rejected. And as any historian of science knows,
sometimes those old rejected models have astounding ways of
coming back, in a new guise or new clothing, as more data is
added to the picture, or data “from outside the considered
context” is pondered.

That point brings us to another point in the article, one
which to my non-scientific mind, poses yet another significant
problem for “the narrative”. First comes the rehearsal of the
narrative:

About 4.54 billion years ago, Earth was forming out of dust
and rocks left over from the sun’s birth. Smaller solar
leftovers continually pelted baby Earth, heating it up and
endowing it with radioactive materials, which further warmed
it from within. Oceans of magma covered Earth’s surface. Back
then, Earth was not so much a rocky planet as an incandescent
ball of lava.

But then we get this exposition of one of those theories that
forms  one  version  of  the  narrative,  which  we’ll  call  the
“Earth-Moon fission theory” for want of a better term:

Not long after Earth coalesced, a wayward planet whacked into
it with incredible force, possibly vaporizing Earth anew and
forming  the  moon.  The  meteorite  strikes  continued,  some
excavating craters 1,000 kilometers across. In the standard
paradigm of the Hadean eon, these strikes culminated in an
assault dubbed the Late Heavy Bombardment, also known as the
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lunar cataclysm, in which asteroids emigrated to the inner
solar system and pounded the rocky planets. Throughout this
early era, ending about 3.8 billion years ago, Earth was
molten and couldn’t support a crust of solid rock, let alone
life. (Emphasis added)

I don’t know about you, but at this juncture I feel a little
like that enfant terrible in elementary school who asks that
disturbing question “Why didn’t the trees just grow taller?”
when  confronted  with  those  pictures  in  older  generation
“science” textbooks trying to describe why giraffes had such
long necks, and being told that they “evolved” them to reach
the leaves on eucalyptus trees. (I know this from experience,
because I was one such enfant terrible, and when my question
was posed, I was told that “When you grow up you’ll understand
it. Are there any other questions?”)  But back to our story…

The Moon, you see, was split off from the Earth when “a
wayward planet whacked into it with incredible force, possibly
vaporizing Earth anew and forming the Moon.” Well, that may
satisfy  geologists,  but  it  presents  a  few  problems  for
physicists, such as trying to explain just how the Moon then
ended up in a nearly perfect circular orbit around the Earth
in a double planetary system at the exact distance needed for
the Moon to blot out the corona of the Sun exactly during an
eclipse,  and  doing  so  in  such  a  fashion  that  the  Moon,
rotating on its own axis, rotates in an orbit at just exactly
the right speed to leave one face constantly turned to the
Earth  –  about  60%  of  its  surface  –  and  the  other  face
invisible to Earth-born observation until Apollo and Chinese
satellites evolved to show us the other side.  The other model
of the Earth-Moon narrative has the Moon wandering through the
solar system, somehow evading gravitational capture by such
behemoths as Jupiter and Saturn (perhaps they were nowhere
near  when  the  Moon  wandered  through  and  hence
couldn’t be captured which is certainly a possibility), and
ending up in the same orbit doing exactly the same things, the



problem here being that if it was captured, its orbit would
possibly be a little more elliptical than it actually is,
since it would accelerate during the capture. Possible? Sure,
except it looks to my non-scientific mind as if the Moon had
to have been slowed down during the capture, and “parked”
there,  leaving  people  scratching  their  heads  and  re-doing
their equations. And if you think I’m the only one with a
“Moon problem,” think again, because Isaac Newton and Isaac
Asimov both had the same problem (and there’s a few others,
including some intrepid Soviet scientists who some years ago
actually posited the idea that it was a big spaceship and that
someone simply parked it there and arranged for it to be doing
all the strange things it is doing), leaving some – including
me – to respond to the question “Ever seen a UFO?” with the
answer “Yes, every time I see the Moon.”

So, I don’t know about you, but yes, I can buy some really old
fossils and an even older date for the origins of life on this
planet, but I’m still skeptical about some explanations for
that Moon, or whatever it is…

See you on the flip side…

China Sees… Well… “Something”
on the Moon
China Sees… Well… “Something” on the Moon
by Joseph P. Farrell
April 13, 2020
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Once upon a time there was a big country of lots of talented
and brilliant, but very oppressed, people called China.

The people doing the oppressing came from a very long and
ancient tradition of oppressors, but then they decided to
become  more  modern  and  up-to-date,  and  they  quit  calling
themselves  war  lords  and  emperors,  and  decided  to  call
themselves things like “central committee” and “politburo” and
“communists” and “general secretaries.” But they didn’t quite
shed the oppressor image, because their paper money still had
pictures of The Great Oppressor, a loathsome and murderous man
by the name of Mao-Tse-Dung (emphasis on the dung), whose
picture also hangs in the World Villains Hall of Fame along
with a bunch of other folks by the name of Castro, Pol Pot,
Hitler, Stalin, and so on.

Nevertheless, to show the world how modern and up-to-date they
were,  they  decided  to  import  and  steal  a  lot  of  foreign
technology  and  food  so  their  people  wouldn’t  have  to  eat
things like bats, but could eat things like GMOs instead.
While all of this was going on, the oppressors decided to make
everyone  feel  better  and  good  about  themselves,  so  they
decided to have a space program. Using their bought, borrowed,
and stolen technology, they managed to stun the world with a
feat of space engineering and operational complexity: that of
sending a landing robotic probe to the Far Side of the Moon.

But then, Something Happened, because the Oppressors crawled
into bed with Harvard chemists and the world’s top computer
man who designed the world’s worst operating system, who just
happened to be experts in nano-technology and vaccines, and
who wanted to vaccinate everyone. Well, you won’t believe what
happened next! The Oppressors decided to open a big laboratory
in one of China’s biggest cities, called Wuhan, where the
Harvard professor occasionally worked. And then someone ate
some bat stew or soup or something, and came down with a virus
that the local laboratory just happened to be researching, and
all sorts of people suddenly became sick and it spread all



around the world, and became a plandemic the likes of which
Dr. Anthony Fauci and the computer expert who designed the
world’s worst operating system could only have dreamed of,
while many people outside of China wondered about the irony
that  the  computer  guy,  whose  operating  system  was  easily
riddled with viruses, was presuming to speak out about how to
protect people from viruses.

Meanwhile, many doctors inside of China who weren’t part of
the oppressors heroically risked their lives to warn everyone
about  what  was  happening,  but  they  disappeared  for  some
reason, and then were never heard from again, while doctors
elsewhere  were  challenging  the  numbers  behind  the  Fauci
crisis,  and  were  being  ignored  by  what  was  called  the
Propatainment  “media”.

While all of this was going on, T.M. spotted an article in an
American newspaper and passed it along, that indicated that
the robotic probe the Oppressors had sent to the far side of
the Moon had spotted something back in September 2019, just as
the Fauci crisis was getting underway, that was just a little
problematical and “sticky”:

China has new images of bizarre substance on dark side of moon

What the article said was truly astonishing, and momentarily
made everyone forget the Fauci crisis:

Earlier this month, the Chinese space agency revealed that the
Yutu-2 rover it sent to the far side of the moon months back
found something it didn’t expect. The rover’s handlers spotted
something strange in a crater just as the rover was preparing
to power down for the lunar night.

It was a strange, glossy substance that Chinese researchers
said had a “gel-like” appearance. Nobody can say for certain
what it is, but early theories suggested it may be lunar glass
created by whatever impact created the crater itself. Now,
China has released some additional images of the crater and



the material inside, but the mystery is no closer to being
solved.

But what was really unusual and had everyone – including the
oppressors – scratching their heads, was that there was a
picture which went along with the article:

And there in almost the center of the picture was the sticky
problem,  an  almost  perfectly  rectilinear  feature  that  was
presumably the glassy or gel-like substance, that had everyone
snickering and chuckling at the explanation being offered,
that it was the result of the rover’s scanning tools, or a
glassy substance created by an impact.

But the Oppressors felt good about that explanation, because
they had finally caught up with their chief rival, a strange
agency  well-known  for  its  fabrications,  obfuscations,  and
explanations that made no sense, called NASA, which had once
called a Face a Trick of Light and Shadow. But after NASA took
some pictures of a moon of Saturn called Iapetus, with three



parallel ridges on its equator, and which looked uncomfortably
like objects called the Death Star from the movies, no one was
buying that explanation either. But everyone quit questioning
narratives when the Propatainment Ministry came along, and
sponsored a new TV show called “Corona Virus, starring Dr.
Anthony Fauci,” and everyone stayed home, wore masks, and was
entertained by the doctor and his amazing feats of sleight of
hand with numbers.

The End.

See you on the flip side…

 

Connect with Joseph P. Farrell

Catherine  Austin  Fitts:
Missing  Trillions  &  the
Secret Space Force Economy
by Daniel Liszt,  Dark Journalist

 

CATHERINE AUSTIN FITTS REVEALS THE SECRET SPACE FORCE ECONOMY
PART 2

In this part 2 exciting episode Dark Journalist welcomes back
Former Assistant Housing Secretary Catherine Austin Fitts for
an in-depth look at her exciting Solari Report on The Space
Economy.
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MISSING TRILLIONS

Catherine connects the dots on the Missing Trillions that have
disappeared from Government Agencies and the Department of
Defense. In her expert research she has traced the missing
money to a massive infrastructure in Space run with Black
Budget  financing  through  a  network  of  Pension  Funds  that
utilize a powerful wall of secrecy to protect the shadowy
programs.

TOPICS:

* Black Budget

* Mind Control

* Financial Coup

* Control Files

* Covert Surveillance

* Media Manipulation

* Underground Bases

* UFO Technology

*Covert Space Infrastructure
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Of  Chemtrails,  Genetics,
Nanotech,  Space  Travel  and
the Fires
Source:  Giza Death Star

by Joseph P. Farrell
October 15, 2017

 

This has been a strange week, not only for news, but for the
very bizarre synchronicities of stories people are finding and
sharing with me. In fact, when I sit down to schedule blogs
for the coming week, I always do so with a mixture of eager
anticipation  and  trepidation,  for  the  synchronicities  and
patterns that result can be mind-blowing and, at times (such
as now), very disconcerting, for sometimes the dots don’t have
to be connected; they’re already connected by the pattern of
articles people send me.

Yesterday, for example, I blogged about the strange anomalies
surround the fires in Sonoma county, California, and also
posted three additional “tidbits” of videos showing some very
strange things indeed: melted metal, which means the fires
burned  much  hotter  than  the  average  house  fire,  and  the
grizzly detail that some unfortunate victims’ bodies were so
charred that dental records and other identifiers had to be
consulted for the purpose of identifying the victims. Other
strange anomalies appeared to be in evidence, such as trees
close to buildings completely burnt out, but the trees were
not burned. In another strange case, one man posted a video of
a tree burning from the inside out.

Add it all up, and one isn’t looking at a typical “wild fire,”
but at something perhaps altogether different. In my main blog
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yesterday, one reviewer posted an article hypothesizing some
sort of electro-static cause, based on the “electro-acoustic”
work  of  Nikola  Tesla  in  the  late  19th  century.  In  that
reviewer’s  estimation,  one  possible  cause  for  the  bodies
having burned so quickly and so hot was their absorption of
the metal particulates from all the chemtrail spraying in
California. Increased metal content increases the electrical
and  heat  conductivity.  Essentially  he  was  implying  that
chemtrails were large scale geoengineering, and that since
humanity is a part of the wider ecosystem affected by such
activity, that local humanity had been modified and that the
result was the strange mixture of damage pattern: burned out,
melted  homes,  unrecognizable  human  victims,  trees  either
untouched or burning from the inside out, and so on.

Well, one of the strange stories that was passed along this
week by a few regular readers here was this story about NASA’s
plan to genetically modify human DNA to survive long-term
exposure  to  the  radiation  in  outer  space  for  long  term
voyages… such as to Mars:

Nasa wants to alter the DNA of Mars astronauts in the 2030s to
protect them from cancerous space radiation

The essence of the scheme is country simple:

It  is  also  considering  making  more  advanced  tweaks  or
alterations to the DNA of its astronauts, although the moral
implications  of  such  a  radical  step  will  need  to  be
addressed.

This includes epigenetic modifications, which alter the way
genes are read by the body without making changes to the
underlying DNA code.

Using such a technique would allow Nasa’s scientists to turn
up the volume on one genetic instruction or mute another.
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This  may  help  to  prevent  cancers,  dementia  and  other
radiation  related  illnesses  from  developing,  as  well  as
boosting the body’s resilience to its effects.

Now, I’ve blogged about NASA’s DNA-altering scheme before,
because it raises certain implications. “Apollo hoaxers”, for
example, can point to this as yet more “proof” that we may not
have gone to the Moon as advertised, or maybe not at all.
After all, they point out, how does one get through the Van
Allen belts? The problem with the “argument” is, of course,
the old “x-ray” machine problem. Prolonged, or recurrent and
regular exposure, creates the problem, not a “once-through”
affair.  The  implication  of  NASA’s  plan,  however,  is  that
there’s more than one way to deal with the problem of space-
radiation,  and  that’s  through  genetic  modification,  which
raises an intriguing question: what if we’re just now being
told about an approach that was actually used back then? After
all, if one can imagine black projects coming up with all
sorts of exotic secret space technology, then that might very
easily include medical technologies far in advance of the
publicly known ones: was a certain small segment of humanity
modified in the black projects, “breakaway civilization” world
in order to be adaptable not only to space travel but to the
technologies  of  exotic  propulsion,  which  might  themselves
involve high exposure to radiation? (And, while we’re at it,
is this possible “modified humanity” the real secret behind
all the public nonsense over the years about “ET-human hybrid”
stories, such as the Dulce, NM stories?) Such a view would be
the biological variant of former Lockheed Skunk Works Ben
Rich’s alleged statement, “We found an error in the equations”
and “now we can take ET home.”  It’s rather like saying “We
found an error in the sequencing code and now we drive ET home
ourselves.

“Such modifications as NASA is suggesting and entertaining
imply  their  opposite,  that  one  can  modify  human  DNA  and
cellular  structure  to  be,  not  increasingly  resistant  to



radiation, but decreasingly resistant to it; one might, for
example,  modify  the  human  organism  to  become  increasingly
electrically- and heat-conductive, for whatever purpose. One
might, in fact, experiment on whole human populations with a
variety of approaches to see which works best – for whatever
purpose – under certain conditions, such as extreme ambient
electrostatic fields or radiation.

All of this is high octane speculation, to be sure, which
brings me to today’s daily installment of it: what if, in
order to study such epigenetic modifications, it was first
necessary to test the opposite effect under the most extreme
conditions, in order to learn the techniques of how to do it?
Such might be one purpose, of many others, for the spraying,
with some of the (intended, or unintended) consequences being
the strange anomalies of the victims of the fires. After,
they’ve conducted secret tests on human populations before,
without their knowledge and permission.

In  other  words,  they’ve  been  tacitly  willing  to  subject
people, without their will or consent, to possible suffering
and death, to serve some “larger agenda.” It’s the old Nazi
“space medicine”, on steroids…

See you on the slip side…

Richard  Dolan  &  Bill  Ryan
Share  More  on  Integrity
Issues  with  Secret  Space
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Program ‘Whistleblowers’
Conversation between Richard Dolan and Bill Ryan, covering
topics of UFO research, the importance of critical thinking,
new age deceptions and more.

A few quotes from Dolan:

“People love to lie because it works. That’s why they do it.
And, you know, most of the time you’re not going to know…”

“It’s a long road, and so for people jumping in here thinking
they’ve got it all figured out, this is what the ancient
people called hubris…”

“…because it’s only by getting to the truth that we become
better people. You can’t become a better person if you’re
lying  to  yourself  all  the  time  and  you’re  living  in
falsehood. You only become a better person by learning the
truth  about  yourself  and  the  world  you  live  in  —  by
critiquing yourself — and we can only do that by listening to
people who disagree with us…”

I highly recommend listening to the entire conversation as
great  life  wisdom,  which  can  be  applied  to  any  field  of
research or work, is shared by both men. — Kathleen

Source:  AlphaZebra

Part 2: Richard Dolan talks to Bill Ryan: the MUFON Symposium,
the Panel, the ‘New Age’, and more
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Part 1 is here, from 6 July:

RICHARD DOLAN TALKS TO BILL RYAN IN DEPTH: COREY GOODE, ANDY
BASIAGO, BILL TOMPKINS, MUFON, AND MORE

Sandwiched between was the 2017 MUFON Symposium, which Richard
discussed at length in the first video — and reports about in
this one.

Richard had been invited to take part in the Panel discussion
with  Corey  Goode,  Andrew  Basiago,  William  Tompkins,  and
Michael Salla. Thousands of people who watched the first video
would love to have been flies on the conference room wall…. so
this report from Richard is the next best thing. �

In this video, Richard discusses how he feels MUFON made a
huge, unanticipated mistake; how most of the attendees were
dismayed  that  MUFON  has  invited  these  speakers  (‘ALLEGED
whistleblowers’ is the term Richard uses), and were thankful
that Richard was there to defend proper standards of research
and investigation. But he reports that the panel members were
able  to  conduct  an  in-depth,  civil  debate,  that  credited
everyone involved.

Richard continues to enlarge on his thoughts about the current
state  of  ufology,  the  problems  and  challenges  facing
researchers,  and  how  best  to  respond  to  them.

He adds his strong thoughts about the problems of the New Age
movement, and how that mixes with ufology like oil and water….
despite the attempts of some people (and organizations) to
somehow Vitamix it all together for a credulous, uncritical,
over-accepting audience, all too eager to believe.

Some useful links, referred to in the conversation:

Donna Hare’s testimony:



James Clarkson’s 22 July blog posts:
SCIENCE HAS LEFT THE BUILDING
— http://jamesclarksonufo.com/articles-…
WITH REGRET – WHY I MUST LEAVE MUFON COMPLETELY
— http://jamesclarksonufo.com/ufo-news/…

Richard’s 16 July article, a few days before the Symposium:
ON COREY, ANDREW, AND THE WHISTLEBLOWERS
http://richarddolanpress.com/single-p…

Richard’s 31 July radio show, the first half hour of which was
a preliminary report on the event:
— http://avalonlibrary.net/Richard_Dola…

And lastly, the standalone MP3 audio of this video.
— http://projectavalon.net/Richard_Dola…

Panel Discussion, MUFON Symposium 2017

How to Fake an Alien Invasion
How to Fake an Alien Invasion
by James Corbett, The Corbett Report
February 8, 2015

 

We all know about the crude pie-plate-on-string UFO hoaxes
that have been perpetrated in the past. But what if I were to
tell you the greatest UFO hoax of all time is being prepared
right  now,  and  it  has  Rockefeller  backing  and
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UN/Vatican/presidential support? Join us this week as we peek
under the bluebeam curtain at the great alien invasion false
flag. – James Corbett

Watch on BitChute / Minds / Odysee / YouTube or Download the
mp4

Transcript and Sources:
James Corbett: Welcome back to The Corbett Report ladies and
gentlemen,  I’m  your  host  James  Corbett  of
corbettreport.com podcasting to you as always from the sunny
climes of western Japan, here on this 5th day of February
2015.

Welcome to Episode 301 of the Corbett Report – How to Fake an
Alien Invasion.

Now you better be careful who’s watching over your shoulder
today  because  we’re  about  to  broach  one  of  the  most  top
secret, ultra-classified pieces of information in the entire
conspiracy pantheon. A subject so sensitive that it’s mere
exposure threatens to topple the power-pyramid itself and, as
a  result,  is  never  talked  about  in  the  establishment
mouthpiece  media.  I’m  referring  of  course  to  the  topic
of…[whispers] aliens.

“Just what was in the skies over Jerusalem and why did it
stop over one of the most treasured sites in Christianity?”

(Source:  Female  Anchor  Scared  Of  UFO  Sighting  Over
Jerusalem’s Dome Of The Rock – Time Reference: 01:29)

“We bring you this special radio television broadcast in
order to give you the very latest information on an amazing
phenomenon, the arrival of a spaceship in Washington. The
army has taken every precaution to meet any emergency which
may develop. Just a minute ladies and gentlemen, I think
something is happening…”

https://www.bitchute.com/video/zmUCMX9KI9Am
https://www.minds.com/newsfeed/1134276135513169920
https://odysee.com/@corbettreport:0/alieninvasion:a
https://youtu.be/pM4tkJGSSaU
https://www.corbettreport.com/mp4/ep301.mp4
https://www.corbettreport.com/mp4/ep301.mp4
http://corbettreport.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=27x5n2ZVgvE&t=1m29s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=27x5n2ZVgvE&t=1m29s


(Source: Day the Earth Stood Still Trailer | Time Reference:
01:39)

“What’s hovering over Salt Lake City? Is it a a rocket? A
blimp? A UFO?”

(Source: A Giant UFO Over Salt Lake City | Time Reference:
02:06)

PRESENTER: “Former government UFO expert is warning that
Britain  is  wide  open  to  alien  visitors  and  that  the
consequences of not monitoring extraterrestrials could be
huge. Nick Pope, who resigned from the Ministry of Defense
UFO Project, says the department looking into UFOs has all
but closed down and despite a higher number of credible
sightings. Lets speak to Nick Pope, he joins us in the
studio…”

(Source: BBC Warns of Alien Invasion | Time Reference: 02:11)

PRESENTER: “…you want to meet this guy. Joining us now are
team leader James Fox: one of the nation’s top UFO experts
and Erin Ryder who is in charge of tech and recon for this
series, good morning to both of you”
This is a ufologist? Is that what the actual…?
So they say” “OK” [laughter]”

(Source: CBS: UFO’s Mounting Preponderance of Evidence &
Government Cover Up! | Time Reference: 02:36)

“AWA 517 do you want to report a UFO? over
Negative we don’t want a report.
Aries31 do you wish to report a UFO? over
Negative we don’t want one of those either.
Aries31 do you wish to file a report of any kind? over
I wouldn’t know what kind of report to file, centre
Aries31..me  neither.  I’ll  try  to  track  traffic  at
destination.  over.”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OfpSXI8_UpY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ESgP0HzIntk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pV11e1J8bgI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5_xQf6_Fvig
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5_xQf6_Fvig


(Source: Close Encounters of the Third Kind – Indianapolis
Air  Traffic  Control  detects  the  UFO’s  |  Time  Reference:
02:49)

“While the family knows their story sounds of this world,
they are convinced they witnessed a close encounter and will
be keeping a watchful eye on the sky.

I think we’re definitely believers now.”

(Source: UFO near San Diego – El Cajon, California – CBS
News | Time Reference: 03:20)

Sorry my mistake, my mistake, no – this is clearly a subject
that  is  propounded  time  and  again  ad  nauseam  in  the
establishment mouthpiece media . That same media that we know
is lying to us about most major world events, either through
direct  lying  or  lying  by  omission.  So  why  are  they  not
omitting this little idea from the cultural context? Why are
they constantly returning to the idea of ‘alien presence’,
‘alien cover-up’, ‘alien invasion’, ‘alien threat’?

Why is this propounded so often, not just in the news media
but of course also in those cultural-entertainment productions
that I hope we understand are, at the end, a product of the
culture-creation  industry  that  has  been  predictably
programming us, again for decades, generations perhaps, to
accept various memes and ideas including of course this idea
of  ‘alien  invasion’,  ‘alien  threat’  and  the  fallout  and
consequences thereof, which again is a theme that has been
returned to time, and time, and time, and time, and time again
for the better part of the century by this point. It’s almost
as if the billionaire power players at the top of this pyramid
are actually connected to an idea to implant this idea of
alien invasion in the public consciousness for the purpose of
manipulating  public  opinion,  and  that’s  because…  they  are
connected to such an agenda, demonstrably so.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mXiCKn1HCR4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mXiCKn1HCR4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zxD2uvAcCN0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zxD2uvAcCN0


“Ladies and gentlemen, here is the latest bulletin from the
Intercontinental Radio News. Toronto, Canada: Professor Morse
of  McGill  University  reports  observing  a  total  of  three
explosions on the planet Mars, between the hours of 7:45 PM
and 9:20 PM, eastern standard time. This confirms earlier
reports received from American observatories. Now, nearer
home, comes a special bulletin from Trenton, New Jersey. It
is reported that at 8:50 PM a huge, flaming object, believed
to be a meteorite, fell on a farm in the neighborhood of
Grovers Mill, New Jersey, twenty-two miles from Trenton. The
flash in the sky was visible within a radius of several
hundred miles and the noise of the impact was heard as far
north as Elizabeth.”

(Source: “War of the Worlds” 1938 Radio Broadcast | Time
Reference: 05:04)

NARRATOR: “Orson Welles’ War of the Worlds.Never before had a
radio broadcast provoked such outrage, or such chaos. Upwards
of a million people convinced, if only briefly, that the
United States was being laid waste by alien invaders, and a
nation left to wonder how they possibly could’ve been so
gullible.

By a quarter past eight eastern time, telephones were ringing
madly all across the country, as concerned Americans tried to
determine the whereabouts of relatives, warn friends and
acquaintances, and most of all, corroborate what they were
hearing.

Man on the phone (archival): City Desk. A what?? Wait a
minute.

NARRATOR:  For  the  next  several  hours,  newspapers,  radio
stations and police precincts from coast to coast would be
swamped with calls.

Man on the phone (archival): Well I can’t help that ma’am, we
just don’t know anything about it. Did I say something about

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OzC3Fg_rRJM


a quiet Sunday evening?
Second man (archival): What’s going on anyway?

NARRATOR: Soon, strange bulletins began coming in over the
press service wires. In Bergenfield, New Jersey, just north
of Grovers Mill, some 20 families turned up at a police
station, with all of their household possessions piled into
their cars. In Indianapolis, a woman rushed the pulpit in a
Methodist church, shouting that the end of the world had
come. And in Washington state, a spectacularly ill-timed
power  failure  plunged  the  small  town  of  Concrete  into
darkness , and sent terrified residents fleeing into the
mountains.

Announcer, The War of the Worlds (archival audio): The battle
which took place tonight at Grover Mills has ended in one of
the most startling defeats ever suffered by an army in modern
times; 7,000 men armed with rifles and machine guns pitted
against a single fighting machine of the invaders from Mars.
One hundred and twenty known survivors…

Seymour Charles Hayden, Sunland, California (actor): Well, my
wife she came in, my wife, just wringing her hands and
wailing away, her eyeballs about to pop out on to her lap
going, “What is it? What is it? What could it be? Is it the
Germans?” Well, she hadn’t heard that word ‘Martians’, but I
had.

Announcer, The War of the Worlds (archival audio):…a brief
statement informing us that the charred body of Carl Phillips
has been identified in a Trenton hospital.
David Roepik, Journalist: We think that we’re really smart,
but  if  there’s  a  cue  out  there  that  could  possibly  be
dangerous,  we’re  going  to  react  to  it  protectively,
autonomically, instinctively, fear first, and reason and fact
second”

(Source:  War  of  the  Worlds:  The  Panic  Broadcast  |  PBS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7BJ9U4iZcxk


America | Time Reference: 05:47)

Now I’m sure that the majority of the listening and viewing
audience will be familiar with the story of Orson Welles’
infamous 1938 radio dramatization of the famous H.G. Wells
novel The War of the Worlds, and the resulting hysteria and
panic that ensued, driving people insane, believing there to
be a real alien invasion taking place and farmers running out
into the fields shooting at grain silos and the like, and that
story is a fascinating one for a number of reasons, namely
because  it  is  a  confluence  of  different  events  in  world
history at that time, that had an effect on shaping an entire
field of study, and of course this relates to the advent of
mass-communication  technologies  like  the  radio  which  was
still, to some extent, in its infancy as a broadcast medium at
that time, capable of reaching a nation as wide and diverse as
America and reaching however many millions of people at the
same time and inducing this kind of mass panic and psychosis,
and it is interesting to study in that regard and so it is not
surprising that it was immediately made the subject of such a
study funded by, who else, the Rockefellers. And we can take
more on this from a very very important article that was
published  on  globalresearch.ca  back  in  2012  –  Early
Psychological  Warfare  Research  and  the  Rockefeller
Foundation  by  Professor  James  Tracy.  Reading  from  that
article:

“The “founding fathers” of mass communication research could
not  have  established  their  field  without  Rockefeller
largesse. Alongside World War One propagandist and University
of Chicago political scientist Harold Lasswell, psychologist
Hadley Cantril was a principal contributor to the knowledge
and  information  that  helped  propel  Rockefeller-controlled
enterprises,  an  American  empire  in  the  postwar  era.
Throughout  this  period  Cantril  provided  the  Rockefeller
combine with important information and new techniques in
public opinion measurement and management in Europe, Latin

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7BJ9U4iZcxk
http://www.globalresearch.ca/early-psychological-warfare-research-and-the-rockefeller-foundation/
http://www.globalresearch.ca/early-psychological-warfare-research-and-the-rockefeller-foundation/
http://www.globalresearch.ca/early-psychological-warfare-research-and-the-rockefeller-foundation/


American,  and  the  United  States.  A  roommate  of  Nelson
Rockefeller’s at Dartmouth College in the late 1920s, Cantril
took a doctorate in psychology at Harvard, coauthoring The
Psychology of Radio with his doctoral mentor Gordon Allport
in  1935.  “Radio  is  an  altogether  novel  medium  of
communication,” Cantril and Allport observed, “pre-eminent as
a means of social control and epochal in its influence upon
the mental horizons of men.

The work garnered the attention of Rockefeller Foundation
Humanities Division officer John Marshall, commissioned by
the Foundation with convincing commercial broadcasters to
include more educational programming into their advertiser-
driven  schedules.  To  this  end  Rockefeller  was  funding
fellowships at the CBS and NBC broadcasting networks.

Aware of the Dartmouth connection, Marshall encouraged the
enterprising Cantril to apply to the Foundation for support.
Cantril’s request resulted in a $67,000 grant for a two-year
charter of the “Princeton Radio Project” (PRP) at Princeton
University.  There  Cantril  proceeded  to  develop  studies
assessing radio’s effects on audiences. In 1938 Cantril also
became a founding editor of the Rockefeller Foundation-funded
Public Opinion Quarterly, an organ closely associated with US
government’s psychological warfare endeavors following World
War Two.

When  the  Princeton  venture  commenced  another  trained
psychologist close to Rockefeller, CBS Director of Research
Frank Stanton, was named PRP lead researcher but took a
secondary role of Associate Director due to his position at
the broadcast network. At this time Austrian émigré social
scientist Paul Lazarsfeld was recruited to join Cantril. Thus
Cantril, Stanton, and Lazarsfeld were closely affiliated and
ideally  positioned  to  embark  on  a  major  study  involving
public opinion and persuasion.

The opportunity for such an analysis presented itself when



CBS broadcast Orson Welles’ rendering of H.G. Wells’ War of
the Worlds on on October 30 1938. Lazarsfeld saw the event as
especially noteworthy and immediately asked Stanton for CBS
funds to investigate reaction to what at the time was the
largest immediate act of mass persuasion in human history.
Over the next several months interviews with War of the
Worlds listeners were collected, provided to Stanton at CBS,
and  subsequently  analyzed  in  Cantril’s  1940  study,  The
Invasion From Mars: A Study in the Psychology of Panic”

(Source:  Early  “Psychological  Warfare”  Research  and  the
Rockefeller Foundation | Time Reference: 09:46)

A fascinating little tidbit from history I trust that you’ll
agree and if you do I hope you’ll go and follow the link in
the show notes to that original article so you can continue
reading about Hadley Cantril’s adventures providing studies
and  information  about  psychological  persuasion  to  the
Rockefeller Foundation, and how that developed and contributed
to world psychological warfare techniques for the US Army and
things of that nature, but again I think it is interesting to
see this confluence of HG Wells’ War of the Worlds becoming a
radio dramatization which incites this mass panic, the largest
immediate act of mass persuasion in human history, that is
then studied by the Princeton Radio Project backed up by the
Rockefeller Foundation.

But you could argue that that’s a tangential connection or
just a coincidental connection, that this doesn’t mean that
the Rockefellers are interested in mass-persuasion in terms of
alien invasion per se, it’s just that that was the immediate
proximate cause of this particular study.

So you might fruitfully ask “Are there any connections between
the Rockefellers and this idea of faking an alien invasion or
an alien presence of some sort?” and the answer is…yes! Yes
there is such evidence…

http://www.globalresearch.ca/early-psychological-warfare-research-and-the-rockefeller-foundation/30594
http://www.globalresearch.ca/early-psychological-warfare-research-and-the-rockefeller-foundation/30594


“Mr. Rockefeller backed many UFO-related projects in the
period between the late 80s and 2000, but for the purposes of
this Hearing we will concentrate on his political initiatives
in these areas. Laurance Rockefeller’s first forays into
ufology started sometime in the late eighties through Dr.
Cecil B. Scott Jones, a parapsychologist and former U.S. Navy
Commander who had worked as Naval Attaché in Asia and at the
Naval Scientific and Technical Intelligence Center. Between
1985  and  1991,  Jones  was  Special  Assistant  to  Senator
Claiborne  Pell  (1918-2009),  the  powerful  Rhode  Island
Democrat Chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee
(1987-1994) who was deeply interested in parapsychology, and
who many of you met personally. Sen. Pell was also friends
with Laurance Rockefeller and both served on the board of the
Human Potential Foundation, a small think tank launched in
1989 in Vienna, Virginia, by Jones to conduct “research into
all conditions of humankind: physiological, psychological and
spiritual”.

Many of the papers released by the White House’s OSTP come
from Scott Jones, who knew Dr. John Gibbons, a physicist who
worked for many years as Director of the Office of Technology
Assessment for the U.S. Congress and was appointed in 1993 by
the Clinton administration to direct the OSTP.

What was the exact turning point of Laurance Rockefeller’s
evolution from a general interest in consciousness studies
into  the  specific  area  of  UFOs  and  Extraterrestrial
Intelligence is still unclear, but the end of the Cold War
and  the  arrival  in  Washington  of  a  younger  generation
represented by Bill and Hillary Clinton are key factors. He
felt the time was ripe for a new and fresh approach into an
area  that  had  been  previously  dominated  by  a  Cold  War
mentality. Rockefeller recruited for this effort a long-time
associate, Henry L. Diamond, an environmental attorney from
Washington, DC whose links to the family went all the way
back  to  the  1960s  when  he  worked  with  Laurance  in  his



conservation activities. Diamond also knew John Gibbons and
so he was the right person to make the first contact with the
OSTP chief when he sent a Memorandum on March 29, 1993
requesting  a  meeting,  and  I’m  quoting  now  the  first
paragraph:

Laurance  S.  Rockefeller,  who  is  a  leading  U.S.
conservationist, businessman, and philanthropist, is anxious
to have a brief meeting with Dr. Gibbons to discuss the
potential  availability  of  government  information  about
unidentified flying objects and extraterrestrial life. As one
who  has  had  a  long-time  interest  in  environmental  and
spiritual  issues,  Mr.  Rockefeller,  with  other  leading
citizens,  is  planning  to  make  an  approach  to  President
Clinton on this subject…”

(Source:  The  Citizens  Hearing  on  Disclosure  April  29th
Antonio Huneeus | Time Reference: 14:07)

“I invite all of the political media, all media in general
but  certainly  the  political  media  ,  to  look  at  the
Rockefeller initiative it is one of the stories in American
history it’s one of the great political story certainly in
this or any other time. It is filled with amazing people who
are still around and still very powerful. At the time that
Rockefeller  approached,  through  his  attorney,  President
Clinton.  Clinton’s  key  adviser  or  one  of  his  very  key
advisors was John Podesta. The Chief of Staff at the time was
Leon Panetta. The wife of the president at the time was
Hillary Clinton. A good friend of the family at the time,
soon  to  be  Clinton’s  Secretary  of  Energy,  was  Bill
Richardson. This Initiative went on for six years. The press
completely ignored it, as if What’s the news there? It’s just
a billionaire Rockefeller trying to get the President to
release all of the files on these phenomena. Possibly put a
letter into every newspaper in the country, and release… and
basically end the Truth Embargo. There’s no news there.”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QYjPM2lIBH4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QYjPM2lIBH4


(Source:  Citizens  Hearing  April  29th  Steven  Bassett
Rockefeller Initiative and John Podesta | Time Reference:
17:07 or Annotated Proceedings of the Citizen Hearing on
Disclosure – pdf)

Now  for  those  of  you  not  immersed  in  the  topic  of  the
disclosure movement you may not be familiar with some of these
names and faces but some of the main ones to take note of are,
of course, Dr Stephen Bassett who founded and ran something
called  the  Paradigm  Research  Group
at  paradigmresearchgroup.org.  He  defines  himself  as  a
political  activist,  lobbyist,  commentator,  the  executive
director of Paradigm Research Group and the Extra Terrestrial
Phenomena Politicalist Action Committee and executive producer
of the X Conference the Citizens Hearing on Disclosure and the
Congressional Hearing Initiative and Dr Steven Greer who runs
something  called  the  Disclosure  Project  and  he  describes
himself as the father of the ‘Disclosure Movement’ and the
person who presided over the groundbreaking National Press
Club Disclosure Event in May of 2001.

So these are some of the biggest names if not the biggest
names in this disclosure movement and, well, they don’t really
make a secret of the fact that the Rockefellers are, well
specifically Laurance Rockefeller was a big help in getting
this movement launched back in the mid 1990s and again we can
document this and in order to do so let’s turn to a very
important website which I will commend to your attention and I
hope that you guys out there have… well I know some of you
have already found and have emailed me about it. I have found
it myself and it seems that myself and the author of this
website  are  in  accord  on  a  number  of  political  views
especially the overall way in which the the BRICS and China
and Russia and other aspects of the ‘new world order’ system
are being used as the good cop in a ‘good cop/bad cop’ system,
but also on this subject of the UFO ‘disclosure movement’ in a
very important article called ‘Why are the Rockefellers and

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EP3eaKw29AU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EP3eaKw29AU
http://www.comufon.org/documents/CH%20Transcript%20day%201.pdf
http://www.comufon.org/documents/CH%20Transcript%20day%201.pdf
http://www.paradigmresearchgroup.org/stephenbassett.html
http://paradigmresearchgroup.org/
http://www.disclosureproject.org/presskit/sgbio.shtml


the Jesuits guiding the UFO disclosure movement at redefining
god.com, I will put the link in the show notes so you can go
and follow it but just reading from that article:

“The Rockefeller role in getting the disclosure ball rolling
is something of an open secret among the disclosure people,
the disclosuristas as I call them, on Stephen Bassett’s own
Research  Group  website,  a  specific  Rockefeller  effort
referred to as ‘The Rockefeller Initiative’ is openly touted.
The same effort is also touted on Steven Greer’s disclosure
project website as ‘Project Starlight’.

This letter from the Project Starlight Coalition was the
result of the historic as Asilomar California meeting that
Dr. Greer organized and Laurance Rockefeller paid for in June
1995,  just  before  Clinton’s  meeting  with  Rockefeller  in
August 1995.”

Source: Why are the Rockefellers and the Jesuits guiding the
UFO Disclosure Movement? | Time Reference: 20:06)

So who is Laurance Rockefeller ? Well according to Laurance
Rockefellers biography, in 1937 he inherited his grandfather’s
seat on the New York Stock Exchange. He served as Founding
Trustee of the Rockefeller Brothers’ Fund for 42 years from
its inception in 1940 to 1982. During this time he also served
as president 1958 to 1968, and later its chairman 1968 to
1980, for 22 years, longer than any other leader in the fund’s
history. He was also a founding trustee of the Rockefeller
Family Fund from 1967 to 1977.

So not only was Laurance deeply involved in the financial
industry,  but  he  was  also  among  the  founders  of  the
Rockefeller Brothers Fund and the Rockefeller Family Fund.
These funds are notorious for advancing globalist aims under
the pretense of ‘philanthropy’. Laurance also served on the
Rockefeller Brothers Fund’s ‘Special Studies Project’

http://redefininggod.com/2014/10/why-are-the-rockefellers-and-the-jesuits-guiding-the-ufo-disclosure-movement/
http://redefininggod.com/2014/10/why-are-the-rockefellers-and-the-jesuits-guiding-the-ufo-disclosure-movement/


Now, I’ll let you continue reading about that special studies
project and the interesting fact that even now, four decades
after the publication of the final report the ‘Prospect for
America: The Rockefeller Panel Reports’. Certain sections of
that report are still classified, which is interesting in and
of itself, but there are also screenshots of some of the pages
of this report here in this very important article talking
about how they are steering America towards shaping a ‘new
world order’ and things that you would expect to find in a
typical Rockefeller study.

I  suppose  the  point  here  is  to  emphasize  that  Laurance
Rockefeller,  of  course  very  much  in  the  heart  of  the
Rockefeller  matrix,  pushing  this  global-government  agenda
which  David  Rockefeller  so  gleefully  admitted  to  in  his
memoirs, as I’m sure we all know or we all should know by now,
and I would again suggest you go to see this original article
if for no other reason than to click on such things as ‘The
Rockefeller  Initiative’  or  the  Disclosure  Project’s  own
‘Projects Starlight’ page where you can browse through and see
all of the main characters who are connected through this
initiative, that ran from 1993 to 1996 including of course
President Clinton and Laurance Rockefeller along with Hillary
and Dr. John Gibbons and John Podesta and vice president Al
Gore and all this other cast of Congress critters and very
unsavoury characters including of course Dr. Steven Greer, the
aforementioned father of the disclosure movement. And again
all of these letters are archived here online so you can go
and  read  through  them  all  and  the  various  correspondence
between some of the players including Laurance Rockefeller and
John Gibbons and Laurance Rockefeller and the Clintons.

I mean this is a pretty interesting and openly admitted non-
secret that the disclosure movement was really launched with
the  aid  of  Laurance  Rockefeller  and  the  Clinton
administration,  so  I  think  that  should  at  least  get  our
antennas up towards the possibility that this is going to be



used towards the furtherance of some sort of staged or faked
alien invasion .

Now that again sounds like an outlandish prospect to those
poor souls coming in from mainstream-medialand who are just
landing on this site randomly. I hope that you will be able to
at least appreciate that there might be a reason why the very
rich and powerful and well-connected would be interested in
doing something as ridiculous and outlandish, I agree with you
there,  as  staging  some  sort  of  ‘alien  threat’,  ‘alien
presence’ – whatever it may be. But, there are reasons why
this  might  be  done  and  these  aren’t  reasons  we  have  to
speculate on. We can find all of the usual suspects talking
about these reasons in all of the usual places, and of course
the  big  ones:  global  religion;  global  finance  and  global
government,  uniting  the  world  around  this  perceived  alien
threat.

“What is exceptional is that the Vatican was taking very
seriously what science might tell us, about the possibility
of extraterrestrial intelligent life-forms. That’s what the
conference was about. I can’t tell you that the Vatican found
any alien life, I don’t think that’s what they were looking
for but they were taking very seriously, the issue.”

(Source: Alien Life: Vatican and NASA Now Talking | Time
Reference: 24:59)

“We probably won’t be seeing aliens at mass anytime soon, but
the Vatican’s chief astronomer does say that there could
exist other forms of life outside Earth, and he says if they
do exist they are God’s creatures.”

(Source: The Vatican’s Take on Aliens? | Time Reference:
25:22)

INTERVIEWER: “So how does this actually work? When Discovery
decided they were going to do a show on alien invasions, your
phone rings because you’re on the, sort of, speed dial for

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Uu4zX8S2Kc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8gB7QhHcYIE


theoretical physicists who can help them do the war game for
how this might play out?

DR. MICHIO KAKU: Well believe it or not we physicists have
actually  studied  the  question  of  what  happens  if  we  do
encounter a hostile advanced civilization that space, and
Hollywood  gets  it  all  wrong.  Hollywood  assumes  that  the
aliens are maybe a hundred years more advanced than us, and
if only we had a secret weapon we could defeat the aliens.
Wrong. Either the aliens don’t bother with us because we’re
simply too primitive, or if they do invade it’ll be more like
Bambi versus Godzilla.”

(Source: Dr. Michio Kaku: How to Survive an ALIEN INVASION |
Time Reference: 25:34)

“Now the United Nations is getting ready for contact with
aliens from outer space . This is Mazlan Othman. She’s out of
Malaysia.  She  will  be  plant  earth’s  first  interstellar
diplomat.”

(Source: UN Appoints Ambassador for Aliens | Time Reference:
26:14)

MAZLAN OTHMAN: “First I have to categorically deny that I was
appointed or will be appointed the ambassador for aliens, the
ambassador for the United Nations for aliens.
No, the committee is not discussing this very… this subject
matter but yes I was in the UK to attend a meeting which I
can quote to you called ‘Towards a Scientific and Societal
Agenda on Extraterrestrial Life ‘which is why this whole
thing came about, because the British press caught hold of
the fact that I was going to be at this meeting, and I was on
a panel that was discussing… they call it the Great Panel
Debate. I like that name, it’s extraterrestrial life and
arising political issues for the UN Agenda””

(Source: Ambassador” Rumour not True says Scientist | Time
Reference: 26:26)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K_YtXcPm3xU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ecj9tI5W1gE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7_MzG3TG0oE


PAUL KRUGMAN: “It’s very hard to get inflation in a depressed
economy but if you had a program of government spending plus
an expansionary policy by the Fed you could get that. So if
you think about using all of these things together you could
accomplish a great deal.

If we discovered that, you know, space aliens were planning
to attack and we needed a massive build-up to counter this
space  alien  threat  and  really  that  inflation  and  budget
deficits took secondary place to that, this lump would be
over in 18 months, and then if we discovered “Woops we’ve
made a mistake there actually aren’t any..”

PROF. KENNETH ROGOF: We need Orson Welles is what you’re
saying…

PAUL KRUGMAN: No there was a Twilight Zone episode like this
in which, er, scientists fake an alien threat in order to
achieve world peace, well this time we don’t need it we need
it in order to get some fiscal stimulus.”

(Source: Krugman calls for space aliens to fix U S economy |
Time Reference: 27:18)

RONALD  REAGAN:  “Perhaps  we  need  some  outside  universal
threat,  to  make  us  recognize  this  common  bond  .  I
occasionally  think  how  quickly  our  differences  worldwide
would vanish if we were facing an alien threat from outside
this world.”

(Source: Reagan’s ALIEN speech to UN | Time Reference: 28:02)

“And should we win, the day the 4th of July will no longer be
known as an American holiday but as the day when the world
declared with one voice ” We will not go quietly into the
night, we will not vanish without a fight, we’re going to
live  on  we’re  going  to  survive.  Today  we  celebrate  our
independence day.””

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jaED2ErdIv8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ag44dRO8LEA


(Source: Independence Day | Time Reference: 28:22)

JIMMY KIMMEL: “If you saw there were aliens there would you
tell us?

BILL CLINTON: Yeah.

JIMMY KIMMEL: You would?

BILL CLINTON: I think, look. What do we know? We know now we
live  in  an  ever-expanding  universe.  We  know  there  are
billions of stars and planets literally out there. And the
universe is getting bigger. We know from our fancy telescopes
that just in the last two years more than twenty planets have
been identified outside our solar system that seem to be far
enough away from the sun and dense enough that they might be
able to support some form of life so it makes it increasingly
less likely we are alone.

JIMMY KIMMEL: Oh, you’re trying to give me a hint there are
aliens.

BILL CLINTON: No, I’m trying to tell you I don’t know but if
we were visited someday, I wouldn’t be surprised. I just hope
that it’s not like Independence Day. That it, you know.. a
conflict.  Maybe  that’s  the  only  way  to  unite  this
increasingly divided world of ours. If they’re out there we’d
better think of how all the differences among people on earth
would seem small if we felt threatened by a space invader
that the whole theory of Independence Day – everybody gets
together and makes nice and you know…

KIMMEL: You and Bill O’Reilly would be hiding in a bunker
together…”

(Source:  Bill  Clinton  Talks  About  The  Coming  FAKE  Alien
Invasion – April 1st 2014 | Time Reference: 28:54)

What an interesting milieu of characters we have floating

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QoLywiaM6PA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QvcDNrKOlOM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QvcDNrKOlOM


around there. We have the Vatican and the U.N. and Nobel
prize-winning  economist/Keynesian  wing-nut  Paul  Krugman  and
multiple presidents of the United States and all of these
people, all talking about the same thing: ‘Wouldn’t it be
great if we had this idea of an alien threat that would unite
us all behind ..fill in the blank…World Government or world
financial system or baptizing the aliens wouldn’t that be
wonderful!” and it’s interesting to look at this, I mean I
didn’t fall off the turnip truck yesterday, I understand and
can smell a public preparation for some sort of staged event
when I see one, and well if it looks and smells and quacks
like a false-flag operation – it probably is one. And again
being supported by some of the most prominent and powerful and
well-connected political and financial elites, clearly there
is something very very stinky here, and in order to really
understand  this  stink,  again  we  know  why  this  would
potentially  be  a  valuable  thing  for  the  power  elites  to
consolidate their power in a world government or what have
you, but the question is could they do it, and if so how could
they do it? These are important questions that we need to
address if we want to really broach the subject and, I guess
if we’re going to address it we have two different routes we
can  take.  We  can  go  down  the  unverifiable,  unsourceable,
unfalsifiable,  undocumented  route,  or  we  can  go  down  the
sourced, verified, falsifiable documented route, and me being
me I’m going to go down the sourced, falsifiable, documented
route. But if you want to go down that unsourced, unknowable,
unverifiable route you can go, for example, with something
called Project Blue Beam.

Now this is something that I’m sure most of the listeners out
there have heard of at some point, at least in a vague sense,
as  some  sort  of  plan  that  was  uncovered  there  must  be
documents backing this up ,and about staging an alien invasion
with  holograms  in  order  to  create  a  world  government,
something  along  those  lines.



Well, if you really want to open Pandora’s box of Project Blue
Beam it’s much more specific than that and well, somewhat more
outlandish and much less documented than you might expect.

This really all dates back and sources back to one particular
French Canadian journalist Serge Monast who was talking in the
mid 1990’s about this Project blue beam, this NASA project
that he had uncovered and was unveiling to the public, that
had a multiple-stage process for creating a: world religion;
world  government;  world  tyranny,  and  this  involved  the
induction of earthquakes in order to expose archaeological
finds – manipulated, planted archaeological finds – that would
change our view of human history and a staged extraterrestrial
invasion, and the appearance of a new Messiah to be the head
of  this  world  religion,  and  the  imposition  of  UN  World
Government etcetera , so this is a detailed plan that was
talked about, but again there is literally no documents behind
this, there is no NASA secret paper that was ever exposed
about this. It really all sources back to this Serge Monast
and a couple of interviews that are available online. There’s
a transcript of a speech. There’s a translation of what I
guess is some sort of summary of a book that apparently he
wrote on this subject. He did write a book, apparently in
French, on this subject but it’s never been reprinted and its
basically  unobtainable  so  there’s  a  couple  of  different
translations of something that may have sourced from this book
more or less, but that’s basically it. I mean there’s just a
few scraps, and from those scraps there’s been a lot of talk,
and a lot of people have run with this idea but I think not a
lot of people know where it actually sources from so I will
put some links in the shownotes so you can actually follow
them and read about them and come to your own conclusion: ‘Is
this  worth  following?’,  and  ‘Why  should  we  believe  this
particular piece of information?’. Call me a doubting Thomas.
I’ll believe it when I see…something, anything documentable
and verifiable in terms of this plan.

http://educate-yourself.org/cn/projectbluebeam25jul05.shtml
http://educate-yourself.org/cn/projectbluebeam25jul05.shtml
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ac2DjonmKH8


Now if we want to go down the other route and look at actual
verifiable  sourced  and  knowable  technologies  that  we  know
exist, let alone those technologies that we don’t know exist
that are being worked on in the skunkworks of DARPA, down in
the bowels of the Pentagon, and for more on DARPA I’ll direct
you to a previous Corbett Report radio episode where we talked
about DARPA and its various projects, but for some of the
technology that we do know about we can source that in a
number of different ways, from a number of different seemingly
disparate threads, but definitely technologies that we now
know exist. One place to start – we can get the clue from the
book by previous Corbett Report guest James Perlof: ‘Truth is
Lonely  Warrior’  where  he  talks  about  a  airforce  military
publication that is or was available on the Air Force website.
You can still access it through there on the Wayback Machine,
and again the link will be in the show notes, and this is
about an airborne holographic projector which this, again this
af.mil website notes is:

“…a three-dimensional visual image in the desired location,
removed from the display generator. The projector can be used
for  psychological  operations  and  strategic  perception
management.  It  is  also  useful  for  optical  deception  and
cloaking, providing a momentary distraction when engaging an
unsophisticated adversary.”

(Source: Airborne Holographic Projector | Time Reference:
35:33)

You  can  see  the  unsophisticated  visualization  that  is
accompanying this on the website itself, but yes very crudely,
it’s a plane projecting an image of another plane elsewhere in
the sky. Now that, of course is a very crude implementation of
this type of holographic technology that, at the very least,
would be required for making the world believe we were under
some sort of alien invasion threat or what-have-you, but that,
again, is twenty years old now and sources from an airforce

https://www.corbettreport.com/corbett-report-radio-265-darpa-exposed/
http://jamesperloff.com/truth-is-a-lonely-warrior/
http://jamesperloff.com/truth-is-a-lonely-warrior/
http://archive.org/web/
https://web.archive.org/web/19970429041743/http://www.au.af.mil/au/2025/volume4/chap03/b5_6.htm


military  website.  I’m  thinking  that  the  actual  technology
would be somewhat more advanced, but again we don’t have to
speculate about that we can take a look at the very real
developments in technology including such incredible things as
beaming  sound  directly  into  people’s  ears,  touchable
holograms, and being able to manipulate people’s perceptions
and incite fear and panic through brain wave technology.

PRESENTER: “The ultimate weapon in the infowar would be so
secret, so invisible, so undetectable you would never know
your  mind  was  under  attack.  At  Laurentian  University  in
Ontario, Canada a young student is about to undergo one of
the  strangest  experiences  of  her  life.  They’re  hooking
Denise’s brain up to an electroencephalograph or EEG machine.
For 30-40 minutes this will monitor her brain waves, while
these electric coils attached on either side of her head will
immerse her brain in an electromagnetic field. Her brain
actually completes the circuit between the two coils. The
field pulsing through her brain is less powerful than one
given off by a digital clock radio, but acutely controlled
and focused on specific parts of the brain, it will open
Denise’s mind to outside suggestion by this man. Dr. Michael
Persinger is a professor of psychology and neuroscience. He
is designing ways to put the power of mind-control to good
use. Dr. Persinger’s research focuses on brain trauma, and he
uses carefully controlled doses of electromagnetic radiation
to induce relaxation and alleviate pain.

DR. PERSINGER: So what Sandra did was to initiate a opiate
releasing  pattern  that’s  a  burst-firing  field  that  is
stimulated once every 4 seconds and that produces relaxation
and  a  very  pleasant  sensation.  Similarly  using  the
appropriate field we can induce fear and apprehension but
clearly that would be unethical in that setting.”

PRESENTER:  Dr.  Persinger’s  tests  suggest  that  carefully
programmed  electromagnetic  frequencies  can  tap  into
individual  brains  and  influence  people’s  emotions.



DR. PERSINGER: The cognitive processes of the human brain are
really quite simple and if you understand how they work you
can make entire populations think and decide in the manner of
which you wish.”

PRESENTER: Many experts are skeptical of such an Orwellian
scenario but Persinger thinks the implications are chillngly
real.

DR. PERSINGER: Suppose you generate a field that produces
fear, fundamental fear, in large numbers of people and then
over the television or in traditional ways you say “The
reason we’re having this fear is because of this particular
group.” so now you start to move the population, believing in
a direction that you wish.”

PRESENTER: To influence 250 million people, the equivalent of
the entire population of the United States, may not be that
difficult. According to Dr. Persinger we already have the
technology, satellites and television and radio transmitters.
Mind control may already be happening. We know the mysterious
psyops plane can beam persuasive sounds and pictures into
people’s television sets. Will it someday beam disturbing
frequencies directly into the mind.”

(Source: UltraScience ’97 Electronic Mind Control | Time
Reference: 36:54)

DR. JOSEPH POMPEI: “First your voice is transformed into
high-frequency ultrasound, a sound so high that no-one can
hear it. Sound is highly directional, so like a torch it can
be pointed at someone standing a long way away. Although they
can not hear the ultrasound it causes secondary vibrations in
the air around them and it’s that sound the person hears. So,
if you imagine you’re in a room and I shine a flashlight at
you it’s very bright for you but it’s very dark for everybody
else. In much the same way the audio spotlight creates a very
narrow beam of sound that can shine at a listener. They hear

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L17rKUK5cXU


it very clearly and it doesn’t create noise that might bother
other people in the same space.”

(Source: Voice to Skull Time | Time Reference: 40:12)

PRESENTER: “Researchers at Tokyo University have come up with
the technology that is a first and significant step away from
the mouse and keyboard, touchable holograms.

HIROYUKI SHINODA (translated): Up until now holography has
been for the eyes only. If you tried it touch it, your hand
would go right through, but now we have the technology that
also adds the sensation of touch to holograms.”

(Source: Japanese Scientists Create Touchable Holograms |
Time Reference: 40:51)

Now look I’m not necessarily saying that there’s going to be a
staged  alien  invasion  tomorrow  and  that  we  should  all  be
concentrating on this, nor am I saying that there is no such
thing as alien life in the universe. I would be shocked,
flabbergasted  if  there  was  not,  and  whether  or  not  it’s
visiting Earth well, what do I know? How do I know? I mean I
haven’t seen it myself but does that mean it doesn’t exist?
Well of course not. Again I’ll let you guys, you’re grown up
boys and girls out there I’m sure, I’m sure you can decide for
yourself on things like that but we should know that there is
a coordinated plan or an agenda in place, to capitalize on
such things as fake alien invasions that is being funded and
promoted by the financial power elite, at the top of the
pyramid,  and  is  being  promoted  and  pushed  out  into  the
cultural sphere by the politicians and economists and the
Vatican and the UN, and then underneath them the culture-
creators in the entertainment industry, to prepare the public
for such a possibility and we should be on guard against such
manipulations.

And again these technologies that are now coming together,

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mWVhOjdaGXA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3seTlvQtIgc


again the ones that we know about, let alone the ones that her
secretly in development that we don’t have access to, are
clearly along the path towards making such an event possible
,and again you can look at something like the Norway spiral
and believe the official response that this was a Russian ICBM
test that went awry and if you believe that I have a bridge on
the  moon  to  sell  you,  but  again  all  of  these  are  just
different pieces of the puzzle and I think they add up towards
something very interesting and something that is potentially
coming sometime in the future, but even if this particular
instantiation  this  fake  alien  invasion  or  what-have-you
doesn’t  come  together,  still  the  concept  of  psychological
manipulation through manipulated events in manipulated reality
is  an  important  one,  and  obviously  one  that  we  have  to
continue to keep in mind and now that the technology for
making these events possible is more and more a documentable
reality I think, again we should have our mental guards up for
such eventualities.

So that’s, I think, where we’re going to leave things today.

Once again this is an open-source investigation and I invite
and encourage and applaud the input of all of you out there so
if  you  are  a  Corbett  Report  member  please  do  leave  your
comments  on  the  website  with  any  relevant  links  or
information. Any comments, questions, complaints, criticisms,
concerns  or  otherwise  all  invited  as  usual  there  at
corbettreport.com.

Once again I’m your host James Corbett of corbettreport.com
thanking you for joining me for this edition of the Corbett
Report podcast and inviting you to join me again next week.
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